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HIGHWAY BRIDGES AND CULVERTS.

abutments, piers, and the bridge itself, all of which may be 
designed to meet economically the conditions of the location 

An estimate of the cost may be made and this

The question of municipal highway bridges and culverts
^r°Ws in importance concurrently with the increased atten
tion given to the matter of good roads ; in fact it is the 

st of these highway accessories that brings the cost of 
°ad improvement higher in one locality than another, and 

c- e thought and discussion is being given, in many muni- 
, Pa*ities, to good road construction, it is an established 

as recently exemplified by the many disasters accom- 
ni-ing the spring freshets, that there is a dire need for 
neral improvement in small bridges and culverts.

selected.
should in all cases be used as the basis for an appropria
tion for the bridge.

The amount of attention and skill to be given to the 
foundations for any structure depends, first, upon the size 
and importance of the structure proposed, then upon the 
loads it must carry, and finally upon. its type, 
misunderstanding, it may be stated that the word “founda
tion” is used throughout this bulletin to mean the natural 
bed or material upon which rest the footings for the piers 
or abutments for a bridge, or the walls or floor of a culvert. 
This bed may be either rock, sand, gravel, clay, or any other 
natural material, or an artificial foundation prepared of logs 
or other material, or it may be piles driven to support the 
structure.

Whil

fact,

To avoid

Ay recent bulletin issued by the Office of Good Roads, 
"h ' ^ 'Chas. H. Hoyt and William H. Burr, takes up the 
Cjs° e Question of highway bridges and culverts in a con- 
pre banner. Some abstracts are presented herewith. A 

cdce which has been in vogue and which has had an in- 
,°Us effect, especially in the design of highway bridges, 

^,, method of inviting bids upon the bidder’s own plans
Pas'°Ut having a competent and disinterested engineer to 
sRel U*3°n f*16 designs submitted. The total weight of the 
g and the amount of shop work necessary to make 
as k StronS connections determine largely the real as well 
the’he ec°nomical cost of the bridge. The desire to secure 
to C°nfract encourages the effort, under such conditions, 
traITla^e the design light enough in weight to get the con- 
hs i" re®far<fless of whether the bridge is designed to carry 

°ad with a fair factor of safety, 
effe ^ a third matter which also has had an injurious 
avohj Upon the design of bridges, and which should be 
«- eu in all cases, is the determination of those acquiring 

8e not to pay more than a fixed amount, which has 
ccided in advance, without sufficient information, 

aijj as reliable engineering inspection, preliminary plans,

juri
is the

=11

E!
the brid
been
sUch

The plan to be observed should consist of
ng steps :—

services of a capable bridge engineer should(l> The
Sccured.

,2> The
SUltabilit

be Fig. 1.—Wash-Drill Outfit for Testing Foundations.

foundations should be tested to determine For many of the smaller box culverts of spans varying 
from 2 feet to 8 feet and carrying only ordinary loads, the 
ordinary earth foundation is sufficient in most cases, with 
proper protection against undermining by currents of water. 
Where the streams are sluggish, however, or where the cul
verts are located in swamps and the foundations are soft 
and wet, a few logs from io to 12 inches in diameter, which 
are placed below in trenches and upon which the footings 
rest, add much to the stability of the foundation.

The logs, as shown in Figure 1, may be placed close 
together, or in many cases it will be sufficient to place them 
about 3 feet apart, centre to centre, 
this type of foundation are that it distributes the pressure 
and tends to prevent uneven settlement or tipping of the side 
walls.

y> bearing power and economy.
Pr0Jcj The location should be determined with a close ap- 
alSo ati<>n and a profile of a centre line made, showing 

e results obtained by testing the foundations. 

carfy l°ad which the bridge may be called upon to
anticipating reasonably the demands and 

bri(jge the future, should be decided upon. All highway 
'o Carr ' at *east those on main roads, should be designed 
etlgiric5 Concentrated loads, such as road rollers or traction 
aMe jS Weighing from 10 to 15 tons each, with a reason- 
tI>ahy ‘ Ctf)r safetV- Unfortunately for the traffic of to-day 
carry 0°. '■he present highway bridges were designed to 
lheir fi ?' rn°derate uniform loads, and on this account for 

* aPPearance and their inadequacy to meet present

The advantages of

The suitability of foundations for the more important 
structures can be safely determined only by tests, 
can be done best by digging test pits wherever conditions

er these facts have been determined, the en- 
Will be

This
able to prepare plans for the foundations,



A great many tests have been made to determine the 
bearing power of other materials, and, while there is much 
variation in results, the following figures are given as in
dicating the range of values obtained and, in the absence 
of more definite information, they may be used as allowable 
working loads :

Bearing power 
(tons per sq. ft.) 
0.05 to

Material.
Quicksand and wet soils........
Dry earth .................................
Moderately dry clay ...............
Dry, stiff clay .........................
Sand ........................................
Sand, compact and cemented
Gravel, cemented ...................
Rock ..........................................

1.
to 1. 
to 4 

4 to 6
2 to 4
4 to 6
8 to 10

1
2

200

There is, however, no definite rule by which the bearing 
power of a material can be determined absolutely without 
applying test loads and noting the amount of settlement 
caused by them. With the smaller highway bridges and cul-

In this way a better idea can be gained ofwill permit.
the actual material in the foundation than by any other
method.

Where ^conditions do hot permit test pits, an iron rod 
may be driven to depths of from 10 to 20 feet, unless rock 
is encountered before that depth is reached. This method, 
however, gives very little idea of the material through which 
the rod is driven. A somewhat better way is to drive down 
i-inch extra heavy iron pipe, which may be cut into 4-foot 
lengths coupled together as driven. A driving cap should 
be provided and the driving should be done with wooden 

Pipe has been driven in tfiis manner in the winter 
months to a depth of about thirty feet or possibly more. 
The pipe, after being driven, may be pulled out with a 
small chain and lever, so that a sample of the material 
through which the pipe, was driven may be brought u,p in
side it. This material can then be examined as the pipes

Material that sticks in the

mauls.

uncoupled and cleared out.are
pipe may be loosened by placing the four-foot section of 
pipe in a small fire sufficient to generate steam from the 
moisture in the material, which, as it expands, forces the 
material out of .the pipe. Great care should be exercised to 
have only sufficient fire to generate the steam slowly, or 
otherwise the material may shoot out the ends with con
siderable violence, or the pipe may burst and the flying 
fragments cause serious injury to persons in the immediate
vicinity.

One of the best ways to test a foundation is with a 
wash drill outfit, consisting of a drill point to which is 
coupled i-inch iron pipe in four-foot lengths, 
forced through this pipe by a double acting force pump. 
Tests have been made with such an outfit to a depth of 
sixty feet and the wash drill may be used with or without a 
jacket pipe.

Figure 1 illustrates a wash drill outfit suitable for this 
use apd which consists of a double acting force pump, with 
a cylinder 5 inches in diameter, a 5-inch stroke, a 2-inch 
suction and a i%-inch discharge. The pump is fitted with 
two 12-foot lengths of suction hose with a strainer, two 12- 
foot lengths of pressure hose, twelve 4-foot lengths of 1- 
inch extrâ heavy iron pipe, and a drill point.

Water is

The kind of material in the foundation determines to 
some extent the size of the footings for the structure, with 
due consideration to the weight to be borne and the bear
ing power per square foot of the material. Rock makes the 
best foundation and should be used when it occurs at avail
able elevations.

verts, which are the commonest built, an experienced builder 
is usually governed by his experience and good judgment 
concerning the suitability of a particular foundation 10 
carry the proposed structure, but for any structure involving 
a considerable expenditure a careful test should be made.

Arch bridges or culverts especially require an unyield' 
ing foundation and are more than likely to fail unless such 
is provided. Consequently, they should not be built excep* 
where a good rock or gravel foundation is to be had, ot 
possibly where a satisfactory foundation can be made W 
driving piles. Attention should be called to the fact that 
piles may be driven in an inclined position, and thus be 
able to resist the arch action directly.

The bearing power of piles may be determined f°r 
practical purposes, where comparatively stiff material 15 
found, by the following formula :

2 WH
Safe load =

S + 1
safeHere W = weight of hammer in tons or in pounds (the 

load is considered as in the same unit) ; H = its fall *n 
feet ; and S = the penetration in inches under the last blo"r' 
Results thus obtained, when compared with actual test5»

fromshow that this formula has a factor of safety varying 
2 to 7 or 8. It can be used properly, however, for compara 
lively stiff material only, for in soft material where 1°®^ 
piles are to be used, it fails to give rational results.

Road Surface.--? -r?

m
m . :

■ ’ ’ • ^-^3toa/ ràda^—— . _■\ ■■ \■' ■ V

ssureFig. 2a.—Reinforced Concrete Floor, for Distributing Pre 
Over a Greater Area and for Protecting Foundation 

from Erosion.

found, Pf 
nd tbe 

leaving

In locations where great depths of mud are 
are often driven that do not find a solid foundation, a
driving might be continued indefinitely, but, after 
such piles for a few days, it is often found that sev"^at 
blows are required to start them again. This indicates ^ 
their bearing power has increased after the driving 
stopped. It is a common practice to accept such ^°U°e<f) 
lions for certain structures as the best that can be see ^ 
although they sometimes yield. In bridge construe 
however, the success or failure of the structure dep .. 
much upon the foundation and too much care can 
be given to this part of the work.

et»1

eiyscat®

da-
It often happens that, after having tested the f0®^ 

tion and after considering the suitability of the nia.aj js 
found, together with the elevation at which this materf 
available, it becomes desirable to shift the location 0 f6i 
bridge in order to secure a more economical substm ^ 
For example, a suitable material for foundation rn^ 
found at a more “convenient elevation in one place 
another, and this may materially reduce the cost o 
and abutments without injuring the alignment of 1 ajjg-r>' 
seriously. In some cases it may even improve the

ial

ment.
ade l°A survey and profile of the location should be '®uI)t of 

establish the grade of the road. From these the a*
excavation and back fill may be determined, aS
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er Quantities, distances, and elevations needed in prepar- 
F P^ans and in the execution of the work.

. The simplest type of bridge or culvert that will be 
red here is the wooden plank floor bridge for very short 

to S This may be strengthened for increased spans, up 
• c®rtain limits, by supporting the floor upon logs or sawed 

ver eiS‘ The life of timber, especially in bridges and cul- 
s> is at best only a few years, in some cases ten, but 
a Jy, in the flooring at least, it is not more than three 

' The price of timber is constantly advancing, and 
br l, lla”hty of accidents from misplaced,
°f tfl611 P^an*c *s very 'STeat. While a timber bridge admits 
^-tical design, there is no real need for its use to be 

a8'eh, and it is the purpose of this article to deal 
slant'tyPeS construction a more permanent and sub-

con-

worn-out, or

nature, such as concrete and Steel, 
or simPiest form of concrete construction for bridges
tjje verts is the concrete floor or slab, corresponding to 
mayWb°C3en ^00r mentioned above. The concrete slab
tnay aj6 USe<i for greater spans than the plank floor, and it

c°ncrete 
lhen k

strengthened for greater spans by constructing 
beams beneath the floor to support it. ' This is

nown as the “T-beam” type of construction.
Thed fu ®Se types of concrete construction may be strengthen- 

Wire , er hy placing steel rods, expanded'metal, or woven- 
the bCot°tth near the bottom of the slab, and steel rods near 
steel 0mS beams. The advantages of using the
than c n 0rcement are that it has a greater tensile strength 
conrr„ ncrcte and that its location in the lower part of the 
is , ete slab
Of ;ad6d- : 

eCOl*rete is 
e steel 

'Vhich

or beam brings it into tension when the beam 
(Fig. 2a.) Moreover the compressive strength 

greater than its tensile strength, and therefore 
strengthens that part of the concrete structure 

subject to tensile stresses and is most liable to failisfirst.

Thi
Poss'Ki rne'T°d is therefore more economical and makes 
co ® to bridge greater spans, within practical limits 

Tb' 3n can he done wdth plain concrete alone.
application of the concrete slab is to be found first 

instruction of box culverts. (PI. V., Fig. 2.)
in the

needed. Conditions may occur where it will be practicable to 
apply the box type, with some modifications, to greater 
spans than those mentioned, such as where the foundation 
is soft or liable to much erosion from swift currents. The 
floor may then be reinforced with steel, so that it will have 
greater strength to act as a beam to distribute the load 
over a greater area. It may also be extended back of the 
side walls to act as a footing. With suitable “cut-off” walls

—1 1 ■
a*

Sidel/nmaWalU /‘2i~5 .1- c 
footl-iSs* I-Î-& A a■? Sccr/O/Y Alt

UF*'Sr*Ft3M fno Ft 'Mr/an

Matt rial Retrod
Portland Cornent

IS .Sy Ft No !0 Fxnandad Metal, extra hr ary 
or a./- t'Ornt MarVj A ‘net orra, 3-('Ionf 7

Fig. 3a.—Plan for a Concrete Box Culvert.

to prevent currents of water from running beneath this 
floor, the foundation will be well protected from erosion. 
Under such conditions this modified type, with further 
modifications in the cover, which will be discussed later on, 
may be practical for spams up to 20 or 30 feet. Figure 2a 
illustrates the principle under discussion. Here the rein
forced concrete floor serves the same purpose as the logs, 
but the result is more permanent.

The length of thé. spans over which reinforced concrete 
slabs may be built within the limits of practicability and 
safety depends much upon the loads to be carried. The 
depth and amount of fill over the culvert, which may dis
tribute the effect of the concentrated load, is also an im
portant factor.

On main roads, where concentrated loads, such as road 
rollers or traction engines, are to be provided for and the 
depth of fill over the culvert is sufficient only to provide a 
cushion of earth from 1 to 2 feet in depth, the concrete slab 
is practical for spans up to about to or 12 feet, while for 
greater spans than this, under these conditions, other types 
better adapted to the longer spans should be used.

Under conditions of less severe loading the spans for 
the slab may be increased up to 16 or possibly 20 feet, but 
it does not seem advisable to use them for these greater 
spans in view of the possibilities of a nominal future 
growth of traffic requirements.

In some localities conditions may be favorable for build
ing the footings and side walls of quarried or suitable field 
stone laid in cement mortar. While these will not prove 
more satisfactory than good concrete, it may be a matter of 
economy to do this, because of the saving in expense in 
crushing the stone for concrete. The reinforced concrete 
slab may be built quite as well upon such walls.

There are also many cases where masonry walls are 
already built, but have a poor wooden floor for the bridge. 
These floors may be replaced with a substantial reinforced 
concrete slab, which will be permanent.

Traffic should not be allowed directly on the concrete 
surface of the slab. Consequently it may be necessary to 
take off the top of the masonry abutments, so that the slab

‘-.’CO\\ v-j;V:•/

r .

»

.■■MM-

113X11 / it
«aewaefi»

2b._Enforced Concrete Slab on Masonry Abutments.
The bo

„ * With X Culvert gets its name from its similarity to a 
>ret, 0Pen ends.
rJTlk Waff,. ,Ma^ Paved with
^lQfor<;e<j at the two ends may be of plain concrete or 

ays be 0fV tb steel, but the cover and parapets should al- 
.. ThP , reinf°rced concrete.

• '^Panxi S“0Wn *n Fig. 3a is made from a working 
Pffig 2 i f°r a concrete box culvert, which has an 

Of This typCt Wlde by 2 feet hi»h-

construction is practical under the majority 
T>r of f. 0r spans up to about 8 feet, which, as a 

’ bJrms a large percentage of all the culverts

br.

It has a floor, which may be of plain 
The two sides andstone.

Hi
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Fig. 3b.—Plan for Plain Concrete Arch Culvert.

probablyany, of the arch over the box type occurs very 
the fact that no steel reinforcement is required

Among the best features of this type of construction are 
its safety and ability to withstand severe and unfavorable 
conditions, such as the unequal settlement of abutments, 
which may cause cracks in the concrete that would cause 
other types to fail. In this type,, however, the load is car
ried principally by the steel I-beams, whose strength is not 
destroyed by the settlement of the abutments.

Many structures of this type have been built without in
casing the I-beams in concrete, but by merely painting the 
beams instead, to protect them from rust. The painting, 
however, must be repeated every few years, at some con
siderable expense, 
that this painting may never be done, and the better way 
is decidedly to incase the beams in concrete during the 
construction, and thus protect them permanently.

This type also admits of arch construction between the 
beams for the floor system. By this means space may be 
saved in the depth of the floor system that may be of value 
in locations where the area of the waterway or the “head 
room" is a controlling factor. Plate VIII. is made from a

as designed in the accompanying drawing. ^
Concrete Arches.—The reinforced c°n iact

ch in *e 
be made

Reinforced
i»otearch has an advantage over the plain concrete ar 

that the curve of the reinforced structure may 
nearly flat than the plain concrete arch, and there ^

This -permits it con-in the total height of the structure, 
used where it otherwise could not. 
ditions there may be an additional advantage 
economy, although this can not be stated generally 
in all cases.

The steel reinforcement in the arch curves 
same purpose as in the concrete slab—that is. 
the strength of the arch rib where the concrete c0acte 
sive tensile stresses. In some cases, however, the ^ggi))lej 
is also reinforced against compression. It is also 0
when steel reinforcement is used, to reduce the ^e
concrete in the arch rib from the amount that '■v',u ^ tyP 
quired for a plain concrete arch. The reinforce

bleUnder favora intin P01
as 11

tb6There is, of course, a great possibility
S6i<,

etc

re-
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working plan prepared in the Office of Public Roads for a 
24-foot span concrete steel I-beam culvert.

Concrete Arches.—The arch culvert is "’el1
ditches or ravines, 
“head room,” -

be set low enough to allow an earth cushion about 18
There

may
inches jn depth to be placed on the concrete slab, 
are also many other locations where the present bridge is 
set so low that it improves the grade of the road to con
struct the slab on the masonry abutments as they are found 
and then raise the grade of the road by placing the earth

Plain
adapted for locations in deep 
where there is an abundance of an à

Many
feet i°

it may be built over spans from 2 feet up. 
have been built over spams of from 50 to 75

The Connecticut Avenue bridge in Washington’ 
series of five arches, each 150 feet 1 

A bridge in Germany

cushion over the slab (Fig. 2b.)
The reinforced concrete T-beam type of construction 

supplements the slab type and begins to be practical in 
point of economy at the point where the slab ceases to be 
economical.—that is, for spans from about 10 to 12 feet and 
more—under the conditions of concentrated loads, such as 
road rollers or traction engines. This type of construction 
has been designed for spans up to 50 feet long, but whether 
or not it is practical for spans as great as that may depend 
upon several conditions, which must be carefully determined 
in each individual case.

length.
D.C., consists of a 
span and built of plain concrete, 
has a single arch span of 215 feet, built of plain concrete- 
These two structures are rather exceptional, however, an 
are mentioned because of their general interest and not 
cause it is intended to treat in detail of them or of structure

not6-
them

be-

There are sameof their magnitude in this bulletin, 
worthy structures with a series of arches, and among 
may be mentioned the railroad bridge at Rockville, Pa"’ 
which -consists of 48 arches, each having a span of 70 feet' 

The illustration shown in Fig. 3b is made from a w01^ 
ing plan prepared for a plain concrete arch-culvert with 
6-foot span, which may be of service more often than

One of the best types of culverts for spans from 10 to 
30 feet long is the steel I-beam incased in concrete, upon 
which rests a relatively thin concrete slab which forms the 
cover for the culvert, 
load for a span equal to the distance from centre to centre 
of the steel I-beams, while the beams are designed to carry 
the load over the clear span from one side wall or abut
ment to the other.

thos€
The slab is designed to carry the

of larger spans.
The difference in the -cost between an arch culvert ^ 

this span and that for a box culvert of the same span is 
a matter of much importance. The advantage, if there
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Piers.—The discussion of the subject of piers falls pro
perly under the question of economic design. Whether or 

it is economical to construct piers depends upon the

of construction may be used for practically the same spans 
as stated for the plain concrete arches.

Footings for piers, abutments, and wing walls may be 
required for the purpose of distributing the pressure caused 
oy the weight of the completed bridge structure and its 
loadings” over a sufficient area to keep the pressure per 

square foot within the amount that will be carried safely by 
e Material composing the foundation.

WlleTe the wall is designed for a gravity section—that is, 
without reinforcement—no footings will be required. This 
°ccurs, for example, where the side walls rest upon rock for 
foundation. If the wall is of the reinforced-concrete type, 

en footings are practically always required. The cause for 
Many broken wing walls is the lack of suitable footings 
Un<kr them.
, As a matter of practical convenience in construction, 
j tmSs are very generally built to “true up” uneven places
_? ^le foundation, and they 
elevati

not
relative cost of the different spans, and also upon the size

The area of the waterway and theof the piers required, 
liability of piers to destruction by ice jams, logs, or floods, 
and the kind of foundation available are important matters
and any one of them may be a controlling factor in the 
design.

In some cases,

From two designs for a concrete bridge with a 40-foot 
span and a 20-foot roadway a difference of about $200 in 
the cost of the superstructure alone appears in favor of 
building two 20-foot spans, instead of one 40-foot span. 
From this amount the cost of the centre pier must be taken 
to determine which is the more economical plan. Estimat
ing the cost of concrete at $8 a cubic yard, including forms, 
it is possible to use 25 cubic yards of concrete for the 
centre pier. This would limit its height to about 8 feet in 
order to make the cost of the two structures about the same.built up to some convenientare

ion upon which the walls or piers rest.
Fhe width of the footing is determined from the load to 

carried and the bearing power of the foundation material, 
s epth is determined from its width and the load carried;

and, if
should
«van

be

ELECTRIC CRANES FOR STEEL MILL SERVICE.
constructed of plain concrete or masonry, its depth 
be equal to its projection from the pier or wall, or 

greater.
By E. Frledlaender.*

The depth of the footing required to carry 
May be reduced somewhat by the use of steel rein- 

Ment placed near the bottom to strengthen the project- 
P°rtions of the footing.
Another consideration that must not be overlooked in 
C°nstrucfi°n of the footings is their liability to be under- 

0 ■ They may, however, be protected by “riprapping”

question.
In view

a load The rapid and cheap handling of all kinds and sizes of 
material by means of electric cranes has greatly influenced 
the making of steel products and helped considerably to 
reduce cost. One man can produce only about 33,000 foot
pounds of work in ten hours, where by means of a crane 
the same man could perform easily ten times as much work 
in the fraction of one minute.

Electric cranes are not nearly so wasteful in power 
consumption as hydraulic cranes ; power is used in direct 
proportion to load lifted ; on hydraulic cranes., however, 
cylinders have always to be filled, regardless of whether the 
hook is handling full, light, or no load, 
the large number of gears, shafts, bearings, ropes, etc.,, on 
electric cranes cause a great amount of frictional resistance, 
which should not be overlooked. Good lubricated cut gears 
have an efficiency of from 96 to 98%, but when dry worn 
and out of alignment as low as 92%. Each bearing causes 
a loss of from 1 to 7%, according to lubrication and align
ment. Rope stiffness reduces efficiency from 1 to 3%„ de
pending on the diameter of sheaves and drums.

to
Mg

the

them, or by “cut-off” walls across the 
to prevent erosion of the stream bed at the location

of the practice of the past, there is great need 
consideration of the subject of abutments and wing

for the
"Mils. Nevertheless,

Inbn;]t Many cases abutments and wing walls have not been 
at aH. but the four corners of the bridge span have 

°n cylindrical piers or posts with possibly only a
be<M set
few thanks^ to hold the earth approach. The rapid destruc- 

tlte planks and consequent sinking in of the earth 
°ach often make dangerous holes at the two ends of 
bridge. -
that it does

Hon
abpr
the

This type of construction is defective in thefact
not protect, but subjects the bridge and 

away , aPProaches to a greater possibility of being washed 
Cans , liigh water and swift currents. The damage thus 
stant;. ,1S oîten more than the amount required to build sub- 

d hutments and wing walls.
Portg ? a*mtment serves a twofold purpose : First, it sup- 
Seconr| 6 end of the bridge span resting upon it ; and, 
big- *r acts as a retaining wall for the material compos
as re, e approach to the span. The wing walls, too, serve 
°f ^ ntng walls and as a protection to the banks or slopes 

r€ritsapProach to the bridge from erosion by the water

The•is abutment must then be designed, first, to support 
a ret after the bridge is in place, and, second, to act as 

er- ning wall to resist the overturning forces of the 
back of it before the bridge span is placed in posi-

wMg walls must be designed to act as retaining 
is not the purpose of this publication to give a

also its The total mechanical efficiency of electric cranes hardly 
ever exceeds 65 to 75%, and, together with electrical losses 
in motors, controllers and conductors, brings overall effic
iency down to 50 to 60%. It is, therefore, very important 
to use the least number of shafts, bearings and gears pos
sible to reduce dead weight to a minimum, and, last, but 
not least, keep all frictional surfaces properly machined, 
aligned and well lubricated. This will not alone decrease
power consumption, but at the same time reduces consider
ably the cost of maintenance and repairs of motors and 
controllers.

Mir
The wrong application of brakes can also

greatly increase power consumption on cranes and punish 
severely all mechanical and electrical parts. Motors should 
not work against friction of brakes, but be released from it 
on the first step of the controller. This is easily accomplish
ed by the use of magnetic-actuated brakes, but is entirely 
dependent on the skill of operator with hand or foot brakes.

its

Mat
tion.

The
WaUS.

More important yet is the proper speed control of crane 
motors ; their rapid starting, stopping and reversing by 
unskilled men is not only very wasteful in power, but also 
very hard on all machinery, especially electrical. The best

l«ch
be suffi1'- treatment of the principles of design, and it may 
qess CTent to say that, as a general principle, the thick- 
iMr Cpi_, e bottom of a retaining wall should be at least 40 
if the
lt is 1

°I its height. This thickness should be increased 
, "Ml is surcharged—that is, where the filling back of 

gher than the wall.
* Abstract of a paper presented before the Iron and Steel 

Electrical Engineers, New York.
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objects below, run easier and quieter, with less power co°" 
sumption and cost of maintenance.

Cranes are generally handled much rougher than any 
stationary machinery and require continuous attention- 
They are naturally located in very inaccessible places, often 
high up, very hot, and dirty and smoky. Proper mean5 
should always be provided to give easy access to them with' 
out necessitating climbing of ladders or building column5 > 
good stairways with railing, platforms and galleries on 
for necessary inspection and repairs should always be fur' 
nished with crane structure. Crane girders should alwaf5 
have walks all around girder, and, if possible, trolley, t0 
prevent slipping or falling from crane.

The use of over 275-volt currents on cranes cannot be 
recommended, as accidental touching of conductors is liab*6 
to be fatal. Even where electric shock is not dangerou5’ 
it may cause serious injury through fall by tnght; therefore’ 
bare conductors should be avoided as much as possible °r 
be plainly marked by some bright colors, 
venting cranes from running away and wrecking themselveS 
through wind pressure or accidental starting of motor5 
should always be provided.

remedy is, probably, to take the control out of the hands of 
operators and predetermine acceleration, speed, torque and 
current through magnetic switches. This means, however, 
extra complication and expense, but will in the end pay for 
itself.

In regard to working efficiency of electric cranes, 
wherever a great amount of material has to be handled the 
general rule of keeping material always going in same 
direction should be adhered to as much as possible. It is 
very inefficient and costly to handle small loads at very 
high speeds over long distances on large and heavy cranes. 
In deciding on the speed of different motions we should 
not lose Sight of the fact that the normal load hardly ever 
exceeds one-fourth maximum load and speed should rather 
be made to suit normal load ; work in foot-pounds should 
then be made the same for the maximum load. Series 
direct-current motors are better adapted to this than alter
nating-current motors and will give, for this reason, a better 
working efficiency.

The proper type of girders should be selected for the 
work to be done by cranes. Heavy double or single-leg 
gantries should not be used where fast and continuous 
bridge work is required. It does not matter whether box 
lattice, single-web, or rolled-beam section is employed for 
girders ; all will give equal -satisfaction if properly designed. 
It is erroneous to think that lattice girders on outdoor cranes 
are not so susceptible to wind pressure ; experience has 
proven that the four rows of angle braces of girders cause 
as much resistance as plated girders of same capacity. 
The fish-belly girder allows material to be used to best ad
vantage ; the square lattice girder, however, is easier fabri
cated, as all sections at different points are alike ; it makes 
a rigid and stiff construction, if properly braced, with the 
least dead weight.

top

Means for Pre

cabThe proper location and arrangement of operator’s 
is of great importance. Over yards, when material is 0 
obstructing clear view, where operator handles material ^ 
means of grab buckets or lifting magnets without 
assistance below, cab is best mounted direct on tr°Ue^ 
Man trolleys can be operated at higher speeds; manu 
brakes can easily be provided to control trolley and h° 
motion, and crane can be wired easier and cheaper. LoC - 
ing cab in centre on one side of crane, instead of on 
of girder, gives operator often a much better view.

any

end

underCrane motors are called upon to work mostly 
very trying conditions, such as shocks, vibrations, frequ

lowering
dirt.

Gears, bearings and shafting may be regarded as the 
most important parts of cranes. starting, stopping and sudden reversing, high 

speeds, overloads, and many others, not to mention 
heat, rain and, last, but not least, lack of attention.

On their proper design 
depends largely the efficiency, safety and cost of mainten
ance of cranes. Wherever possible, worm, bevel, split and 
overhanging gears should be avoided.

bje
The ordinary commercial motor has been found una.jj. 

to withstand continuously such conditions, and special ^ 
type motors had to be developed by motor builders for , 
work. Through co-operation with operating men, all w 
defective and undesirable features have been remedied 
there should be no trouble in getting crane motors vV 
will stand operating conditions of mills and at the same 
reduce cost of maintenance and repairs to a minimum-

All gears should 
be of steel, with standard involute-cut teeth ; all high-speed 
gears should be made of high carbon steel properly tem
pered and to run in oil-bath. No pinions with less than 

-13 teeth should be used, as they will run rough and are 
-liable to be mechanically weak.

aim
■vbicb
time

Although only one-half maximum load can come ordin
arily on one tooth, for the sake of longer life and safety each 
tooth should be made amply strong to stand entire maximum 
load. As all gears on cranes are worked in either direction 
and continuously reversed, teeth should be made so strong 
that they will resist absolutely all bending stresses ; other
wise crystallization and breaking of teeth would be the final 
result. One cannot recommend too strongly to run all 
gears, wherever possible, in oil-bath; the resultant noiseless 
and easy running of the crane, as well as better efficiency 
and lower cost of upkeep, would soon pay for it.

All brackets and bearing supports should be made 
strong enough to avoid deflection of shafts and their bind
ing in bearings. Where, on account of the light weight, 
it is impossible to prevent working and twisting of bear
ings, they should be made of swivelling type and be self
aligning.

The use of roller or ball bearings on cranes for mill 
work cannot be recommended, and should only be allowed 
where, on account of hand power, friction must be reduced 
to a minimum.

It is surprising that more use is not made by crane 
builders of oil-ring bearings similar to those on motors. 
Cranes equipped throughout with such bearings are always 
ready for work, much cleaner, do not drop oil on men and

alio*
easy access and removal of armatures and fields, being s^e 
horizontally through field castings and bearings- 
spider construction makes it possible to renew

Motor frames are now made entirely of steel and

-shaft °c

commutator without touching windings. Shafts are .g 
much heavier, with larger keys and taper ends ; c°r jt 
pushed on spider instead of on shaft in such a way ^\e
cannot get loose and damage windings or leads. sj,-
ventilation with very low core losses is provided ; af. 
holders have adjustable tension springs, bearings aie^lC. 
ranged for oil-ring lubrication. Insulation is almost ^ 
proof and will stand higher temperatures than on stan 
motors. ajway5

The poor commutation of high-peak current has ■ ^1
been a defect of crane motors, and caused frequent ie^(eI. 
of brushes and commutators. The introduction 0r£|Ve 
poles on all crane motors has greatly helped to 1 
commutation and do away with rough and worn c° 
tors, short-circuiting of bars, and final grounding 
and burning of controller contacts, as well as W0* 
fuses. Sparking and flashing over at brushes eve” j jfl 
three times full-load current is not often encounte ^g 
interpole motors. The slower speed of these motors

Ut3'
tOl5

of
with
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Wicker acceleration and stopping, with less braking effect 
current consumption.
The usual practice of rating railway motors after one- 

°Ur full-load run with maximum temperature not to exceed 
degrees centigrade, is the one that should be adhered to 

lD Wist instances, especially on bridge and trolley motions, 
v ere, on account of fast acceleration of large and heavy 

®asses, current values are liable to become very high. The 
alf-hour rating will give motors large enough for cranes, 

which are generally not worked so hard and steady ; as, for 
'Dstance, in shops, engine rooms and over machinery in 
Dulls.
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ing-current motor had to be sacrificed. The simple squirrel- 
caged motor had to be changed to a wound-rotor motor

On account of closed slots,
arid

with slip ring and brushes, 
windings are tedious and difficult to put in place and to

Open or semi-closed slotsform into the required shape, 
would greatly simplify winding, but decrease efficiency of
motor.

The maximum starting torque is not as great as on 
direct-current motors and regulation much poorer, as speed 
will exceed very little synchronous speed, even at no load 
and if maximum torque is exceeded the motor is liable to 
pull out and stop entirely, and cannot start again unless 
load is decreased.. « should not be overlooked that the rate of temperature

TlSe °f crane motors is slow, in order to meet the one-hour 
rating, But tBat tBe maximum temperature is often finally 
exceeded and liable to deteriorate insulation if surrounding 
Duiperature is excessive, as is often the case in mill bulld

ogs.

The large magnetizing currents of alternating-current 
motors under all load conditions are liable to heat them up 
considerably when worked .steadily, and must not be over- 

These wattless currents do not represent energylooked.
and do not increase power consumption, but will heat up 
motors, transformers, generators and conductors, 
drop should be avoided as much as possible on alternating- 
current motors, as torque varies as the square of the applied 
electromotive force ; this, of course, means

and feeders than for direct-current cranes,

Manufacturers of electric machinery should state the 
toaximum temperature their apparatus can be submitted to 
Without any danger of injuring insulation, also what in- 

Ueiice continuous high temperatures would have finally on 
1110101 windings.

In deciding on the proper size of a
not only weights, speeds and efficiencies should be 

alcen into consideration, but, on account of rating of 
the time of work and rest and average speed and 

°ad should be given attention. The great- speed variation 
0 series difect-current motors under changeable load should 
a So be considered in determining size of motor, independ
ent from the power required. The maximum speed of motion 
‘CS al'ways considerably higher -than the mean speed, and 
j UM, of course, be reduced by accelerating and stopping 
a *°ss time, but this would increase load of motor and 

shCfSSary braking power and make wear and tear on gears, 
a ts and brakes heavier.

a As the combined mechanical and electrical efficiency of 
cranes
Lunos °f w°rk can

work.
cr al* cranes, but would hardly be objectionable, as 
t^anes are working generally faster and more continuous 

a11 Iarge cranes and are subjected to rougher treatment.

Voltage

heavier conduc
tors on cranes
where drop in voltage affects mainly speed, not torque. 
Efficiency at light loads decreases rapidly, and it is, there
fore, advisable not to make motors too large for the normal

motor for certain
work,

work.
handle a loadAlthough alternating-current cranes can 

just as delicately as direct-current cranes, they cannot per
form as much work, i.e., act as quickly as direct-current 

Only the maximum loads can be hoisted at the 
same speed -on both cranes, the speed of light loads and 
lowering being much higher on direct-current cranes. The 
suggestion of slowing down alternating-current motors for 
heavy work by means of resistance and of speeding up for 
light loads, to approximate direct-current crane work, means 
larger motors and lower operating efficiencies.

Single-phase commutator motors have about the same 
series direct-current motors,, and are

cranes.

is only about 50 to 60%, not more than 22,000 foot- 
be gotten out of a 1 h.p. motor for 

This may give a somewhat bigger motor on
such

characteristics as 
better adapted for crane work than three-phase synchronous 

However, they have been very little in use on 
of complicated construction of motor and their

motors.
account
inability to commutate large currents.

Since the introduction of electric motors on cranes and 
their ability to generate electric energy, great efforts have 
been made to use the generative control and do away with 
mechanical retaining brakes. The very same characteristics, 
which make series motors and their rheostatic control best 
adapted for crane work, are very detrimental for regenera
tion and do not permit very readily lowering step by step 
by means of dynamic braking. The self-excited series gen
erator is slow in building up its field with resistance in 
circuit, allowing load to descend until the field is strong 

Unless the operator handles the controller pro
perly and the weight is sufficient to overhaul the drum, this 
rheostatic dynamic-brake control is hardly satisfactory.

By giving the series motor shunt characteristics, dy
namic-brake control has become almost perfect. The 

handle the controller as usual, and is able to

of direct-current motors is mainly 
by the rise in temperature and motors are liable to 

of the capacity of the crane

capacity

t0rque greatly in excess
cause serious breakdowns, devices should be provided 

torque and current to a predetermined maximum 
st°P the motor before any harm is done. 

ing In lowering a load the motor is assisted by the descend- 
and is liable to attain very high speed, causing

tr2atUre
t\vic re’ be arranged to prevent the speed from exceeding 

full-i0a<j Spee(j Alternating-current motors do not 
sPeeds much in excess of synchronous speed and 

take the place of mechanical retaining 
be careful and not shut

aHfl

and flashing at brushes and often serious injury
The controller should,and field windings.

enough.
Per,ni 
°ari U
braiççg COUnte<f on to

Do ®perators, however, must
'Verj as the motor would then be liable to attain very 
s-Peeds.

The

t

off
operator can
lower either the empty hook or the maximum load step by

By driving the armature and•rioty ■ alternating-current motor has encroached more and 
fully lnto fbe field of the direct-current motor and success
's Uon^Pla<:ed same where speed and direction of rotation 

en ant- Their introduction for crane work, however, has
The°W’ f°r

acterie.- Sert®s direct-current motor has speed-torque char-
Sive *s
^otor

step at any desirable speed, 
field in two separate circuits and exciting fields separately, 

electromotive force can be lowered or raised abovecounter
line voltage as desired, 
rheostats in addition to controller resistance and brakes, 
which will release the motor when current is at its minimum

This, however, requires largebe
many reasons.

The use of shunt brakes, or placing of series brakesvalue.
with resistance directly across the line, would easily over
come all trouble.

Toespecially well adapted for crane service.
. 01 ilar characteristics to the alternating-current 

Ucb of the simplicity and advantage of the alternat-
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that the man who really desires to be fair may have before 
him the facts upon which to base his judgment. The public 
as a whole is honest and fair—it is only individuals who are 
dishonest and unfair—and once the ignorance of the public 
has been dispelled the true and correct solution will be in 
sight. But the engineer and the accountant, while in the 
main honest enough, are not to escape responsibility in some 
measure for their ignorance.

The engineer has not always dared to tell the whoe 
truth, fearing it would not be believed, and that his reputa
tion would thereby suffer. He has therefore told but a Part 
of the truth, and now when the necessity for the whole truth 
is imperative his task is much increased, he being obliged to 
explain his earlier position. In many, and it is to be hoped 
in most, cases this earlier position of the engineer was due 
to ignorance of the real facts, or more likely to knowledge 
of only a part of the facts. It is only comparatively recently 
that the engineer has been called upon to work with the ac
countant and the financier in the development of all the facts 
in the creation of the property of a public utility corporation- 
Is it therefore to be wondered at that the public has remains 
in ignorance ?

The accountant’s share of the responsibility cannot be 
said to be due to ignorance or to anv fear that his reputa-

It i=

OVERHEAD CHARGES.*

By Prof. Mortimer E. Cooley, Dean of the University of 
Michigan.

In the valuation of the property of public service corpora
tions aggregating $i,ioo,oco,ooo, I have had the honor to serve 
both the public and the corporation. By far the greater part 
of my work along these lines has been.done for the public; 
and having in the beginning and for about seven years work
ed exclusively for the public, I naturally approached the 
problems from the side of the public and, it might be said, 
as against the corporation. It very soon became apparent, 
however, that either the contentions of the corporation were 
sadly at variance with the facts or the public was densely 
ignorant of the true state of affairs ; and henceforth the real 
problem was to discover as nearly as might be the common 
ground upon which there could be no serious disagreement.

It must be said at the outset that the responsibility for 
misunderstanding rested largely if not wholly with the cor
porations. Their business is of a technical character and not 
readily understood by the layman w-ithout explanation, and 
the corporation official had not in the past felt called upon 
to make explanations, at least not of the kind inspiring con
fidence in the public mind. This is now seen to be true, and 
while not too late for correction the failure to compre
hend its importance, even its necessity, at an earlier date has 
led to the very serious controversies of to-day, wars they might 
be called, between the public and the public service corpor
ation. The public is fighting for what it honestly believes its 
rights and the public service corporation is fighting for exist
ence.

tion might suffer from a disclosure of all the facts.
ofrepugnant to the average mind to wrestle with the mass 

figures required in setting up the details of accountants. 1 
should be possible for the man of average intelligence t0

iredenter an account and find there the essential things requ
andin comprehending the cost and the value of a property

It should not 
months

which

the expenses of operating and maintaining it. 
be necessary for an expert accountant to spend

Setting aside the mistake which has been made in the 
past of keeping the affairs of the corporation in a sealed book, 
any fair-minded man who will make a study of the problem 
with all the information now available must inevitably reach 
the conclusion that the present attitude of the public toward 
the public service corporation is as -much at fault and quite 
as blamable as was the secretiveness of the corporations in 
the past. The public, slow to wrath, is a mighty force when 
once aroused and can no more be resisted than the ocean 
tide. It, however, reaches its height and begins to ebb in 
due course, and it remains to be seen whether in the future 
we shall profit by the experience we are now having and 
establish conditions far more stable, so stable in fact that a 
similar situation cannot again arise. Much swifter progress 
could be made in bringing the war to am end if the fight 
could be carried on by the master minds on both sides. His
tory reveals that unfortunately that is not the way 
conducted. Politics has prolonged manv a war and delayed 
the re-establishment of peaceful conditions after the 
itself was ended, 
times and seeks to maintain the conditions necess-rv to his 
nefarious existence. But he is not the only parasite; there 
is also the unprincipled expert, scientific expert he calls him
self, whose expertness lies in being able to set up an array of 
figures in apparent proof of any result desired or required of 
him by his boss. If anything he is more dangerous than his 
boss, because his weapons are figures juggled to suit his pur
pose, and only to be refuted by an expert on the other side, 
who, however honest he may be, is sure to be considered by 
the partisan equally unprincipled.

Opportunity for the Accountants and Engineers.—The 
real forces effective to end this conflict between the public 
and the public service corporation are the accountants and 
engineers—not to end it, perhaps, but to point the way so

digging through accounts for the necessary data upon 
to base costs and values. This criticism does not bear t° 
day with the force it did in earlier years, because of the stu 
and effort on the part of accountants for a number of Year’ 
past to devise methods or systems of accounting which vV 
afford almost at a glance any particular kind of informatif 
desired. The accountant has rather been the custodian

hefacts, the keeper of the storehouse as it were, but now 
must perform the additional task of preparing the facts

this «1^ 
devis-

consumption. The facts required by the public at 
are in themselves simple enough ; the difficulty lies in 
ing means to disclose them so that they can be easily comPr
hended.

inf°rl11Appraisals of Property.—The public desiring to ^ 
itself as to the cost and value of a public utility property 
quires an appraisal to -be made, that being the simple 
obvious way to go about it. Prior to 1900 the principal 
praisals of this class of property were of water-works-

and
wars are

disccver 
from

war
The political charlatan thrives at such practically all cases this investigation was made to 

the value of the plant with a view to taking it over 
private to municipal ownership, the condition for the 
fer being usually set up in the franchise. These apPra 
were usually made by engineers, it being customary f°T 
municipality and the company each to choose one or 
these to choose another who should act as chairman 
the deciding vote in case of a tie. All too frequently the 
praisers entered upon their work as advocates, each 
side choosing him, and the appraisal became a contr°^.j0n5 
which had finally to be settled in the courts. The dec1
handed down have become the law of the land which,

not a'
; aris'nf? 

the val‘,e
The chief object in those days was to arrive at vn]ac’’ 

of the propertv, which included the so-called “going ,^efed-

..... ."""‘Ill

the
ndtwo a 

and C3st

almost wonderfully good in the majority of cases, is 
gether applicable as precedents to many of the cases 
to-day.

* Abstract of paper read before the American Electric 
Railway Accountants’ Association, Atlantic City, N.J.
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charge appearing to cover contractors’ profits, but®ut to-day, and since 1900, appraisals are made not alone to 
discover the value of the property, but the cost as well. The 
aPPraisal to-day is not so much for the purpose of transferring 
tlle property from private to municipal ownership, although 
‘hat is the alleged object in a few cases, but for the purpose 
°f taxation and rate making and to determine the extent to 
which the issuance of securities 
h is to the interest of the corporation to have a low value for 
taxation and a high cost for rate making and the issuance 
°f securities. But of course both cannot be had except as the 
facts justify them. And right there is the first obstacle en
countered by the public and the corporation in coming to an 
Understanding. The public fails to see any difference between 
‘he cost and the value and argues, not without some show of 
Reason, that if the property has a
n surely ought not to be different for rate making and the is
suance of securities. The fact that the corporation fights to 

eeP its figures down in the one case and up in the other no 
°ubt contributes in no small degree to the attitude, of the 

Public toward it. It is, therefore, important to discover first 
d there can justly be any difference in the two cases and, 
Sec°nd, if so t0 what extent can such differences properly
exist.

separate
in such cases the unit costs have included them or the items 
have been taken from the contracts awarded on bids invited 

The contractor’s bid includes, of coarse, bothfor the work, 
his allowance for contingencies and for profits.

A usual allowance for contractors’ profits is 10 per cent.
The item of contingencies varies 

There should, indeed, be two
be authorized. Obviously on the cost of the work.can

with the nature of the work, 
items of contingencies, one a construction charge, the other 

inventory charge. The former may vary in an inventory 
from 1 per cent, to 2 per cent, to as much as 20 per cent, or 

An example of a low percentage for this item

an

25 per cent.
might he found in the cost of a power unit the contract for 
which calls for the unit completely installed and operated

certain value for taxation for a time before acceptance, but in such a case the contract 
price includes a liberal charge for contingencies, as no 
tractor would think of undertaking the work without protect
ing himself against unforeseen expenses incident to such 

The same thing is true in the case of cars which are

con-

work.
delivered on a contract. An example of the higher percent
age may be found in a foundation or in a job of piping or 
station wiring. Making due allowance foi varying condi
tions, an average charge of 5 per cent, on the cost of all 
items to cover construction contingencies is as low as it is 

In the same way and for similar reasons another 
cent, should he added to cover inventory contingencies,

It is not so much my purpose in what follows to say what 
°ught or ought not to be done as to indicate the things which 
•fust 
°ught

value of a public utility property as consisting merely 
° ‘be things which can be found and inventoried; in other 

0rds, he thinks of the value as being made up of the physical
elements

safe to go.
5 P-r
making a total charge of 10 per cent, for contingencies.

receive consideration in determining' v hat ought
The average individual thinks of

•u

not to be done.
It has been frequently argued that little or no allowance 

should be made to cover omissions from the inventory, the 
given being that the work has been done and all the 

But such is not true in fact.
reason

. - only. For many it is quite a long step to aao any
ntangible elements or to consider the capacity' of the pro

perty to

items can be found and listed.
When the costs were figured in the first place complete plans 
and specifications were available, and quantities could be 
taken off and the difficulties of construction studied in detail. 
In making the inventory almost always no plans and speci
fications are available and there can be no comprehensive 
study from the work as done which will lead to the results 
obtained from a study of the plans without a liberal allow-

Indeed, it frequently has been

The farmer, for
.. ance, in placing a value on his land unconsciously Con
ors how much of the different things can be raised, the 
c element of value being its earning capacity. Then he 
a nsiders the physical structures, house, barns, fences, drain- 

eQuipinent and stock and other things which he has had 
v° from time to time, and for which he has had to in- 

st capital in one form or another. 1 venture to say that if 
complete analvsis of a farming property could be had, start-

lnS from

earn a return on the investment.
inst

first

ance to cover contingencies, 
found desirable if not necessary to recreate the plans from 
the work as done before undertaking to value the structure. 
Numerous instances might be cited to show that even a total 

insufficient allowance to cover all
0 the beginning, most if not all of the elements,

‘ e‘r equivalents, would be found the same as in a public 
tfi1 Property. The first thing, therefore, is to realize that 

6 Value of such a property does not lie in the physical ele
cts alone, independent of their earning capacity.

P°’nt of View of the Utility__It aids materially in one’s
^lcWss of understanding to assume one’s self to be the 
corp0ration and then to take the steps successively as they 
and*0 *n kuilding Up the property, putting it into operation 

carrying it along until it becomes self-sustaining. One 
y comprehends the outlay necessary to acquire the rails, 

lah t*eS’ ‘he overhead work and the power plants and the 
So °F ‘nv°lved in their installation. One does not, however, 
ar readily comprehend the other outlays which, although they 
ase £°t seen as tangible elements, are just as much present 
are* 0 tangible elements themselves. These other outlays
cl general grouped under the name

arges.”
0r less, depending on the extent to 

itsJfeS are considered as a part of the physical structure 
tra " k°r instance, the elements of contingencies and 
strurS’ Profits, if not included in the cost of the physical 
charCture itself, would have to be considered as overhead 

’ koth are present and must appear in the cost some- 
ferr-r°' ‘ he practice of valuators is not uniform, some pre- 
stfU nk to include those two items in the cost of the physical 
cetlt^ture and others to separate them and add them as a per- 

age. Occasionally an appraisal has been made with .no

of 10 per cent, was an 
kinds of contingencies. The use of a smaller percentage can 
be justified only when the unit costs have been determined 
from similar plants the actual costs of which were known, 
and in such cases the contingency item or a part of it will be 
found in the unit costs themselves, 
costs are such as to cover construction contingencies there 
remains the inventory contingency which must be added to 
complete the cost of the physical structure as it is listed in

But even when the unit

readil the inventory.
The charge for engineering likewise is a desirable item. 

Engineering usually covers the making of surveys, plans, 
specifications and estimates, inspection of materials and the 
supervision of actual construction work as it progresses. 
There should be added a charge for engineering in connec
tion with each general item of the inventory which, depend
ing on the nature of the work, may vary from 1 per cent, to 
2 per cent, up to 10 per cent, and even more, 
should be added- to the cost of construction a general item 
of 2 per cent, or more 
to individual parts of the inventory. The total charge for 
engineering will in some localities not exceed 4 per cent, 
or 5 per cent., but in other localities it will go much higher.

Many of the earlier appraisals went no further than to 
include the cost as determined from an inventory, to which 

added an allowance for contingencies and engineering.

the

of “overhead 
will be 

which certain
The term is somewhat elastic ; its scope

Then there

con- to cover engineering not assignable

was
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The depreciation of the physical elements due to wear and 
exposure to the elements was then determined usually by 
assigning to each element a life and considering its age at the 
time of the appraisal. The result thus obtained was called the 
physical value of the plant, and to this were added any “going 
value,” if it could be determined, and sometimes another 
value, that of “good will.” The appraisal was then consider
ed complete. While such a value, an approximation at best, 
might have sufficed in the older days of liberal dividends and 
little or no scrutiny of the affairs of a corporation-,, if in no 
way meets, the conditions as they exist in these days of public 
demand. The public service corporation is no longer free to 
do merely the things which its management considers ad
vantageous to do from the standpoint of insuring dividends. 
It is compelled to do things which involved expenses of such 
variety and magnitude that in some cases not only are the 
profits reduced to* a point of' practically ho dividends, but 
there are insufficient net earnings to pay the interest on the 
bonded debt. It is this condition of things which renders it 
all-important both for the public and the corporations that the 
elements of cost and of value in a public utility property be 
made perfectly clear. This is the great problem of the 
day and it is all-important in that it affects the life it
self of the public utility. It is equally important whether the 
utility be owned and operated by a municipality or by a cor
poration. The public service corporation is but the agent or 
servant of the municipality, and what • affects one must of 
course affect the other.

Full Understanding Required.—The first thing necessary, 
therefore, for the man who would attempt to regulate the 
conduct of his agent or servant is to fully understand what is 
required of him. If a man has been successful in his 
business it was due to careful study and a mastery of details. 
It passes comprehension that such a man should assume to 
direct or control a business about which he has but 
ing of real knowledge. If every man would apply or allow to 
be applied to a public utility the same principles which he 
applies to the conduct of his own affairs there would be little 
to complain of. What, then, are the things which the honest 
man should understand if he is to act wisely in the regulation 
of a public utility ? Let that man put himself in the place of 
the public service corporation and see for himself the things 
it would be necessary to do. Imagine that he starts at the 
beginning. He is an active, perhaps a prominent, man in 
his community. He conceives that an electric street railway 
system would be a good thing for the community. He talks 
it over with some of his friends, the matter is carefully 
vassed and the public sounded to discover whether there is 
any real demand for street cars, 
several months, and required considerable time to be given 
to the project either by the man himself or some one employ
ed for the purpose. Thus is a preliminary expense incurred.

It having been determined that a street car system is 
desirable in the interests of the public, its promoters 
consider whether it would be desirable in the interests of the 
man who has money to invest. That is settled at once by 
the rate of return likely to be realized by the investment. 
Such a rate must be sufficiently attractive to divert 
from other channels, and moreover the rate must be sufficient 
to meet any additional hazard not encountered in tlje ordinary 
channels of investment. A careful study must then be made 
of the routes, the necessary surveys and general plans work
ed out preparatory to obtaining- a franchise, 
item of expense is incurred. T_he franchise being obtained, 
it is necessary to obtain consent from property owners, which 
may be a very heavy item of expense. All of this work 
have taken a year or several years, 
period of the project and all items of expense legitimately in

curred are proper elements of cdst to be charged to the 
property. Such items of expénse do not appear in the inven
tory of physical elements of a property, and they are therefore 
an overhead charge. The extent of this charge necessarily 
varies greatly with the locality. Property consents alone have 
been found in some localities to run as high as $2.50 per front 
foot ; in such a case the preliminary or development charge 
might easily reach $20,000 or $30,000 pef mile, which would , 
represent a percentage quite beyond belief by the average 
man. It is not yet practicable in most cases to separate the 
item of the development period so as to discover whether 
might fairly be represented by a percentage of the cost vary
ing between any definite limits. This item is altogether too 
frequently ignored even by experienced appraisers ; or if not 
ignored it is included in the item of organization expenses, 
which item also frequently includes legal expenses. When 
so included the combined items may vary from 2% per cent- 
to 5 per cent, and more, depending on locality.

The items of insurance, both fire and casualty, are now 
quite generally recognized as proper charges, the amount 
varying usually from one-hâlf of 1 per cent, to 1 per cent.

Interest during construction curiously enough does not 
appear to have been thought of in the earlier days of ap
praisals, but the man of business knows without any argument 
that money cannot be borrowed without interest. The only 
question is on the time it should run. Six per cent, is accept
ed ordinarily as the rate, and the time is one-half the construc
tion period. If, therefore, the construction period be °ne 
year the rate would be 3 per cent, of the total amount expend 
ed, assuming that the expenditures start from zero and mount 
uniformly to the total at the end of the year. The construc
tion period in a street railway system is ordinarily taken aS

This to 8
own

the time required to complete the power plant, 
plant of any magnitude may be from two to three ÿearS- 
Along with interest the taxes must be included or set nP 
separately, and it should not be forgotten that the intefeS 
item must also include the interest on the expenses incurre 
during the development period. Thus in a plant in a large 
city the interest charge might easily reach g per cent, or

a smatter-

per cent.

A BOOK OF VERSE.
ThePoetry is not much in the engineer’s line. 

Methodist Book and Publishing Company, Toronto, 
ever, have just issued a volume entitled “Rhymes 
Survey and Field,” which will appeal to those of the en 
gineering profession who have been connected with 0 ^ 
door and survey work. The author, Mr. G Blacks®^ 
Field, is an engineer at present engaged on surveys f°r . 
Canadian Pacific Railway in the vicinity of Wilker, SaS,s
The Rhymes deal with different phases of the field®®'

le very

b o«‘ 
of the

can-

This may have taken

life in camp and on the road, and are written in a sty 
similar to Robert VV. Service’s poems.

must

PEAT FUEL IN DENMARK.

An English syndicate is spending large sums of ®° 
trying to develop coal turf from the Danish peat bogs.^^ 
has been estimated that Denmark can thus supply 1 ^ 
with fuel for too years to come, the bogs in this c0^eat. 
containing about 300,000,000 tons of turf suitable f°r 
ing purposes.

The company is building its first factory i° 
where work has already started. The company jts 
capital of several million dollars and it is said tha 
operations will be extended to France, America, K 
Siberia and China.

money

Thus a further Zealand- 
v has 3

may
It is the development

to
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SELECTION OF A WATER-WHEEL UNIT.
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predation of the water wheel problem is required, it still 
remains a fact that in many instances very little engineer
ing- is being used in the selection of water wheels. This is 
perhaps due to a certain extent to the practice of manu
facturers themselves in issuing trade catalogues, 
catalogues contain information regarding the discharge of 
water and horse power developed at given heads by various 
sizes of runners, but do not take into consideration such 
factors as variations in speed, variations in head, or other 
features which may have a large influence on the selection 
of the proper wheel. As a result, due to the custom of re
lying on catalogues in the past, many water wheels at pre
sent are being ordered directly from these catalogues without 
due regard and study being given to the conditions which 
should enter into the selection of the wheel.

By O. B. Coldwell.

ThoseINTRODUCTION.

One of the most interesting problems with which the 
O-gineer of a company utilizing water power has to deal is 
e selection of the hydraulic equipment for his plant.

With the exception of the tangential wheels used in 
head work on the Pacific Coast and a few sections of 

e united States, it might be -said that, for a good many 
s, most of the water wheels used in this country were

Seated
helo on streams near tide water and operated at heads 

60 feet (18 m. ) Water wheels during this period were
manufactured 
*lnes 
The
tUrbine

In the following discussion an attempt is made to show 
that in general more thought should be given and more 
precise methods applied in selecting water wheel units.

very largely along so-called “cut and try” 
and there were no well-developed principles of design, 
experience gained during these early years of water 

building and the knowledge derived through testing 
the derating such wheels has contributed very largely to 

development of the art of water wheel building as it is 
Wn to-day.

Part^ater w^ee^s this early period were for the most 
used in mills of one sort or another to drive machinery

"mch did 
tion.

Elementary Hydraulic Principles.—Having made the 
foregoing presentation of the scope it is intended to cover 
in this paper, there will now be brought to your attention a 
few elementary hydraulic formulas which will be employed 
later in the discussion.

and

kno

The elementary principles which 
are involved in these formulas should preferably be known 
and understood by the one selecting the wheel in order that 
he may properly cope with the questions which he should 
solve and be able to more intelligently place his order. The 
formulas given here are not, by any means, all of the 
formulas which enter into the complete solution of the 
hydraulic problem.

not demand a very high degree of speed regula- 
i]-„ ,, High efficiencies were occasionally obtained, but

one point of load or for an exceedingly
range of load.

recent years, due to the more general utilization of 
Waterthe

Powers of the country and to the perfection of 
nsion transmission of electricity, there have been 

stre ^eVel°Pme[nts on the upper stretches of our power 
aQd h' W^ere the slope in feet per mile is very much greater 
of thes^tier ^ea^s are m°re common. The operating heads 
in.) -Se Plants range from say 60 to 400 feet (18 m. to 122 
to 305 r lnterrnediate heads, from 400 to 1,000 feet (122 m. 
feet , l°r high heads and from 1,000 to perhaps 2,500 

5 m. to 762 m. ) for extreme high heads. 
tnodeinat‘8'e^ conditions are now met with. .Many of these 
nicety P*ants are of the hydroelectric type, requiring a 
Peri0<] ■'■nS'nlation which was not known in the early 

po" Economy in the utilization of water becomes an 
■ .,d *■ factor due to the characteristics of stream flow 

necessity of utilizing the available water to the

dovy

high-te 
to an y To begin with, a water wheel is a device which is 

placed in the path of falling water for the purpose of ab
stracting energy possessed by the water, due to its fall and 
weight, and delivering as much as possible of same to the 
shaft as mechanical energy.

The energy possessed by the water may be expended 
and made manifest as power as follows :

1. By allowing a quantity to pass from a higher to a 
lower level practically without velocity.

2. By the momentum possessed by a quantity of it 
traveling at a velocity caused by the head.

3. By pressure of the water due to head acting on an 
area through a space.

What usually takes place is a combination of these ways 
of expending hydraulic energy and making it manifest as 
power.

ito
and
toaxi
cost

lhe total c°st brought about by the fixed charges on
and it Jtruern exceeds greatly the part due to operation,
-a Poss'ki '^to'efore, important that the output be as large
°r,1toar'i e; On account of the characteristics of the loads
^ich 1 ^ ^mp0S6d upon hydroelectric plants, the extent to
Cost of"3^ Can be stored has a marked influence upon the

generation in such plants. 
uUe » ,

0 the various important factors mentioned above, 
neer-S been gradually perfected the highly specialized 
Th nS Sc‘ence of water wheel design. 

tctopt to °b-iect °f this paper is not, by any means, an at- 
d-ScUss fell how to design a water wheel, but rather to 

w , e features entering into the particular design 
and t0 . est meet the conditions for which it is intended, 

y the p°lnt out (he information which should be furnished 
to Plan '"^chaser to the waterwheel designer to enable him 

^Ith G m°st efficient unit.
*^toed ,We have passed from the earlier period men-

Ve into the later, in which a more thorough ap-

possible extent for the purpose of keeping the 
n to a minimum. In many such developments that

Total head is the difference in elevation between head
water and tail-water and is usually expressed in feet. This 
total head may be divided in general into three parts, as 
follows: friction head, discharge head, and effective head.

Friction head is that part of the total head w'hich is ap
plied in overcoming the friction in the water passages lead
ing to and away from the wheel, as in the passage away 
through the racks, entrance to penstock, in the penstock 
itself, through the guides and buckets, and in the discharge 
tubes.

Us

there ha eDgi 3

Discharge head is the head at which the water leaves 
the draft tube and enters the tail-race. In well designed 
wheels this is usually of small magnitude, but it is readily 

that this head is an absolute loss.seen
Effective head is the part of the total head left to be 

applied to the wheel itself for effecting the energy transfor
mation after the friction and discharge heads are disposed
of.* A

^rtltoiCa^>ri|ler Presented at the Pacific Coast Meeting of the 
ftoil 16 llst>tute of Electrical Engineers, Portland, Ore., 

°> 1912.

In the case of Francis turbines, the effective head in
cludes the draft head or effect of draft tube ; a tangential 
wheel has no draft tube.



Let A equal the angle between the tangent of the Per*
of the

the Per*' 
runfleI

Let V equal peripheral velocity of the runner in feet Pe-

phery of the runner and the direction of the flow 
water as it leaves the guides.

Let B equal the angle between the tangent to
phery of the runner and the entering edge of the 
bucket.

second.
Let II equal effective head in feet.
Led D equal diameter of runner in feet.

Then

V ■sin (A + B)
(approximately)v = 52 VH

sin B cos A
60 v

rev. per min. =
3.41 D

A consideration of these two formulas clearly in 
that the diameter of the runner and the rev. per m 
pend upon the angles chosen. Therefore, with a 
diameter, to obtain rev. per min. angles must be chosen 
suit and the design of the bucket made to correspond.

It is convenient to use in the process of design a 
of one foot as a basis for calculations. Having made 
culations for unity head, values for other heads are 
obtained by using the three fundamental formulas 
heretofore.

h.p. oc H3/3
rev. per min. oc H1/3
Q oc H73

nne’r t0
The choice and design of a particular type of run js

what

Ci
de-

give»

bead
cal'

read dl
given

suit some given fixed condition can be based iipon

Fig. 1.
(See Fig. 4 for Runner.)

Fig. 2.
(See Fig. 5 for Runner./

Friction head loss in a steel pipe is found approximately 
by the following formula :

1 v3
Friction head =

3,000 d
1 = length of pipe in feet.

= velocity in pipe in feet per second, 
= diameter of pipe in feet.

When the quantity of water available in cubic feet per 
second and the effective head acting on the wheel are known, 
the approximate horse power is given by the following 
formula :

quantity x effective head
h.p.

11
This assumes a wheel efficiency of 80 per cent.

The stream flow upon which the plant rating is based 
should receive careful consideration and study. If possible, 
accurate flow data over a number of years should be ob
tained. Many expensive mistakes have resulted from 
giving suEcient weight to this matter.

Other fundamental formulas which might be mentioned 
here are:

h.p. oc Vh3
rev. per min. oc Vh
Quantity in cubic feet per second varies as Vh 
Velocity in feet per second = c V2gh where c is a con

stant having values dependent upon conditions of discharge. 
It is unity in value when water is discharged freely through 
a perfect nozzle, and in such a case, the velocity is the same 
as that acquired by a freely falling body and equals ap
proximately 8 Vh.

not

Design and Calculations.—Hydraulic principles properly 
applied bring the design of a water wheel within the full 
grasp of the engineer, 
constants and coeEcients, and it has taken time, patience 
and experience to gain a correct knowledge of the proper 
values of these, 
them for various types of nozzles and surfaces, a full 
knowledge of velocity relations and correct design can be . 
arrived at.

In general,, the calculations necessary in designing a 
water wheel runner will be left to the manufacturer and will 
not be taken up here, but we will discuss briefly the manner 
in which the speed of a turbine runner is affected by the 
angles of the buckets and guides, as we will use this later- 

Reference may now be made to the sectional drawing5 
Figs. 1, 2 and 3, and the corresponding runners, Figs. 4: 5 

These sketches show the general designs of the 
guides and runners for three types and angular relations d 
same. The diameter is the same for each runner.

Hydraulic formulas contain many

But once having gained a knowledge of

and 6.

B
■A,

A

It might be said that the formula v = c V2gh is the 
most important of all hydraulic formulas, as it enters into 
all calculations and designs of water wheels.

Types of Water Wheels.—We will now briefly mention 
some types of water wheels and the principles on which they 
act.

a. Gravity Type.—This type of wheel includes breast,
The eEciency of these

wheels is often quite good, but the speed and power 
tremely low, and this type is, therefore, not adapted to 
ordinary present-day conditions, 
give it no further consideration.

b. Impulse Wheels.—This type of wheel includes the 
Belton and Girard wheels. They are kinetic energy wheels, 
that is, the momentum of the mass of water in its impact 
with the runner buckets is the main principle utilized in the 
energy transformation.

In the Belton type, the water strikes tangentially 
the buckets, while the Girard types, the water passes through 
the runner radially outward ; an extremely careful design is 
necessary for this type.

overshot and undershot wheels.
are ex-

We will, on this account,

upon

c. Francis Type.—This wheel is a combined potential 
and kinetic energy wheel, the water passing either inwardly 
or outwardly through the runner. The wheel rotates partly 
from velocity action and partly from reaction due to pres
sure and consequent acceleration in the buckets, 
called Smith, American, Holyoke, Jolly, Hercules, McCor
mack and Victor turbines are well-known wheels of this 
type.

The so-

They received the above names years back when the 
so-called “cut and try’’ methods were used rather thati 
theoretical design. This does not mean that these wheels 

Much credit is due to the enterprise 
and achievements of the pioneer manufacturers responsible 
for their development.

are not good wheels.
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angles are used to give relatively low speeds, since these 
wheels are ordinarily used on high head work and small 
quantities of water are met with. For relatively high power 
wheels angles are used to give relatively high speeds since 
these runners are ordinarily used on low heads.

It will be noted that the runner in Fig. 4 is one with 
a specific speed of K = 20 ; in Fig. 5, K = 45 ; in Fig. 

6, K = 75-

Francis turbines can 
12 ; for lower values tangential wheels should be used. This 
limiting value, however, is not well defined.

known as “specific speed” of the runner. The formula for 
specific speed is

rev. per min. VH
- and may be defined as : theK =

H VH
sPeed at which the runner will operate when delivering 
unity horse power under unity head.

A given specific speed comprehends a particular design 
°f one type of runner only. The designer fixes the angles 
A and B for each particular specific speed and thereby ar- 
tlveS at standard designs based upon specific speed. Prob- 
a% no two designers would use precisely the same angles, 
aud, therefore, velocity relations, bucket widths and open- 
*ngs will vary in runners intended to give equivalent per- 
ormance. The variation, however, is not great.

be used for values of K as low as

A manufacturing company ordinarily has available a 
number of types of runners, each of which has a particular 

Each one of these types is used for certainvalue of K.
conditions and what is good in one case would probably

The reasons for this will benot be suitable in others, 
brought out more in detail later on.

Fig. 7 is entitled “Comparative Efficiency Chart.” On
is plotted inm on the runner 

of its full load, while the efficiency is 
of the efficiency at which the

this chart the loadI per cent.
plotted in per cent, 
wheel operates at full load, 
and K = 75 are plotted, 
these- curves that the efficiency will depend very greatly on 

Let us say that we have a type No. 2

t? — RIM VEIOC.

Curves for K = 20, K = 45 
It is readily seen on examiningA

/ the type selected, 
wheel installed,, that is, a runner with K = 45 j it will be 
noted that when this runner operates so as to give 60 per 
cent, of its full load the resulting efficiency is 103 per cent.

If its full load efficiency is

rh

K-»

of its efficiency at full load, 
say, 82 per cent., then the efficiency of this runner when 
operating at 60 per cent, of full load is 103 x 0.82 = 84Fig. 4.

(See Fig. 1 for Section A-A)
. Fig. 3.
àee Fig. 6 for Runner. ) per cent.

Type No. 1 is used on high head work, No. 
medium head work, and No. 3 on relatively low heads. It 
is readily seen by examining the comparative efficiency 
chart that the efficiency which will be obtained by the em
ployment of these different types varies through a consider

able range.

2 on
Let us consider Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Fig. 1 is a runner 
w reaction type w-hich would be used on relatively high 

heads. Notice that the angle A of water leaving the guides 
's small, and the angle B of the bucket is greater than 90 
tepees. These angles are selected to give a low peripheral 
Vel°city of the runner. If the values of the angles, which

used in

°f lo

are approximately 14 degrees and no degrees, are 
solving the velocity equation given above and H is taken as 
?nity> it will be found that v equals about 50 feet per second 
t(* this

11m #SPECIFIC SPEED=K

mj

£> R.P.M. X t/H.P.-particular runner. K= H*iyw~1---1. L'g. 2 is a runner of moderate reaction and is a type 
lclx would be used on lower head than the runner of ig- 

' The angles in this case are selected to give a higher 
periPheral velocity of the runner. ' If values of the angles 
?■ and B, which in this case are approximately 23 degrees 
and 73 degrees, were substituted in the velocity formula, it 

offid be found that v equals about 56 feeet per secon .
Fie. 3 is a runner of high reaction, and would be used 

n “Wer heads than the runner in Figs. 1 and 2. ®
ogles in this case are selected to give very high penphera 
, °ctty. Their values are approximately 42 degrees anc 

;s Agrees and the value of v if worked out by the formula 
S °Und to be about 71 feet per second.

A comparison of Figs. 1, 2 and 3 shows that as the 
runner changes from low reaction to high reaction 

. * ^cket angle changes from a forward curved bucket to 
■ uckward curved bucket. It is, therefore, evident that 
bucirder t0 get a high PeriPheral velocity, a backward curved 

et must be used.

hip j»✓ -

/)
K-45 K =75

I
Fig. 6.

(See Fig. 3 for Section A-A)
Fig. 5.

(See Fig. 2 for Section A-A)

^ runner with E = 45 could not be used for very high 
head work and would, therefore, not enter into considera
tion for a plant which is going to operate at, say, 600 feet 

(180 m.) -head.
not be used with a head of 600 feet is that it would be

In the same way it is

^Pe
The principal reason why this runner could

structurally weak for that purpose, 
readily seen that a runner with K = 75 would not be suited 
for the high head work. On the other hand, a runner de
signed for a high head wheel with K = 20 could be used 

lower head, but in all probability would not be so used

of trC°mparison of Figs. 4, 5 and 6 shows that in the case 
we-. c low reaction runner the width of the bucket is sma , 
iv J 6 in the case of the high reaction runner we have a very 
of c bucket for the accommodation of the larger quantities 

Water necessary. For relatively low power whee s,

on a
for many reasons.

(To be continued.)
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THE BUILDING OF BREAKWATERS. The length A' B' and A' A", and the other two corre
sponding measurements were obtained direct on the scow 
deck, and the depths were obtained by taking the difference 
between the readings loaded and light and the displacement 
thus figured.

By averaging the lengths A' B' and A" B" and multi' 
plying by the width A' A", also averaging the lengths C D' 
and C" D" and multiplying by the width iC' C" and multi' 
plying the average of these two by an average of the differ' 
ences between the load lines (C' C—A' A, etc.,) at the four 
corners, one obtains the cubical feet of displacement, which 
multiplied by 62.5 and divided by 2,000, gives the dis- 
placement in net tons and is expressed in figures thus :

C' D' + C" D"

■ In a discussion of Mr. H. F. Alexander’s paper on the 
“Building of Breakwaters at Lake Erie Ports,” presented 
recently to the American Society of Engineering Contractors, 
Mr Howard J. Cole presents some interesting remarks. An 
abstract of his discussion presented to the society is given 
below.

Owing to the fact that rubble mound breakwaters are 
the most easily built and cheapest, and can be readily re
paired after settlement or damage by storm, this type of 
construction is quite generally used.

The subject is of special interest owing to the activity
in harbor improvements caused by the approaching comple
tion of the Panama Canal.

A' B' + A" B"
,)This activity is particularly 

noticeable on the Pacific Coast of South America, where 
the governments, with great foresight, are making strenu
ous efforts to increase their harbor and port facilities to 
provide for the trade that is sure to follow the opening of 
that canal.

x A'A'L x x C' C"
(2 2

-X

2
(C'C—A'A) + (D'D—B'B) + (D"D—B"B) + (C'C + A"A)

Some of these governments have already completed the 
preparations for considerable work of this nature, and most 
of the plans call for breakwaters of the rubble mound type, 
with some modifications to fit conditions of each port 
Sometimes the rubble is topped with monolithic concrete 
block of 30 tons weight.

In the case of the Manzanillo breakwater, the rubble 
was obtained at a quarry twenty miles away from the work 
and cost the owner “in situ” $6.30 per metric ton. In a 
breakwater at Bar Harbor, Maine, that has been under con
struction, at intervals, since 1889, the stone, thus far, has 
coct the U.S. Government slightly over $1.00 per ton. These 

' are in both instances contractor’s prices, and include the 
actual cost and his profit.

4
62.5

= Displacement in tonsx
2,000

which can be expressed in a somewhat simpler manner: 
Area of boat 

on loaded water lines
{ }

- XM Area of boat 
on light water lines

2
distance 1 

between the 
two planes

62.5
= Displacement in tons.- x

2,000

SEWAGE DISPOSAL.
A' C" O' B -

vvillA new municipal enterprise which, it is expected, 
have far reaching effects on the problem of sewage disp«sa 
is to be inaugurated at Bradford, England, where ne'v 
machinery for extracting marketable produce from the city s 
sewage is being put into operation.

Last year, the corporation made a profit of $i5°)00° 
from the grease recovered from the sewage, 
ticipated that at the new works at Esholt, the annual profi1 
will be raised to $250,000. The total sales of these Pr°' 
ducts up to last year reached $500,000.

Besides grease, a market has been found for the pressed 
cake which remains after the grease has been recovered, and 
large quantities of this have been exported to be used aS 
fertilizers in France, South America and other countrie5- 
The cake has even been in demand as fuel during the te 
cent coal strike and has been used as such in local factories'

FF
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c

Displacement Diagram,

and it is a°Naturally, the cost of handling, production, etc.,, will 
vary according to the situation and with the method em
ployed.
can be loaded easily, a floating equipment will handle the 
material to the low water line about as cheaply as any 
other, but above that elevation other methods are better 
under most circumstances.

In the large works where it was necessary to convey 
the rubble to some distance, the work was largely carried 
out in a manner similar to the method of building a rail
road fill, viz., by means of a temporary trestle.

On some work, where the writer was engaged, the 
materials (stone and sand) were delivered on deck scows 
and the displacement obtained in the following manner:

If the quarry is handy to the shore, and barges

Material reductions are made in the freight rates on the 
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway in a schedule 
which will take effect on May -20th. The rates are equalize" 
over the system so as to conform with the standard mW^ëe 
tariff for Eastern Canada, and both for local traffic and 
through shipments charges are considerably lower.

The exact dimensions of the scow were measured by
steel tape and the point A' plumbed up from A, similarly B', 
B" and A" were obtained, and the distance A' B', A" B", 
A' A" and B' B” likewise measured by steel tape ; the depths 
A A' and B B' and corresponding depths on the other side 
of the boat were carefully measured by a graduated rule 
and noted on a sketch of the boat.

The revision of existing grades and surveys for the doub e 
tracking of the Canadian Pacific Railway main line betwee11 
Vancouver and Calgary, a distance of over 600 miles, is n°^ 
under way. The work is in charge of F. F. Busteed, {orI0^0 
general superintendent of the British Columbia division, w 
has established headquarters at Kamloops. Actual dou 
tracking between this city and Port Hammond is now in Pr° 
gress.

When the latter was 
empty the point C' was plumbed up from C, D' from D, and 
again on the further side, and the four dimensions corre
sponding to the loaded measurements recorded, 
comparison of the depths (light and loaded), and with the 
complete measurements taken, the displacement 
puted as hereafter shown.

From a

was com-
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It is now generally accepted by the engineering pro
fession that to secure the best results in the construction 
of any work there must be a cordial spirit of co-opera
tion between the engineer and the contractor. The en
gineer’s attitude towards the contractor will be reflected 
in the finished work. In a recent paper Mr. Charles T. 
Main, consulting engineer, of Boston, gives expression 
to certain opinions of what he thinks should be the atti
tude of the engineer. Mr. Main says :—

“Reliable contractors are honest, and intend 
to live up to the plans and specifications. -No 
contractor should be expected to give any more 
than is called for by the plans and specifications. 
Some contractors estimate low in the expecta
tion of being able to get by with something in
ferior to what is called for. All men are human, 
and most are careless, and for these reasons it 
is essential to have as much inspection on a job 
as is necessary to see that the intent of the plans 
and specifications is carried out.

“This work of inspection and of interpre
tation of plans and specifications should be done 
with the exercise of a good deal of judgment, 
with a mind open to the interests of both the 
owner and contractor, with clearness and firm
ness. In many cases where claims are made by 
the contractors, it is due to the fact that they 
are not familiar with the plans and specifica
tions. In many cases, however, there may be a 
conflict or a chance of more than one interpre
tation to be put on them. In the decision of all 
of these questions the engineer should assume 
a judicial attitude and render his decision with 
fairness to all parties interested. His decision 
may not be satisfactory to either party, but it 
must be clear in his own mind that he has done 
right thing to all.

“No one can see more clearly than he all 
sides of these questions and reach a proper de
cision. Sometimes that decision may not reflect 
anv credit upon his own work, but it should be
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^be Canadian Engineer THE LATE JUDGE MABEE.

The death of Judge Mabee is a severe blow to the 
country. Natural ability and wide judicial experience 
placed him in an exceptional position for filling the chair
manship of the Dominion Board of Railway Commis- 

. sioners, and during the past four years he has filled this 
difficult office as few men could.

The office of chairman of this Board is one which 
demands executive and administrative, as well as judicial 
powers. The Board was created in 1903 for the purpose 
of allowing of quick decisions without the hampering and 
restricting procedure of the courts. To be successful in 
operation the chairman of the Board must be a man 
of rare tact, quick judgment, administrative power, and 
forceful character. This in no mean measure had Judge 
Mabee. As a result, the Railway Commission has at
tained a strength and dignity, and its jurisdiction has 
been enlarged, until the work entailed is most wearing 
on the chairman.

Judge Mabee’s death will be most deeply regretted 
both by the public and by the railways, to both of whom 
he was eminently fair, and by whom he was universally 
admired.
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The following specifications were recently adopted 
concrete block in Greater New York :

Hollow concrete building blocks may be used for “u 
ings not more than three stories nor more than 36 fl- 

height, under the following conditions : 1

No hollow concrete blocks shall be used unless made 
the following composition : One part Portland cement, ^ 
not more than five parts of clean, coarse, sharp sand 
gravel, or a mixture of at least one part of Portland ce^e( 
and not more than five parts of crushed trap rock or ^ 
suitable aggregate approved by the superintendent of ^ 

ings. The aggregate shall be of such fineness as to ^ 
through a one-half inch ring and be free from dirt or 
injurious matter, and Portland cement shall be a 
land and be up to the standard requirements set by 

bureau.
All concrete blocks shall be cast true and square, 

be of uniform shape and thickness when laid in courses,
tisfacl

direC

en1

pod'true
tb>5

such blocks shall be used until complete and sa 
tests have been made by the manufacturer under the 
tion of the superintendent of buildings, and until a 
proval for the use of such blocks has been obtained.

aP'

of
ageNo blocks shall be approved that do not at the 

28 days develop a compressive strength of at least
lbs.

1,5°°

per sq. in. of net section.
In no cases shall the hollow spaces of the concrete

the bloc^ ]esS

bloc*

exceed 33 per cent, of the cross-section of 
thickness of walls or webs of such blocks shall not

but in n°
cas6

than one-fourth of the height of the blocks
less than 1% inches. holl°'V

The thickness of walls for any buildings w^el<rC.quire^ 
concrete blocks are used shall not be less than is gha^
by the building code for brick walls. All such bel0"'
be laid in Portland cement mortar. All outside "a

osed 01 sq.grade must be filled in solid. No walls comp 
concrete blocks shall be loaded in excess of i°° K

deducti°®
in. of the gross section of the wall—that is, no 
ing made for hollow spaces in figuring the area.

such walls > jef
ided u

solid. C--V 
shall K

Where beams or girders rest on 
templates of iron, steel, or stone shall be Prov 
their ends, or the blocks under them shall be 
lintels spanning an opening over 3 ft. 6 in. wide

at®

ofinforced by steel bars.
Every block must have stamped thereon 

the manufacturer or the manufacturer’s mark. used *
blocks, and beams 

with Sectmns

the na»e

All walls of hollow concrete 
same, must be anchored in accordance 
60 of the building code.

Id 1»show that the planting of forests in Wisconsin 
any way add to or take away from the quantity or reg11 
larity of stream flow or decrease of flood heights.

These results, as authoritative data, show that 111 
general little benefit can be expected from reforestation 
for the regulation of our streams. The construction 0 
storage reservoirs appears to be the logical step for ^ 

system having for its aim the equalization of the fl°'v 
of our streams. A good deal of emphasis has been her 
tofore placed upon the theoretical advantages to 
gained from reforestation, and the studies of Profess 
Mead will undoubtedly do much to dispel false assumP 
lions and to direct investigation of the subject along 1 
right lines.

wou

CONCRETE BLOCKS IN NEW YORK.

met fearlessly, if the fault lies in the preparation 
of the plans and specifications.

“Care should be exercised in the prepara
tion of specifications, so that they will describe 
the class of work and grade of materials which 

intended and expected with clearness and 
conciseness. A better class of work should not 
be called for than is required for a particular 
purpose, nor should it be called for with the 
idea that something inferior will be obtained 
which will pass. Just what is desired should be 
called for in the specifications and demanded by 
the inspector on the work.

“The attitude of the inspector, or better, 
the resident engineer, should be one of assist- 

rather than of criticism. ’’

are

ance

If the above is accepted as a basis for the guidance 
of the engineer in his dealings with the contractor, there 
is no question that much good will result to both sides, 
and, while we feel that conditions are improving steadily, 
still’ there remain many ways in which by a conciliatory 
attitude the mutual relations of the two parties can be

improved.

REFORESTATION AND THE FLOW OF 

STREAMS.

A number of factors enter into the question of the 
flow of streams, among 'which may be named precipi
tation, rainfall and snowfall ; the extent and contour of 
the drainage area, nature of the ground and condition 
of the soil; condition of the surface (forested or clear), 
and the presence of storage reservoirs, either natural or 
artificial, in the stream. The whole question of river 
regulation has been given little attention in Canada, 
although it is one of considerable importance to the eco
nomic development of the country. It is generally be
lieved that forest growth on the head waters of a stream 
tend to afford more uniform flow, for with the aground 
cleared the water quickly gets to the streams and flows 

with the consequent result of floods at certainaway,
times of the year and low water at other times.

While it is believed that the forests have a more or 
less great effect in equalizing the flow, there has been 
little accurate data to justify any statement on the sub
ject. A bulletin was 
Wisconsin which deals with the flow of streams and the 
factors that modify it. This bulletin, while dealing pri
marily with Wisconsin conditions, is of considerable 
interest to Canadians.

Professor Mead, who had charge of the work of 
preparing the bulletin, draws the following conclusions, 
which are applicable more particularly to our conditions. 
He states that if forests have any effect on stream flow 
that can be assigned a practical value, such effects must 
be manifest by an actual change in the conditions of flow 
when deforestation occurs, but that in general the cutting 
of timber in Wisconsin has had no material effect, either 
favorable or adverse, on the high water, mean water, or 
low water flow of the stream, or on the regularity of such 
flow; that if any effects on stream flow have resulted 
from deforestation, they have been entirely counteracted 
and obscured by the drainage of marshes, the clearing 
of farm lands, the second growth of timber and brush, 
or other similar occurrences, and that in so far as all 
evidence examined is concerned, there is nothing to

issued recently by the University of
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A»ericans often assert that belts which are turned out 
e<3 y.-î?16 ^la*r side to the pulley last longer than when tuin- 
Test the flesh side to the pulley, as is usual in Germany, 
tyi^ JI'a<^e ^ the author have shown that in belts turned 
ratio he hair side to the pulley : (a) the tension ratio, or 
loogg etWeen the tension on the tight side and that on 
flesh Sl<?e hardly exceeds 2, while in belts running with t c 
loWah^' to t5le Pulley it can exceed 3; (b) the highest a - 
less thB te.ns*on is more than 3 kg per cm (12.6 lb. per in.) 
Pullgy an the case of belts with the flesh side toward tin 
Per Se’ ^e speed cannot be made more than 30 m (98 
w c'.against 5o m (i64 ft.) with belts with the flesh side 
diSadv the Pulley. This shows that it is in every respect 
‘he Pxilintageous to let the belt run with the hair side toward 
sOoner kV' A belt running in that way probably wears out 
cUrvat(1 <c,luse, as was pointed out by C. O. Gehrkens, su< 

re reverses the way in which the hide grew on the

with

the

Sl<hi on th ™m 8 in-) wide stood very
f,° tti ( re liflfht side of 67.1 g per cm
r°se to J ) Per sec., and broke only when t
Useful g^'0 hg per cm (say 530 lb. per in.). -

Css hn can be deduced from the formula

High-Speed Belting—A
well a total n- 

(370 lb. per in.), at 
tension

The 1 low able

where kT . kn = (kT - kf) X X 
total stress on

1 "as f„._ Be,t Fastenings.—In the tests with woven be ts 
'bat, as the speed of the belt transmission in

the tight side, and kf the

EFFECTIVE STRESS IN BELTS.

In a recent issue of Zeits. des Vereines deutscher In- 
kenieure appears an account of tests on the limits of effec
tive stress in belts of various materials. An abstract of- the 
article appears in the April Journal of the American Society 
°i Mechanical Engineers. Such tests require a large expendi
ture of time because overloading of a

only from the appearance of a permanent elongation, and 
an identical elongation is also found in a new belt which 

as not yet reached its state of resistance. Since, however, 
several hours are required for a belt to reach that state, 

®re is always a danger in short tests with new belts of
a mg phenomena of the state of resistance for those of over

load.

belt can be discover-

Tests of Link Belts.—The tests were made on two link 
e ts of equal width, but unequal thickness, made up of links 

pressed out of specially prepared fibre, and provided with 
father rims. The tests have shown that ait a speed of 15 m 
^say 50 ft.) per sec., the total stress on the tight side of the 
J^ust not exceed 30 kg per cm ( 166 ft. per in.) of width 
c eb> but at higher speeds may go as high as 35 kg per 

(i93 lb. per in.) of width of belt. Link belts have been 
*°duc*d because they combined the strength of double 

wvh the flexibility of single belts, and gave strong belts 
t ‘Ch 'c°uld be used on pulleys of small diameter. These 
]j^!S baye shown that for speeds up to 20 m (65 ft.) per sec. 
do 1 belts are far superior not only to single, but even to 
ten ■ e’ leather belts, but at higher speeds the centrifugal 

S10n in the heavy link belt decreases the allowable useful 
Very materially, and at speeds over 30 m (98 ft.) per 
llnk belts

load
sec.

cannot be economically used at all.
n„_ "*"es*s °f Leather Belts.—Tor speeds up to 15 m (50 ft.) 

Sec- the total in the tight side of the belt did not 
23 kg per cm (say 126 lb. per in.) of the width of the 

while for speed of 30 m (98 ft. ) per sec. the total use- 
of bg^15'011 rose to 2<i kg per cm ( 143 lb. per in) of width

stressexceed
belt,
fill

creased, the allowable useful stress diminished owing to the 
influence of the belt fastening, which at speeds from 25 to 

(81 to 98 ft.) per sec. caused such vibrations and un-30 m
certainty of run that it proved to be impossible to exceed 
the speed of 30 m (98 ft.) per sec. The influence of the fas
tening is due to the following causes -. (a) through the cen
tre of gravity of the fastening describing on the pulley a 
semi-circle, an additional centrifugal tension is developed
equal to

G v2
k'f =----------

bl g
G

this additional centrifugal tension is thus a function of —,
bl

or weight of unit area of the fastening, and that indicates 
the advisability of arranging the fastening in such a way that 
its weight be distributed over as large an area of the belt as 
possible ; (b) the rotation of the fastening in coming on and 
off the pulley produces in it a moment of torsion which in its 
turn produces in the belt an additional centrifugal tension. 
This tension becomes negligible if the fastening is made of 
flexible steel bands, softer steel bands lasting longer than 
hard ones.

A REINFORCED CONCRETE INFILTRATION 
WELL AND PUMPING PLANT.*

By Frederick N. Hatch, Jun. Am. Soc. C.E.

' in this paper will be given a brief description of the 
design, equipment, and construction of a pumping station 
recently constructed for the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway 
at Silver Grove, Ky., as a part of the terminal improve
ments carried out by the company with which the writer is 
connected.

It was estimated that the ultimate quantity of water 
which would be required to supply the terminal would not 
exceed 1,000,000 gal. per 24 hours, and that the demand 
would be at a fairly uniform rate throughout that period. 
As the terminal is near the bank of the Ohio River, water 

be obtained from that stream and delivered to twowas to
100,000-gal. tanks on towers 45 ft. high.

The Ohio River at this point is subject to an extreme 
variation of about 69 ft. between low and high stages, and 
it was necessary to design a plant which would operate

It was also desirable that thesatisfactorily at any stage, 
plant should be as nearly automatic in its operation as 
possible, as it would have to be about 700 ft. from the 
nearest shop building.

Test borings, made at several points on the river bank, 
showed that the top soil is underlaid by sand and gravel, 
and that the river bed is in the same formation. With this 
in mind, it was decided to sink a well on the bank and 
provide openings in it so that it would receive water by in
filtration from the river through the intervening sand and 
gravel.
would not contain much suspended earthly matter, though 
the Ohio is a turbid stream during high-water stages.

It was expected that water obtained in this way

The sounding taken at the point at which the well was 
finally located showed the different strata to be as follows, 
the elevation given being that of the to-p of each stratum :

* Paper presented May 1st, 1912, to American Society 
of Civil Engineers.
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Elevation.
• 407.3
• 376.0
. 361.0
• 354-0
■ 343-0
• 338.1 '
- 330.0

291.0

Flexible couplings prevent anyjust below each motor, 
the weight of the main shaft from being transmitted to the 
motor rotor shaft and its separate thrust-bearing.

Extreme high water in the river.. 
Surface of ground, loam and sand
Loam and clay ...................................
Gravel, with some sand ................
Sand, with some gravel .................
Extreme low water in the river...
Fine white sand ................................
Bed-rock .................................................

The entire shell of the well, including the motor-house
designedand roof, is of reinforced concrete. The shell 

to be sunk as an open caisson below the ground level-
was

The bottom floor was fixed at Elevation 328.0, or 10 ft. 
lower than extreme low water, and the motor floor is above 
the highest stage of water.

i <- ■ 5
j

The pumping requirements and conditions are as ". ifollows : d

Minimum capacity ... 
Maximum static head 
Minimum 
Discharge

700 gal. per min. 
127 ft.
66 ft.

through 1,000 ft. of 8-in. cast-iron pipe.

The pumps are to be driven by electric motors taking 
3-phase, 60-cycle, 440-volt current ; the motors are to be 
controlled automatically by the water level in the tanks ; 
and all equipment is to be in duplicate.

n

Constant-speed, centrifugal pumps were selected on
account of the great variation of effective head, and the fact 
that pumps of this type have a low starting torque, which 
is favorable to automatically-controlled, alternating-current, 
motor drive.

Fig. 2.—Completed infiltration Well.
The pumps are 5-in., constant-speed (1,140 

rev. per min.), top-suction, vertical, single-stage, centri
fugal turbines, manufactured by Henry R. Worthington. At 
low-water stages each has a capacity of 700 gal. per min. 
against a total head of 142 ft., and requires 43.5 motor h.p. 
to operate it; at high water, against a total head of 104 ft., 
the discharge is 1,150 gal. per min., and the required horse
power is 50.5.

Sufficient reinforcement was provided to prevent the wall® 
from pulling apart in case the upper part of the shaft shoul 
be held by the forms or the friction of the earth, while tke 
power part was free. Besides providing for the erection 
stresses, the walls and bottom were reinforced to withstafi 
any possible unbalanced earth or water pressure.

The motor-room floor was designed for a live load 
400 lb. per sq. ft. plus the concentrated loads of the motor5’ 
shafts, etc.

Water is admitted to the well through 63 openings for*11 
ed by pieces of 5-in.,, wrought-iron pipe extending throuff 
the walls of the well below the low-water line. The agf?rc 
gate area of the openings is 8.75 sq. ft. These opening5 
are shown on Fig. 1, the photograph having been taken juS 
after the sinking of the shaft began. Inside the well these 
holes are enclosed by a steel-plate chamber designed ^ 
withstand the unbalanced hydraulic pressure on 
side during high-water periods, with the inside of the 
dry. A 24-in. sluice-gate, to control the inflow of w»te^ 
is mounted on the side of this chamber. The gate '

Each pump is driven by a Westinghouse 50-h.p. squirrel- 
cage type, induction motor, mounted on a cast-iron base on 
the motor-room floor. Each motor is controlled by a separ-

the inie1 
shaft

fo
operated by a geared stand on the motor-room floor.

the proper spacing of the inlet chamber anchor-bob’’ 
and also to provide an even joint surface, a steel an^ 
companion flange was made with the flange of the cha® 

This companion flange was built into

insure

as a template.
concrete wall, and the anchor-bolts, which had enlatg 
ends tapped inside for i-in. tap-bolts, 
tap-bolts extending through the forms. A sheet-lead ga 
was inserted between the companion flange and the 
of the chamber.

There is an opening, enclosed by a pipe railing, in 
motor-room floor to give access to the lower part °f 1 
well, and steel ladders extend from bottom to top, inSlC*e" _ 

The built-up beams for supporting the shaft guide 6®
set in P°cke^ver-

bearinff5’

cd
held in PJace ^ 

sice1
flang6

Fig. 1.—Lower Part of Shaft Before Sinking, Showing 
Openings Through Which Water is Admitted.

were

ate automatic starter, the two starters being mounted on 
one board and connected to the power line so that only one 
motor can be operated at a time. The solenoid switches 
of the starters are actuated by single-phase current control
led by a, float-switch on one of the tanks. In order to pre
vent too frequent operation of the pumps, the float-switch 
is arranged, so that it does not close until the water level 
has fallen to a point 5 ft. below the top of the tanks.

ings were designed for rigidity, and 
in the walls of the well during construction. As the 
plate serves as a walkway for inspecting the guide 
each beam has a pipe railing along one side of it-

were

The shafts connecting the pumps to the motors are held ' 
in alignment by guide-bearings, adjustable in all directions, 
attached to rigid, built-up beams, 
the shaft and any possible unbalanced thrust of the 
impeller is carried by a marine-type thrust-bearing, mounted

j\oOÏ
A single I-beam, suspended above the motor-roon ^ 

and the hatchway, and extending as a cantilever bc> 
the entrance platform, serves as a track for a 4>ooCr 

trolley provided to handle any of the heavy equip®611*''

The entire weight of
pump
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Au outside spiral steel stairway gives access to the
head-h0- . 
built into

use. The brackets supporting the stairway were 
pockets in the outside of the walls of the shaft. 

e . be estimated weight of the well complete with its 
trern 016111 *S -’3° tonS) t^le ST055 buoyancy during ex-

e high water, with no water inside the well, is about 
t6.5 tons, leaving 

1Ct*°n between 1 
neglected.

Fig.

' margin of stability of 65 tons, if the 
earth and the lower part of the shell is

2 is a view of the completed well as seen from the 
Fig. 3 shows the general design of the well 

the equipment ; but minor details have been omitted, 

avoid confusion, some parts have been shown out 
true section.

cmc 0ns‘ruction.—After leveling off the site, the steel-plate, 
"Uttlng shoe

p;ecc f°rms were of Ji-in. sheathing nailed to waling 
sUp Cut to radius. Those for the outside of the wall were
he[(| ec by the posts of the working platform, and were
they |getber> in sections, by steel bands arranged so that 
them C°U^ be loosened to allow the wall to slip through 
on (|le inside forms were hung from cantilever brackets 
Ui0Val)'l forking platform, and were held in position by re- 
free 6 cross-braces, a construction which permitted the 
CaVafUSe tbe entire interior during the periods when ex- 

’ng was being done.
reinforcing rods were put in position, and a section 

about 5 ft. high was carefully placed and allowed 
The forms were then loosened, and the material 

h'UclCet ,avatecl from the inside by a M-yd. orange-peel 
the ancHe<l by a derrick. As the excavation progressed 

e andS'radualIy sank. The operations of placing con- 
foot 0jr excavating were carried on alternately until the 
very f e slraft reached its final position. The shell sank 
®r°Vide y through the earth, and it became necessary to 
place, mu016 means °f checking its descent at the proper 
*Qtegral IS Was accomplished by forming a concrete collar, 
taking Wltb the wall, just above the ground level, and then 
^etWeer,a ?art tbe l°a<l °ff the cutting shoe by blocking 

‘his collar 
Sued to 

Well if

land 
with
aK to 
of the

side.

was set up, and the forms were erected overit.

The
£ terete 
0 set. m

was

eret

f the u,
and the ground surface, 

carry a large part of the suspended weight 
‘"S of tj, * “ necessary. By the use of the collar the sink- 
''’as n0 §e "a^ was stopped at the proper place, and there 
betleath tv, ement while the sand was being removed from

BaT"
cbatnber le shaft reached the water level, the intake 
tache<j t0Was holted in position and the sluice-gate was at- 
a latge ‘ When the excavation reached the water level, 
'Vater an,iV0meter pump was used to remove part of the 

As tJ fine sand.
Sbaft tVasC fl°w of water through the open bottom of the 

down ,0° ffreat to be handled by pumps, a diver was 
to level off the bottom of the excavation and

reinforcement for the 
dlstributed

The collar

in

place
thehe

als0 rough bottom of the well ; 
the concrete for this bottom.>„8,, 

""i ». "*« After
concrete to harden, the well was pumped dry 

bottom was put in.finished
The

the fore uPp 
étions®18 bF 
^ere UnUsual 

enco

Part of the shaft was constructed by raising 
stages as the wall was completed, and no con

te the construction of similar structures
Af* Unt€Ted.

NpoIJ shaft
Sat ca " ere Plac 
lngs are V,-,., _

was completed, the steel, guide-bearing 
leveled up, and grouted in place, 

required in getting the supports and bear- 
and plumb, so that the vertical shafts

Were Placed,
Was

Xld‘7Iectly levei
ti Thisnp81noothly. 

re c> and • niFln8' plant has been in operation for some 
aching 7 has been

Perf

found, as anticipated, that the water 
interior of the well is free from suspended

earthly matter, although at times the river has been quite 
turbid. At no time has there been a shortage of water in 
the well, even when the pump was running at its rated 
capacity and the river stage was very low.

The construction of that part of the well below the 
ground level was accomplished in 18 working days, and the 
entire part above ground in 6 working days.

SHT Slab-5.
7^10-25 lb. I-Beam ^

4a2 Ton Trolled _
AA Automatic c. -irtera 

Sluice-gate stand
J C cExtreme

High Water

i m-
/slab e ^ ^ 

XV Rods @ tBpSl 13 X^Rods

SECTION A-A
i

10 15 lb.-Channels1
5 i Concrete:- 1 2-5. graded and 

washed gravel.
Reinforcing:- All rods lapped 

18"at joints.
Rods clamped together 
at all intersections.

a
s
»

?
h1Orounjl

V
■r*

!
loVoia.-

!i _ (.12^I

a J=>kp:
I 5 T

g»
Vs DETAIL AT E

&1-Vs
Î

D1! 2 Rows of 13- \<f>Rods
staggered.

—

r
■Extreme 

Low-Water
\ C c“s

h\ ■% !83 - 5" Pipes
A

Î 3:*v ^9 gteasBgâwflis dJ
SECTION BB

vConcrete Placed under Water 
VERTICAL SECTION C-C

Fig. 3.—Reinforced Concrete Infiltration Well

As the construerion of the well was only a small part of 
the work done at Silver Grove, and as the entire job has 
not been closed up, only approximate costs can be given 
The figures show the actual costs of construction, and do 
not include engineering, drafting, and other overhead 
charges.

Grading and excavating ..............................
All concrete, including reinforcement, 

material

370 ,cu. yd. at $1.65

280
All concrete, including reinforcement,

280

3-15

labor 3-85
at $2.85 per cu. yd.All forms, material, and labor 

All steelwork, fabricated and otherwise, 
material

All steelwork, fabricated and otherwise,
labor .............................................................

(Costs of steel include painting. )
All equipment, piping, wiring, etc., in place

28,000 lb. at $0.052

28,000 “ “ 0.022

$6,200

This pumping station was designed, constructed, and 
equipped by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr and Company, of 
New York.
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a steel viaduct, either by building the viaduct higher or bî
it. The

EMBANKMENTS AND FOUNDATIONS— 
TORONTO-SUDBURY BRANCH C. P. R.* slightly reducing the little summits adjacent to 

curves also may be somewhat lessened by turning the ne" 
viaduct in a direction more nearly parallel with the tangents-

By A. C. Oxley, S. Can. Soc. C.E.
In the earth section water openings were either concrete

or glazed tile pipes for small drainage areas, with ooncre
very

insuf' 
reduced

The Toronto-Sudbury Branch of the C.P.R. was con
structed in the years 1905-1909, and, as the standards were 
of a very high type, they may contain some points of in
terest. No curves over four degrees were allowed, and the 
grades were limited1 to 3/40 per cent, compensated. These 
grades were successfully maintained, with the exception of 
a pusher grade of 8/10 per cent., for some miles near Tot
tenham, mile 37. ' This difficulty will eventually be obviated 
when traffic demands it by the substitution for freight pur
poses of eight miles of 3/10 per cent, track for the present 
three miles of 8/To per cent. Velocity grades were allowed 
within the limits of so and 30 miles per hour for freight 
trains.

arches for larger ones. The pipes, on the whole, were 
satisfactory, except that in a number of instances 
ficient allowance had been made for their becoming - 
in area by being partially filled with water-washed san ’ 
it was, therefore, necessary, under these circumstances, 
replace 18 or 24-inch pipes with 4 ft. arches. The rule 
to “camber’’ as high as the drop would allow, and 1 

adjustment of the soil under the embankment was 
sufficient to take out quite a large curve, as “shrinkag ^ 
seemed to be due not only to the settling of the deposit 
embankment, but chiefly to the sagging of even firm clay 
such a way as to cause a low spot in a pipe laid flat, 
the consequent tendency of the pipe to clog. The cu'Vle?

the standard 1905 and 1906 types of concrete arc 
made in 20 ft. sections, to allow settlement. Piles were us 
in exceptional cases, a row under1 each side, but the f?en^e 
practice was to -divert the stream far enough to seC 

firm soil.

usualb
e”

and

The intention of the company was to insure a thor
oughly solid roadbed, rather than to keep initial expenses 
at a minimum, and1, as the greater part of its 225 miles ran 
through a rock and muskeg country, there was frequently 
some difficulty in attaining this result. This article, how
ever, will deal only with the district between miles 22 and 
182, north from West Toronto, from Bolton to Byng Inlet,

were ed
ra'

practically all openings of

mad6 
ThesC

In the rock country,
feet or less were built up of the excavated rock 
without mortar, those over four feet in width beitsg 
double, with the top constructed of flat-lintel stones. ^ 
proved entirely satisfactory in the great majority of C‘1 .e 
as they were laid on solid rock a little to one side °

n— 30-0"------- --L : n ; :\rw

■ [Trpl"fj!jjH 1J' /, ft-

o.n. 50’ D.FI.Girder
Rei

original stream.
We will now proceed to deal with the rock section, 

cussing particular points in the order of their mileage ^ 
the south end. At mile 102, near Buckskin, a rock et» a. 

ment about 10 ft. high crossed a fairly dry muskeg, 
the rock was about 50 or 60 ft. down. No cross-wayin8 ^ 
ever permitted, as the intention was to have the roc ^ 
bankment cut its way through the thin mattress of t ^ 
surface of the muskeg ; in this case the rock remawc ^ 
the surface for about a year, and then gave way tj,
train-filling. Some time was spent in filling it, as its jjy
allowed the train gravel to move sideways, but even had 
bottom was reached after 3,000 Hart car loads of grave 
been placed in it. The only real objection to its sin r^ace 
when it did, was that the gravel used was high-grade sU - 
gravel, which had to be hauled about 40 miles, as 
laying had not then proceeded far enough to reach the 

northerly, and thus more convenient, sand pits.

dis'
Pile* j] froi*1New Abutme *

k-Moiitil Blue Clay after
slide hie"in w

w*5^New
Solid Rock

PilesBridge Abutment Resting on 
Demolished owin^ to Sliding of Blue Clay Soil 

During Trainfillin£

Fig. 1.

as this was the part with which the writer became personally 
familiar during his four years’ experience on the work.

The line may be divided into two sections, viz., the earth 
district and the rock district, the first running from mile 22 
to 92, and the second north from mile 92 to mile 248.

On the south, or earth section, little difficulty was en
countered either with foundations or embankments. Eventu
ally all streams and gulleys will be bridged either by -steel 
viaducts, or by concrete arches and embankments, but at 
the time a number of permanent timber trestles were built, 
several of them containing, an average of 500,000 F.B.M. 
The bents of these trestles rested on piles driven to an 
average depth of 20 feet or more, and the only settlement 
that has occurred has been on the ends of the trestles, 
where the bents rested on mud sills on the made embank
ment.

track'
of6

koka’
The only midway divisional point was at b f0 

mile 126 from West Toronto. As this point was in 
district the grading for it was rather heavy, the jjjnlfi 
yard occupying an,area, apart from the main passing 
of about 3,000 x 300 ft., much of which was solid 10^ ^r0(ti 
had to be lowered about ten feet. Water was obtain6^ ^0\. 
the nearby Stewart Lake, but, as it is not allowable ^ tjj.e 
lute the Mus koka waters, the sewers had to drain 1

ck

swamp on the other side of the track. . uiTr'
The general mode of procedure through the IOC^etab»^' 

was to make the rock cut only about a third of the *- ^ejgbl 
this quantity of rock would have sufficient ^ go0P 

to cut its wav vertically through the mattress, ant je b>
could be rna° tbe

<°rnn«V
,r* b«n »*

has b6 t.op5

*■£5
of the
only

A curious instance of an over-refinement of engineering 
occurred at the Nottawasaga River trestle. The trestle is 
about 700 feet long, with a maximum height of 110 ft., and1 
is located on the short tangent between two reverse curves. 
The trestle itself has an average elevation of 10 or 15 ft. 
below the general track elevation in the immediate vicinity. 
This is overcome by the use of 2,000 ft. of velocity grade 
of 6 or 7/10 per cent., resulting in a high rate of speed fpr 
the consolidated locomotive that passes over it. This will 
easily be remedied, however, when the trestle is replaced by

ment, as

as bottom was reached the remainder 
train-filling. The efficiency of this method of 
sink-holes through is shown by the fact that,
once completed, the percentage of derailments 
least as low on this new roadbed as on

seCthat of

twenty years old or more. This brings up an 
question. If the intention is to have the weight

it is
*befl

cut its way through the mattress, and as* Paper read before Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.



* ^ile 124, during train-filling, a low rock embank- 
while carrying an engine, gave way suddenly, and the 

sank with such force as to shear the nuts in the 
a distance of 1,000 ft. or more. Between miles 112 

’d2 a number of embankments were train-filled from 
altho°rary trestles> and little trouble was experienced, 
the ,u8h in many cases it was found necessary to lower 
bearj6Ve^ adjacent small lakes in order to give more solid 

g to the toes of the slopes.

aient, 
enSine _ 
track for
and
tent

Richmond Lake, mile 
level

south from Romford, the 
was about fifty or sixty feet below the level of 

A rock embankment rested firmly on the solid 
w, but was not carried up to grade, a trestle being 

throu a,^0Ve water level. The water would probably seep 
it Wq j rock fill, but, in the event of its not doing so, 
Hiile U ^ eas'ly flow through the trestle at high water. At 
train fn ' South from Romford, occurred one of the heaviest 
than the line, the depressed grade being no less
an<j tXVe,nty-five feet at a maximum below the final grade, 
etnbj2? Was necessary in filling to cover the toes of a rock 
of a n tnent up to thirty feet in height, at least a quarter
half ll'hon yards of earth must have been used in this one- 

«iile of fi1L

lake 101,
the, track. 
0ck belo 

Used

Atbeside 75-5, south from Romford, a temporary
eHtly ,a klkc had been train-filled, but the water had appar- 
The j lSs°lved the embankment and caused lateral slipping. 

3 "e Was small, and the lowering of its level about four 
the toe dry and firm.

trestle

feet left

In ntany instances, where a comparatively dry muskeg
for thickening the 

ng mattress by ditching nd lowering the level 
x Water table. This was generally effective, provided 

*tiile yo 's s°Hd soil in the mattress, but not invariably. At 
tWo th ^ lr°tn Romford, the track crossed a muskeg about 
with anUSan<* ^eet l°ng and from twenty to forty feet dteep, 
^ dra; ! ^bankment when completed about four feet high. 
ak°Ut f '*^e ditch was dug, leaving the water table onh 
Crept v Ur below the level of the surface soil. The track 

ery badly and made “sun kinks,” elevations taken

was t0 be 
SuPPorti

dry crossed, provision wasÏ thelVe

h has done so and reached solid bottom that the earth filling 
becomes really effective, would it not be advisable, in some 
'^stances, before placing the rock fill, to cut right through 
1 e mattress parallel to the centre line, for instance, in the 
Cas® of a thirty-foot embankment, to cut two longitudinal 
ditches forty feet apart, and thus allow that whole section 

a°i S'nk Vertically without deforming the surface at the side ? 
Almost every case of deformation is caused by the sand or 
gravel floating sidewavs, and it does not become solid for 
Some time.

FINISHED FILL
DEPRESSED GRADE

ROCK EMBANKMENT 
SHOWING SIDESLIP 

OF TRAINFILL 
IN MUSKEGan

- TRAINFILL.'' • ^
'O

SOLID ROCK

Fig. 2.

depressed temporary grades of 3 per cent, were allowed. 
Blany cases small hillocks of rock were cut away to allow 

temporary grades to descend to the centre of the larger

In
the
Utllleyg

during the passage of a train showing track undulations of 
two-tenths. The track was made safe for traffic andone or

prevented from creeping by the substitution of 14-ft. bridge 
ties ; later it was diverted to a side hill of solid rock and 
made thoroughly solid.

At mile 66.7, south, in order to make secure a muskeg, 
which for its length gave considerable trouble, a depressed 
grade was built, with a rock embankment about 10 ft. high, 
the lowest point of which was a maximum of about 20 ft. 
below the intended finished grade. In this case, although 
soundings showed a depth of 50 ft. or more to bed-rock, the 
weight of the rock embankment was not in itself sufficient 
to slice through the surface mattress. This was somwhat 
unfortunate, as it was always found1 that, although earth 
alone would eventually reach a firm foundation, yet, owing 
to its specific gravity being so low, it had a great tendency 
when placed by train-filling, to move horizontally rather 
than vertically, causing the mattress to bulge upwards for 

distance out from the toes of the slope.some
The writer was not present until the completion of the 

filling of this sink-hole but, although it had a length of 
only 600 ft. and had to be lifted to a height of 20 ft. above 
the depressed grade, a fill of 30,000 yards had1 raised it only 
3 ft. Fortunately, by the use of spreaders, the embankment 
while sinking retained a good surface and alignment, and 
no difficulty was experienced in running passenger trains 
over this temporary velocity grade.

The next large fill occurred at the crossing of the Mag- 
netawan River, the valley of which was about 3,000 ft. wide. 
With the exception of three girder spans this valley was 
crossed by a timber trestle about 40 ft. high. In this case 
the length of the trestle helped to reduce the unit cost of 
filling, as it was possible to fill from temporary grades 
placed on each side of the trestle, and thus leave the main 
line open for traffic.

It might now be interesting to mention a few of the 
bridges, with reference to foundations, 
section, with two exceptions, there were no steel bridges 
larger than plate girders ; the exceptions were at the Severn 
River, where there was a 200 ft. through Pratt truss, and 
at Parry Sound, where there was a viaduct 1,700 ft. in length.

consisted of two Howe deck trusses of 
In the earth district all concrete was carried

On this 160 mile

The largest span 
165 ft. span.
below frost line and rested on piles; while in the rock 
country the piers in almost every case rested directly on the
rock itself.

During the construction of the Parry Sound viaduct a 
simple method was adopted to eliminate delay. The track 

paralleled at the points by the C. N. O. Railway, andwas
running rights, or rather haulage rights, were given by that 
railway over a four-mile section through Parry Sound. In 
this way it was possible to lay some twenty miles of steel 
north of the Sound during the construction of the viaduct, 
at the same time leaving the bridge contractors a mile or 

of blind main line for bridge yard purposes. The only 
of the abutments at the South

more
difficulty occurred at one

In this case the abutment was carriedNascoutyong River.
depth of 10 or 15 ft. below the surface of the ground, 

then driven to bed-rock, about 20 ft. further.
to a
and piles were
Back of the abutment was a temporary trestle about 30 ft. 
high resting on mud sills, the soil being an alluvial clay, 
which was kept moist by the presence of a stream less than 

No trouble was experienced' with the abutment100 ft. away.
until train-filling had proceeded for some time on the tern- 

trestle, when the earth filling caused a flow of theporary
clay sub-soil, and, although the bases of the piles remained 
in their places on bed-rock, the flowing of the clav caused 
the abutment to tilt forward, necessitating its demolishment. 
No further attempt was then made to fill the embankment,
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A brief description of the drier equipment will prove in- 
teresting at this point. The driers are arranged in a battery 
formation, two six-unit machines to a battery. Directly 
line with the driers are located the coolers, composed of two 
six-unit machines. Each battery is 28 ft. 4 in. in height by 
10 ft. 2 in. in width. Both driers and coolers are constructed 
entirely of steel. Connected with each drier are steam 
of a special design for the utilization of exhaust steam. 
connection with the coils are two automatic feed pumps 
receivers, which take care of all water of condensation an 
pump it directly back to the boilers. As an extra precaution 
in case of breakdown these pumps are cross-connected.

Heated air to the driers is delivered by “Sirrocco” fanS’ 
each fan capable of delivering 110,400 cubic feet of air Per 
minute. Air to the coolers is delivereed by a fan of the sa®e 
type.
fans are practically noiseless. All three fans are driven by 
an angle compound centre crank type engine, built by tbe 
American Engine Company, of Bound Brook, N.J. Steam *s 
furnished by two Scotch marine boilers. This plant has beeo 
in operation about five weeks.

but piles were driven and a trestle constructed, both in place 
of the temporary trestle, and also between the abutment and 
the next pier, the new trestle replacing a short girder span.

In this case, even if the pier had been constructed just 
as it was, had piles for the temporary trestle been driven 
at once, the clay might possibly have been so firmly an
chored that there would have been little, if any, horizontal 
movement.

coil5

and

ARMOUR FLOATING DRIER PLANT.

The Armour Grain Company has just completed probably 
the largest grain drier there is in the world at an investment 
of not far from $200,000. To build the drier they purchased 
and used the lake steamer “Helena,” which has been in the 
grain-carrying trade on the Great Lakes. The length of the 
vessel is 310 feet and its beam 34 feet. It has a carrying 
capacity of about 125,000 bushels of grain. Upon this boat 
an Ellis drier has been constructed with a drying capacity 
in the neighborhood of 75,000 bushels in twenty-four hours.

The machinery is so constructed that grain can be put 
aboard the drier from any elevator, and, after drying, the 
steamer “Helena,” with her own steam, can go to any point 
and discharge into any vessel, elevator or railroad car with 
her own machinery. In this manner there is avoided the 
necessity of unloading at an elevator having a marine leg.

While delivering this tremendous volume of air

STANDARD SEWER SPECIFICATIONS.*

By E. J. Fort and A. J. Provost, Jr., New York City-

No standard specification for sewer construction whio 
has been generally recognized or adopted as such, has UP 

to the present time been produced and the specifications 
use by even the largest and most important municipaliti®5’ 
vary widely in many of their most important provision5'

, warren 
’important 

in the

Difference in local conditions would, no doubt 
special provisions in regard to some of the more 
details, but there would seem to be little reason why, 
most important particulars, standard requirements may D 
be applicable. usU-Materials of construction of acceptable quality are 
ally available.

The functions to be performed by the finished stru 
are substantially the same, and if the structures are design 
to be permanent, as economy and1 expediency would Sel 
ally require, the standards of excellence in the mate

cture5
ed

and workmanship employed, may well be uniform.
Specifications for sewers of extraordinary size 

special design will generally require addenda supplern 
ing the standard specifications to meet the requirements 
each particular case, while for pipe and masonry sewers 
ordinary size, standard forms should' ordinarily suffice-

It is the opinion of your committee that the co: 
instrument designed to govern every detail in the exe 
of contracts for sewer construction, should contain :

ent-
in
of

mplete
coo»»

First—A notice to Intending Bidders.
Such a notice should state clearly :
(a) Time and place at which bids will be received.
(b) Location and extent of the work to be bid f°r-
(c) Time allowed -for the execution of the contract-
(d) Amount of security required.
(e) Manner in which the bid shall be presented a

Armour Floating Drier Plant.

In addition to the grain-drier constructed aboard the 
steamer “Helena,” there is considerable storage capacity, 
which has been constructed with hopper bottom bins with 
conveyers, which will take the grain from this storage into 
the drying machinery. After being dried the grain can either 
be discharged from the steamer “Helena” or put into the 
storage bins aboard the boat itself. The whole plant has been 
constructed under plans and patents furnished by the Ellis 
Drier Company of Chicago.

The equipment aboard the boat is complete in every way, 
including electric lights, a laboratory furnished with mois
ture testers and other devices needed in a grain-drying plant.

nd i'5

contents.
(f) Engineer’s estimate of cost.
(g) General cautions in regard to preparation 

and execution of work.
(h) Other information for the assistance of the 

tractor in the preparation of his bid.

of bid

COD'

-of Mud^Abstract of a report to the American Society 
cipal Improvements.

f G
i

m
ïj

£3

^4
*
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2. Pavements,, curbs and sidewalks out of guarantee ; 
how restored ; maintenance period.

3. Pavements, etc., under guarantee ; how restored. 
(B) A description in detail of all materials to be em

ployed1 ; their quality as shown by standard tests, and their 
proper manipulation to produce the finished structure.

(bi) Cement and Mortar.
1. Cement, quality, standard tests to be met.

Cement, how delivered and stored.
Cement, measurement of volume.

2. Mortar, measurement and proportions of ingredients. 
Method of mixing.
Character of sand.
Amount of water.

(b2) Concrete.
1. Size and character of stone or gravel.
2. Size and uniformity of sand grains.
3. Proportions of ingredients to be used in mixture.
4. Methods of mixing, placing and surfacing.
5. Molds and forms.

(bs) Brick Masonry.
1. Quality and size of bricks to be used.
2. Manner in which they are to be laid and1 protected 

from injury. (Inverts, arches, haunch walls, manholes and 
catch basins, spurs and branches.)

(b4) Stone Masonry.
1. Quality and dimensions of stones. Rubble, ashlar 

and dry masonry, coping stones, basin heads, etc.
2. How laid to produce finished walls and structures, 

(bs) Steel and Iron.
Rods for reinforcement, quality, dimensions and

Second—Contract or Agreement Proper.
The contract form should contain in addition to the 

anguage of the agreement, bonds, official signatures and 
acknowledgements of the same, and official designations of 

fund from which the expense is to be met.
(a) A certified 

authority to execute such a contract.
lb) A description of the parties to the contract and the 

mcials or employees under whose supervision it is to be
executed.

done

of the official action grantingcopy

Ie) A statement covering in detail all the work to be 
aud the prices bid for same.

W) A definition of the authority and duties of the engi- 
and assistants in control of the work as the represen

ts of the city or party of the first part.
. Ie) A definition of the rights of the contracting author- 

*n determining the time of commencement, supervision 
Work, methods of precedure, force to be employed, etc.
. lf) A definition of the contractors’ obligations in exe- 

^dng the work in accordance with specification require- 
i^Uts and the directions of the supervising authority, and 
<ja Maintaining the same, in the protection of property from 
^ ntage, the payment for labor and materials, the completion 
d ltilln contract time, manner and time of payment, liqui- 
ated damages for delay beyond the contract time, etc.

(&) Method of procedure in modifying the 
In) Clauses relating to liens, claims, damages, guaran-
assignments, etc.

e ^ Enumeration of the provisions of laws and ordinances 
^-Mdy applicable to municipal contract work which

Deer

contract.

tees,

1.
observed.

li) Other clauses of special or local application.
tests.

2. Structural shapes, quality, dimensions and tests.
3. Expanded metal, wire mesh, etc.
4. How placed in the finished structure.
5. Spikes used in platforms, grillages, cribs, etc., 

quality, dimensions, etc.
6. Cast iron.

Quality and tests.
Conformity to place.

hird—Specifications.
, blowing a general description of the work embraced 

th6 ,e c°ntract and the limits within which it is to be done, 
and 1IÏUtS -vvithin which the lines may be located, manner 
xvd- tlrnes of fixing grades by the engineer, the manner in 
sh0C, , Measurements shall be made, etc., the specifications 

Uld include :

description in detail of all labor performed both 
Mary and subsequent to the emplacement of the 

manner of its performance, 
of Trenches.

to k *’ dimensions for various sizes of sewers and lengths 
°Pened at one time.
2‘ Shoring and bracing.

Pumping- and baling.
4- Foundations, their preparation to

Disposition of excavated material.
for . the maintenance of street traffic 
way.

btateji 1 ^emoval of pavements and disposition of paving

1 Protection and support of other structures.
Refilling of Trenches.
Character of material to be used especially about

(b6) Sewer Pipe.
(A) a Specification for pipe sewers and sewer pipe is to be 

in accordance with recommendations of Committee C4 of the 
American Society for Testing Materials, appointed to report 

“Standard Specifications and Tests for Clay and

frelimi
sewer

structure, and the 
^ai) Excavation upon

Cement Sewer Pipe.” The work of that committee is not 
yet completed. Its last annual report, June, 1911, is re
ferred to.

(by) Pile and Timber Foundations.
1. Bearing Piles.

a. Kinds and quality of timber.
b. Dimensions.
c. How driven.
d. How measured and paid for.

2. Foundation timber.
a. Kinds and quality of timber.
b. Dimensions as shown on plan.
c. How laid and secured.

3. Sheathing and Bracing Timber. 
Manner of Placing

a. To remain in the work.
Kind, quality, dimensions, etc.

b. To be withdrawn.
Kind, quality, dimensions, etc.

3.

thereceiveSewer,

6. Provisions
^°rk is under

*hil

8.

I.
se\v

2' Manner of placing, ramming, flooding, etc. 
(a3) ^'spos’fi°n of surplus, deficiency, how met.

;

(a,

te*anc:

ankment. 
Dimensions.1.

(b8) Sewer Connections.
1. Manner and time of connecting house drains.
2. Connections intersected to be re-connected.
3. Flow of old sewer—how cared for.
4. Method of making all connections.

Character of materials, how placed and compacted. 
T Provisions for traffic through intersecting streets. 

Replacing of Street Surfaces, 
npaved streets. Surface to be restored ; main-

e Period.
1. U
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out straws, wheat heads, sticks, oats, seeds and other trash; 
and the mill separator, that handles the wheat, cleaned al" 
most entirely of foreign matter, making a closer and finer 
separation of the wheat, taking out any remaining oat5> 
white caps, joints and seeds left over by the receiving sep
arator. The light and imperfect wheat is drawn out by ah 

From the separators the thoroughly cleaned wheat

(bg) House Connection Drains.
1. Spur pipe to receive house connection drains. 

Spacing and size. How laid.
2. Standpipes on deep sewers.
3. Cast-iron pipe for house connection drains, where 

necessary, how laid, quality, etc.
(bio) Manholes.

1. Concrete, brick.
How built, dimensions, etc.

2. Manhole heads and covers.
Standard plan.
Weights, dimensions, etc.
Quality of iron.
Inspection.

(b 11 ) Sewer Basins or Inlets.
1. Standard plan.
2. Excavation, dimensions, how made.
3. Heads and gratings or pans.
4. Traps.
5. Culverts, dimensions, how laid and connected to

current.
goes to the scourer which has a cylinder or series of blades 
of beaters revolving very rapidly, from 500 to 700 révolu 

These beaters throw the grain against the “case
mesh °r

tions.
which may be simply of heavy woven wire, the 
openings being small enough to prevent even the small651 
berry from passing through, but allowing pieces of bran> 
chit or seed to be forced through, to settle in the hopper be

low, or to be drawn into the fan.
The effect of the beaters throwing the wheat against the

rough casing at varying angles is to scour off the beard5'
tsideexteriors dirt and, in case of severe scouring, the ou 

cuticle or woody covering, all this being forced through t e 
openings of the c^se, with the beaters acting as blowing 
fans. In both cases of the separator and scourer, the whea 
is subjected to a current of air or suction at the receiving 

end and again on leaving the machine ; this takes out 
lighter wheat and remaining dust. On their passage to 
fan, the heavier grains are arrested when they get into 
tips where the expanding air loses some of its force, 
cannot carry them farther, so they fall of their own

same, etc.-
6. Restoration of curb, sidewalk and pavement after

construction.

andFLOUR MILLING AND MILL ENGINEERING. weigh1
mill5

into what is called “the screening tips.” In some 
wheat that contains a great deal of cockle seed is PaSS 

through a cockle-cylinder which removes seed more perm ^ 
Mills that use wheat containing a good deal of smUttjjat 
contaminated by smut, wash the wheat in machines for 
purpose, after which it is dried and again scoured and 
pered before going to the rolls.

At a meeting of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers held in Philadelphia, March 30, 1912, a paper was 
presented by B. W. Dedrick, instructor of milling and mill 
engineering, Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa., 
on Flour Milling and Mill Engineering. An abstract of the 
paper is given below :

The ancient builder of mills was called the millwright, 
and, even up to comparatively modern times, was the only 
person capable of designing, building, and placing mach
inery and planning buildings for their accommodation, not 
only of flour mills, but factories or whatever machinery was 
employed.

The modern flour mill building does not depart radical
ly from other buildings designed for the reception and oper
ation of heavy machinery, but the height of building and 
floors is given more consideration. Mill buildings are us
ually carried up three, four, five or more stories above the 
basement. It is necessary and better economy to have suf
ficient height in order to place certain machines one above 
the other, so as to take advantage of the force of gravity in 
the handling of stock. In designing mill buildings, the en
gineer must also take into consideration the great weight to 
be supported, not only of the heavy and numerous machines 
required and their driving connectors, spouts ad bins, but 
of the grain and flour that is kept within the building. Be
sides, in the modern mill nearly all machines used are rap
idly revolving, and if improperly placed or balanced, are 
particularly hard on a building, causing a perceptible weav
ing motion or tremor. The floors have to be of proper 
height to give sufficient pitch or incline to spouts, for if the 
spout is too flat or of insufficient pitch, the flour or other 
material will not run down, but choke or clog. The flour 
mill building, especially on the grinding and bolting floors, 
should be well lighted by a sufficient number of windows in 
day time, and electric or other good light at night, for it is 
necessary frequently to inspect the flour and other stock, 
and a good steady and bright light is absolutely essential 
to detect the extremely close shades in the color of flour, 
and to compare it with the standard samples.

Practically the first step of the wheat in the mill is in 
the separators, of which there arc usually two : the receiving, 
that rough cleans the grain as it comes into the mill, taking

cil

teiu-

of tvV°A modern roll called a “double stand” consists 
pairs, one on each side. If each pair handles different 
terial as they do in smaller mills, a partition below the 

practically makes each a distinct pair.
The rolls are carried on bearings, which are rigid ^ 

one roll and movable or free for the other, allowing this j 
to be adjusted closer to or further apart from the ot^CgtoClc 
according to the fineness desired to break or crush the

ma
rdi5

for

passing between the rolls.
The arms of the movable roll are pivoted below °n

ec-
The

centric bearings, one cn each side of the roll frame. ^ 
tramming or bringing the rolls into level is accomP 
by means of turning this eccentric bolt, and then l°c ^ 
a nut, but the arm is allowed to move or swing freely efi 
adjusting the rolls or spreading them apart, by the g 

when shutting down or when the roll runs empty- £0ji
arm at the top carries a recess which contains a -j,st
spring, which bears against the inner closed end, an 
the wheel at the outer end. The rod passing through^^g 

adjusting or lighter, corresponding to that of the ® tfm 
At the outer end is the hand wheel used to comp16' .n0er 
spring and thus stiffen or increase the tension. T gt 
hand wheel is the adjustor. By turning the whe< 1 ^ jo
right, or forward on the threaded rod, it permits the ^ tj,e 
close up; turning it in the opposite direction, sPre<1 ^et 
rolls apart. Passing through the centre under the ^ete 
housing is a small shaft to which is attached a lcvrr' lttaCb' 
are two pairs of eccentrics on each end, to which <'1,L ^ tbe 
ed the adjusting rods by their yokes. The ®overm ^r0m
lever in one direction throws both the movable r v

and vice

in order * 
or ie$s

er5*
their mates simultaneously at both ends, 
brings them back to position.

Each pair of rolls has a fast and slow roll- 

grind or crush with effect, there must be more J
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in Inches.
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109

L3% 15
18 20
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8
12
16

1
21

35
42
49
52%
61
70
78
87 K

30
37 P*
45
50
60
70
75
88

100
114

125

52 +46 = 98 x 3-I4I59 = 307.87 mches. 
307.8 -r 2 = 153.98 inches 4 12 = 12.83 feet. 

Centres 288-12 feet x 2 = 57-33 “

Answer 70% feet.

Tightners.—The tightening pulley is applied to the belt 
its adhesion to the pulley, and, as this is to fall 

the smaller pulley, it is usual to place it on the slack
to increase
first on . .
side of the belt neair this pulley in order to increase the
area of contact as well as adhesion. It also increases the 
friction of driving in proportion to the thrusting of the belt 
from the line of its natural curvature.

is taj.e Allowing, along with other valuable information, 
Pitz fr°m a catalogue and handbook published by the 
■f'X-L ner Wired Co., manufacturers of the well-known 
Rule °Vershoot Water Wheel, Hanover, Pa.

6 f0r Calculating Length of Belting before Pulleys are

Placed in Position.
tiply t7 t0£ether the diameter of the two pulleys and mul- 
tainC(i SUm by 3.14:59. To half of the result thus ob- 
shaft) add twice the distance from centre of one pulley (or 

to centre of the other pulley (or shaft). 
leys arnP'e-—Given the distance between centres of pul- 
46 inc7 feet 8 inches ; diameter of pulleys, 52 inches and

Cs- What is length of belt? ... .
Horse-Power Transmitted

Add

sPeed„ in feet 
Per minute. 3 . 4 

I . H.P.
2

H.P.4oq 11
6r> 1 1%800

'■000 """"
’>200 "" "

'•Soo
L800
2>OOo
2>40q

2.8oo
3,ooo
3>5oo

4,ooo
4>5°o ""
5,ooo

2
2%

6 9
7

IS11
17#
2010
22%

12% 25
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The miller re-and make as much middlings as possible, 
duced the feed on the stone by half, bestowed more skill and 
patience in dressing the burr, giving smoother surfaces and 
grinding higher and cooler with a millstone ; he thus pro
duced middlings that after being purified and then ground 
separately on stones and bolted, made flour superior to the 
“first” or “clear” flour produced from the grinding of the 
wheat itself. This Aour produced from the purified mid-

rending or tearing action, and for this reason the rolls are 
Siven “differentials” in speed, the 
dais used being 2% to 1 for break rolls on wheat, to 1% to 
1 ^ to 1 on the middling reduction rolls, which are smooth 
alrn°st without exception, though very finely corrugated, or 
SCratch rolls are sometimes used on the first clean middlings.

differen-most common

There are several types of bolters or sifters. The hex- 
aSon or six-sided reel is the oldest type ot oolter still used, 
but its action in bolting is rather harsh, 
dresser is gentler in action, and like the hexagon, is slow 
ln running, 30 revolutions being the mean. The centrifugal 
reel is used only on very soft, flaky material, for its disin- 
teSrating effect. The gyrating type of sifter is altogether 
considered to be the best and most gentle of all. The action 
0 '■he gyrating sieves is to compel the stock to travel spir- 
a y °n the surface of the flat sieve and on top of the silk, 
° as to bring the lighter, fluffier and impure parts on top of 

tfi6 trave^mg stream and hold them there until they tail off, 
v.e Purer going through the cloth. Various means or 

1Ces are used to keep the meshes of the cloth open.
. From there the wheat goes to purifiers. In the old flat 

landing process all the flour possible was made at one and 
0£6 brst grinding. This system was very simple, consisting 
j a rolling screen, a smutter, a pair of burrs, one or two 
s n'^ reels, and a couple of elevators. Some middling or 
.cniolinas were ma<jej but cf such a character and contain- 

^ so much fine bran or germs that when these middlings 
as reground on stone and bolted, it made an inferior flour 

compart with the first, or superfine, produced in the 
.* <* wheat itself. The invention of a successful
low Purifier changed all that. From seeking to grind

became

dlings was called “New Process” or “Patent” flour.The round reel
The different grades of middlings, after being purified, 

are crushed on the smooth rolls and then sent to the differ
ent sections of the sifter and sometimes to reels, as in the 

With each reduction and subsequentlast roll reduction, 
separation of bolting, there is a certain amount of flour sift
ed out, and as a natural consequence there is an increased 
proportion of impurities to be handled on the next reduc
tion and separation, so that the tendency is for the flour to 
be less white and clear, and partially to counteract this 
tendency it is necessary to have the cloths finer and finer. 
After certain reductions the tailings may be of such a na- 

not to require further handling, and are sent direct

de-

ture as
to feed as finished, while those containing any floury parts 
are again reduced and sifted, the final results being flour,
bran and shorts.

The paper contained also a detailed discussion of the 
capacity of machines and weights, and a description of the 
model mill to be built at Pennsylvania State College, State 
College, Pa., to give students the practical part of milling, 
and for experimental purposes in the way of testing the dif
ferent kinds of wheat, to ascertain the bread making qualities 
of the flour; baking and chemical tests of flour and grain, 
and experimentation with various machines as to efficiency, 

absorbed, etc.

Were

taking no middlings, or as little ■ as possible, it
the object lo grind higher, cut the bran as little,

now
power
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power, owing to the destructive effect of the acid on the 
boiler-plates and machinery ; while the admission of air to 
the boiler makes condensing impracticable.

In the plant described and illustrated below, practically 
the whole of the heat in the slag is effectively imparted to 
the water in the boiler, and the exclusion of air from the 
boiler is a feature which not only prevents the formation of 
acid, but also allows of the steam generated being economic- 
ally r:sed in a low-pressure turbine, as the highest degree

UTILIZATION OF SLAG HEAT.*

It has long been realized that in the operation of blast 
furnaces the usual practice of tapping the slag into ladles, 
and removing it in a molten state to the slag-tip, is ex
tremely wasteful of heat. It has the further disadvantage 
of occupying all the available land in the vicinity of the 
furnaces and rendering it useless ; whilst disposing of the 
slag in this manner becomes gradually more and more 
costly as the tips get higher and further away, and the sur
rounding land becomes more valuable for the housing of 
workmen, etc. This difficulty has been met to a small ex
tent in some works by the introduction of slag-brick-making 
machinery, slag wool or silicate cotton plant, and crushing 
and granulating plant for cement or manure, but in all 
these processes the enormous quantity of heat contained in 
the slag is entirely wasted.

Various attempts have been made to utilize the heat of 
slag for raising steam, but owing to the rapidity with which 
slag scales over and ceases to part freely with its heat 
when exposed in trays passing through boiler flues, and the 
losses in transmission of heat through plates, only a very 
small portion of the total heat can be actually imparted to

Fig. 2.—Plant in Operation.

of vacuum can be maintained at the condenser. The sys
tem is based on the Vautin patent, developed by Messrs- 
Slag Power, Limited, of 638 Salisbury House, London Wall) 
E.C. In dealing with slag from copper furnaces, the steam 
generated was found, on analysis, to be well suited for use 
in low-pressure steam turbines, and it 
ascertain whether the slag from blast furnaces could als° 
be handled under the patent.

illustrates the temporary experimental plant 
stalled for this purpose at the ironworks of Sir B. Samuel" 
son & -Company, Limited, of Middlesbrough, and modifie 
as required, and Fig. 2 shows the same plant at work» 
blowing steam to atmosphere through a 13-inch gate valve 
fully open, the pressure in the boiler being about 1 
above atmospheric pressure.

decided t0was

in-Fig.

of sulphuric-Chemical analyses have shown that 
acid, or, in fact, of any kind, can be detected in the steam 
when condensed ; that the amount of sulphuretted hydro
gen is not sufficient to be harmful to the blades of a tur
bine, if made of sound and suitable metal ; that the steam» 
though almost instantaneously generated, is superheat6
about 70 deg. Fahr., and that the quantity of steam ëenCl

week
500 kilowatts of

no trace

ate'd from a furnace producing 1,800 tons of slag per 
could safely be relied upon to develop 
electric current per hour, with an expenditure of 6 h-P- f°r 
operating the plant.

The following figures may be taken as fairly represen 
tative of the quantities of the principal ingredients in a lar^, 
number of samples of the granulated slag and condense 
steam analyzed from time to time.

Slag.—Silica, 28.5 per cent. ; alumina, 19 per 
lime, 36.4 per cent;, sulphur, 1.12 per cent. ; iron,
0.7 to 2.5 per cent.

cent- ; 
from

ul-Steam (in grains per gallon).—Chlorine, 0.4 ; total s 
phur, 10; sulphuretted hydrogen, 3; acid, o.

The corrosion of the shell of the boiler, after ^ 
nately working and being exposed to atmospheric influenCe 
for several months, is quite normal and uniform, sho"in ^ 
no sign of pitting. A quantity of clean mild-steel drillin* 
was placed in a sample of the condensed steam, and -at 1 
end of a fortnight the water was drained off and found, 0 
test, to contain no trace of iron.

Fig. 1.—Experimental Plant for Utilization of Slag Heat.
alter'

the water in an ordinary boiler. In other designs where it 
has been attempted to take the slag hot or molten into the 
water, the formation of acids, due to the presence of air, 
has rendered the steam unfit for use for the generation of

*Ircn and Coal Trades Review.

Metallurgical Comment
T. R. LOUDON, B.A. Sc.
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In the “Vautin” system of working, air is excluded 
and16^ ^rom t^le boiler by means of a slag trap at the inlet 

a bead of water at the outlet. The elevator casing is 
e small in area, and the cold feed water is admitted at 
Point, to minimize the loss by evaporation, and the 

b 'jat0r Push-plates are perforated to allow water to drain 
mto the boiler. Usually the most convenient arrange

nt is to install
end of the slag road, the molten slag being led by a 

, °uSb into 
ated in the 

circul

rolled by makers 01 domestic ingots and 85,213 tons by 
companies which did mot operate Bessemer converters, 
eluded in the total by makers of ingots are 19,379 tons of 
re-rolled rails.

Open-Hearth Steel
hearth steel rails in

In-

this
Rails,—The production of open-

1911 was 1,676,923 tons, as against 
1>751,359 tons in 1910, a decrease of 74,436 tons, 
per cent.

or over 4.2 
19 n were

rolled from basic steel and all were rolled by producers of 
open-hearth ingots.

a separate boiler close to each furnace at Almost all the open-hearth rails in

the trap, and as it flows from same it is granu-
steam space by a flat jet of the hot boiler water, 

ated by a small centrifugal pump.
c°mb'^e e*evator I°T removing the granulated slag is a 
j r lnation of the push-plate and tray types, the trays be- 
boilj13°Ve t*le sIag as is Pushed along the bottom of the 
bay- r’ to Prevent any light material floating again after 
„ been skimmed from the surface of the water. The
sranulated
bWay from 
. lSht 
mto

Miscellaneous Rails.—A total of 7,234 tons of miscel
laneous rails was rolled in 1911, including 234 tons of iron 
rails, 462 tons of rails rolled from electric steel, and 6,538 
tons of re-rolled steel rails which the makers were unable 
to classify as Bessemer or open-hearth rails, 
production of steel rails in 1911, 2,708,795 tons were rolled 
from ingots made by the makers and 113,761 tons were rolled 
from purchased ingots or blooms, crop ends, “seconds,” or 
renewed or re-rolled rails.

Weight of Rails.—The following table gives the produc
tion of all kinds of rails in 1911, according to the weight of 
the rails per yard. Girder and high T rails for street and 
electric railways are included.

Of the total

slag is removed from the end of boiler furthest 
the inlet, where it is taken up to a suitable 

for discharging into a small storage hopper or direct 
trucks.

boiie^*>°Ut *^lree minutes after slag is admitted, a cold
a 1 steaming at full capacity, and the steam is ‘led by 

baffle-piate 
heat. 
above 
traPs 
fitted

past the incoming slag to take up super- 
working pressure is 1 to 1% lbs. per sq. in. 

atmospheric pressure (say 16 lbs. absolute), and the 
and

45 poundsThe Under 45 and less 85 pounds 
pounds, than 85 and over 
Tons. Tons.

Kind of rails. Total.
Tons.

t >138,633
1,676,923

7,234

elevator casings are designed so that no air is 
unless the pressure is allowed to drop below 13% 

Piped SCI' *n‘ absolute. The steam from each boiler is 
C°ndent0 steam main, which supplies a low-pressure

Tons.
606,300 421,102

100,755 461,387 1,114,781
6,772

lbs. Bessemer rails ... 111,231
Open-hearth rails. 
Miscellaneous ........

Per

9 453
steam turbine driving an electric generator, 

is a ac° boiler is fitted with two slag traps (one of which 
air-ti S, and'f|y ), and either of them can be emptied and made 
in a U *n a few minutes. There is a large body of slag 
chffli ° ten state under the inlet to the boiler to prevent 
hecess^’ *3Ut Prickers are also provided in case “nosing” is 
bing-e ,ary' The traps are fitted with tapping holes and 
st0ppa ott°ms for removal of the “skull” formed after a 
one e* the bottom cjoors being counter-balanced so that 
f’ridg.g511 Can easily operate them. The plate forming the 
ripply '"he trap is quickly renewable and is a small, 
"’hiefi an^ chea,p casting. The slag inlet to the boiler, 
aHd ;s Protects the boiler-plate, is also small and cheap, 

reversible before renewal.

Total in 1911 
Tqtal in 19:0 
Total in 1909 
Total in 1908 
Total in 1907

218,758 1,067,696
260,709 1,275,339 2,099,983
255,726 1,024,856 1,743,263 
183,869
295,838 1,569,985

,536,336 2,822,790
3,636,031
3,023,845
1,921,015
3,633,654

687,632 1,049,514
1,767,831

OIL-FIRED OPEN-HEARTH FURNACE.*

E. Richarme,

The principal dimensions of the oil-fired furnace at 
Tsaritsyne are : Length of hearth, 14 ft. ; wddth at the level 
of the burners, 6% ft. ; mean height, 3% ft. ; air flue, 44 
by 6 in. ; slope, 30 degrees ; slope of burners, 14 degrees. 
The bed is formed of two layers of magnesite bricks (the 
upper one laid on edge) covered with a layer of granular 
magnésite mixed with 25 per cent, of slag. The end wall 
is of magnesite bricks, and the front wall of magnesite 
brick below, and silica brick above. The injectors through 
which the petroleum residuum used as fuel is forced into 
the furnace, are arranged one on each side, and are sloped 
at a low angle to prevent the direct impact of the jets 
the surface of the metal bath, 
silica blocks.

The
°iler illustrated was cylindrical, 8 ft. in diameter 
I°ng, but a flat-bottomed boiler about 6 ft. 6 in. 
10 It. high is preferred. The power required to 

granulating pump and the elevator is only about 
°I the power generated.

by
12 ft.

ate the

Rail OUTPUT IN AMERICA, 1911.

atld Ste^' to statistics collected by the American Iron 
pro<j° Association, and published in their “Bulletin,” 

?9lt am,0UuCtl0n °I aH kinds of rails in the United States in 
1? ’Qio, Untcd to 2,822,790 tons, as against 3,636,031 tons 
(laÜs roll f6Crease °f 813,241 tons, or over 22.3 per cent.

from purchased blooms, crop ends, and 
IpC]p. <,n(f rc-rolled and renewed steel rails are includ- 

ar>d higjj 1° the total for 1911 are 205,409 tons of girder 
j a5titthim Steel rails for electric and street railways. The
9°6> whCnn^0^Ucri°n of all kinds of rails was reached in

Bee,. 1 5’977,887 tons were rolled.
**- 5ehier

on
The arch is made of large

The furnace was started working in April, 1907, and 
in November, after running 1,129 charges, was stopped for 
cleaning out the slag boxes. The end walls and door 
arches were repaired at a cost of 756 roubles (about £80), 
but the arch of the furnace and the chequer-work of the air 
chambers were still in good condition ; in fact, both these 
portions of the plant lasted out a run of 1,694 charges be
fore part of the arch collapsed. Examination then showed 
extensive corrosion of the arch, and both endsstee]

in
■* Per

Steel Rails.—The production of Bessemer
to r?ri amounted to 1,138,633 tons, as against 

Ce ns *n tgio, a decrease of 745,809 tons, or over 
nt' Of the total in 1911, 1,053,420 tons were

were cor
roded at the springings of the arch, the flues being also

39.

* Revue de Métallurgie.
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GAS CIRCULATION IN ELECTRICAL 
REDUCTION FURNACES.*

In the air chambers the uppermore or less eaten away, 
layers of silica bricks were discovered to be fused, and 
about half the cells in the next layer were choked up, the

Therest of the chamber being in fairly good condition, 
total cost of repairing these defective parts of the furnace 
and air chambers amounted to 2,113 roubles (£220). Up 
to the time of these repairs the furnace had been run for

By Jos. W. Richards.

Mr. J. A. Leffier’s splendid report on the working of the 
Trollhattan furnace in the electrical reduction or iron ores, 
presented at the annual meeting of the Jernkontoret at Stock
holm, Sweden, May 31, ign, occupying over 200 pages 0 
that Society’s transactions, brings out more information as 
to the electrical reduction of iron ores than has ever before 
been available. The report has been discussed at length be 
fore this Society bv Mr. T. D. Robertson (Volume XX, PagC 
375), and also by Mr. Otto Frick, in Metallurgical and CheIïl 
ical Engineering (December, 1911, page 631). A discussD11 
of the results and of the devices employed brings into Pr° 
minence the question of circulating the gases in such aD 
electric shaft furnace, a device which has been employed^ 

the Aktiebolaget Elektrometall for the last three years, 
writer has some reflections to offer upon this subject, W ^ 
may be preceded by a short discussion of the reasons for 
adoption of this circulation.

Reasons for Circulating the Cases—In the early 
ing of the Domnarfvet furnace, the weakest point was 
overheating of the roof of the crucible, 
roof, Messrs. Groenwall, Lindblad and Stalhane conce 
the idea of bringing from the top of the furnace some - 
waste gases, and injecting them, comparatively cool, 
the space beneath the arched roof of the crucible and cha^u5 
beneath, so as to cool the under surface of the arch an 
preserve it from destruction. Later, some of this cool _ 
was also employed to pass through the bronze castl s 
forming jackets through which the electrodes passed, 

cooling them thoroughly and sending into the furnace 
heat absorbed front them, instead of losing said heat in 

ing water.
Incidentally to the use of cool waste gases, it was 

that when these gases were thus returned into the crU 
of the furnace, in amount equal or superior to the v°

591 shifts, or 1,694 charges (each of an average of 264 
poods, or 4% tons), the net production per 24 hours being 
1,432 poods (14 tons). The consumption of charging ma
terial included : Hematite pig, 172,651 poods (2,785 tons) ; 
scrap, 270,126 poods (4,357 tons) ; 80 per cent, ferro-man- 
ganese, 1,783 poods (29 tons) ; 50 per cent, ferro-silicon,
1,115 poods (18 tons) ; or 445,675 poods (7,189 tons) in all. 
To this must be added : Ore, 10,172 poods (164 tons) ; flux, 
26,177 poods (422 tons) ; magnesite and dolomite, 4,921 
poods (80 tons) ; and fuel, 57,998 poods (935 tons), 
total production amounted to: Ingots, 387,053 poods (6,245 
tns) ; molten steel for castings, 36,212 poods (584 tons) ; 
and waste in runners, gates, etc., 5,079 poods (82 tons), a 
grand total of 428,344 poods (6,911 tons).

The

The
hicb

Since that time the furnace, which has a capacity of 
about 4 tons, has been run continuously, with a stoppage 
for repairs once a year after an average run of 1,700 
charges, and a mean cost for repairs of 0.7 copeck per pood 
( 1 id. per ton) of output. The consumption of fuel is 130 
per cent., and since the heating value of this fuel is 11,200 
cal., as compared with 7,300 cal. in the case of coal with 11 
per cent, of ash, the foregoing consumption corresponds to 
one of 200 per cent, of coal.

The jet of oil fuel is directed toward the bath of metal 
at an angle of 14 degrees to the horizontal ; a simultaneous 
examination of flame and furnace arch through smoked 
glasses shows that the arch is dark in comparison with the 
flame, and that there is a dark zone between the two; a cir
cumstance which explains the long working life of the 
arch and also the large number of charges which can be 
worked in 24 hours. This arrangement of the flame so as 
to heat by contact with the charge is contrary to the theo
retical recommendations of certain metallurgists, namely, 
that the heat should be reverberated from the arch of the 
furnace. As a matter of fact, the flame must be kept as 
far as possible away from the arch and as close as possible 
to the materials to be heated, in order that the arch may be 
protected from corrosion and the heating be effected with 
rapidity and economy.

The seven 20-ton furnaces worked on the same system 
at Tsaritsyne also act satisfactorily. The charges have the 
following composition per 1,000 parts of steel produced : 
Hematite pig 670; scrap iron 360; steel scrap 20; ferro
manganese (80 per cent.) 4, Krivoi-Rog ore 60; rolling-mill 
cinder 40. The consumption of petroleum for heating and 
smelting is 150 parts, corresponding to 230 per cent, of coal 
containing 11 per cent, of ash. All the materials of the 
charge are put in cold. These 20-ton furnaces run for 1,094 
charges before any extensive repairs are needed, 
diurnal output is over 60 tons each ; that is to say, three 
charges per 24 hours, on the average of the year’s run, with 
an occasional output of 80 tons, or four charges, per 24 
hours.

we*

thisTo preserve
ived

of th«
into

oh

found

lume
tin5

of gases being generated by the reduction of the °rc> 
additional volume of gas carried out of the crucible int0jieat, 
shaft of the furnace above a considerable amount of ^ 

thus prolonging upwards the hot zone of the furnace, 
increasing considerably the amount of reduction of the ^5 
by CO gas in the shaft of the furnace. Indeed, withoUt 
circulation of gases the amount of gases produced by 
reduction alone in the crucible was insufficient to heat 
shaft of the furnace to any considerable distance, thus Qrg 
dering the shaft useless as a place of reduction of to
by ascending gases. The circulation was then PuS fre
an extreme, such that two-thirds to three-fourths of ^ to

ore

tbe

reP'

return
gases passing out at the top of the furnace was 
the crucible, and thus virtually the same gas passed ^ 

three times through the charge ; the effect of this in v;z., 
circulation uras a pronounced economy and advantage, 
increased heating of the shaft by the carrying uPwar 

it of surplus heat from the crucible, that is, a 
tribution of the crucible heat upwards into the shaft

CO in tn 
of °re 
of the

or
two ed

The
diS'better

of
fut'
h»5furnace, and finally a better ratio of CO, to 

nace shaft gases, showing that much reduction 
been accomplished by CO gas in the upper part

and thus the ultimate goal of better utilization

für-♦♦

cat'ofREPRINT OF PROPERTIES OF METAL. nace,
bon in the furnace tv as attained. nt»2e5On page 606, May 2nd issue of The Canadian Engineer 

was printed a table of “Properties of Metals.” As this will 
probably be of considerable use to draughtsmen and de
signers, we have reprinted the table on heavy mounted 
paper.
Book Department, The Canadian Engineer.

adva
obvious di5'The w'riter is convinced, however, that these 

are offset by serious disadvantages. The most
£lectr°

*Presented at the recent meeting of the Am. 
Chem. Soc.

Copies may be obtained free by addressing the
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plates embedded in the brick-work can be made to conserve 
the form of the arch of the crucible satisfactorily, thus dis
pensing with the necessity of introducing cool gas tor this 

Then, having gotten away from the circulation of

advantage is that the moisture of the charges and the C02 
°-f the flux and the C02 
nace are returned in large part to the crucible, and there act 
uPon the unconsumed carbon, by the reactions.

naturally produced in the fur-gas

purpose.
the gas, and the furnace again started in its original path, 

can reduce the ore in the crucible by carbon and allowC02 + C = 2C0 
h2o + c = h2 + CO

we
only the CO gas there produced to filter slowly through the 
charge in the shaft of the furnace.This very materially cools 'the smelting zone of the furnace, 

Ùs most vital working part. The constructors and operators 
°f these furnaces have recently introduced dust-catchers to 
lntercept fine dust carried out at the top of the furnace by 
the gases, and also scrubbers, where the circulating gas is 
cooled, washed, and made to deposit this excess of water 
before 
vice

In order that the ore in the shaft of the furnace may be 
reduced by gas it will be necessary to adopt other means of 
keeping the charge in the shaft of the furnace at a temper
ature above, say, 400° Centigrade. This can be done by 

of auxiliary electric energy, and also conceivably bymeans
jacketing the shaft and burning the waste furnace gas 
around it.

This de-Passing into the crucible of the furnace, 
certainly removes the dust and most of the water of the 

gases> but cannot remove the C02 which it is the aim of the 
Clrculating process to increase to as high a percentage as 
Pcssible and thus economize the carbon of the furnace. It 
Srtands to reason, therefore, that the better the circulating 
system works in facilitating reduction in the rurnace, that is, 
m Producing more C02 in the gases, the more prejudicial 

dl be the introducing of the gases into the crucible of the 
Uroace produced by the chemical reduction of this C02 to 

Besides, the circulating system is cumbersome and cx- 
t ensive, and soon reaches the maximum of useful effect ; in 

c writer’s opinion it is an imperfect solution of the dif- 
rulties 0f t^e furnace Considering merely the reduction 

ot the

I therefore suggest that the material in the shaft of the 
furnace be heated by the waste gases of the furnace burnt in 
flues around it, or by electric current passed through it from 
surface electrodes embedded in the walls of the shaft, at a 
point near the middle of the shaft, sufficient current being 
passed through the charge to heat it by its own resistance 

red heat. This will give the up-rising CO gas the maxi
opportunity of reducing Fe203 and attaining equil- 

In this way I believe that the following reaction

to a
mum 
ibrium. 
can be attained,

CO.

5Fe203 + 9C = 6C02 + 3CO + ioFe 
representing the maximum formation of C02 by reduction in 
a slow current of CO. The above reaction requires only 200 
parts of carbon per 1,000 or iron reduced, which is much bet
ter than can possibly be attained by the present circulating

ore by CO gas in the shaft of the furnace, it is a 
gestion of temperature and time, and to a lesser extent of 
cihi atn°Unt of CO gas passing. The reduction in the cru- 
slo 6 Undoubtedly produces CO gas, which, rising upwards 
jt Wdy trough the charge, will have the very best opportun- 

^ producing the maximum amount of C02 if it slowly 
recjuPwards through the shaft and there has ore at a low 
u eat to act upon. If it were possible to keep the col- 

n °f ore in the shaft of the furnace at a low red heat it 
anK>Crta™ t^lat t*'e gas would perform the maximum 
thi<3?nt Auction possible, and pass out one-half or

s converted into C02, thus consuming the theoretical 
ThnitoUm amount of carbon for reduction in the furnace, 
and rmdcal Point of this analysis is that the ore in the shaft 
Cen,. Urnace cannot be maintained at a red heat by the as- 
ore. °f the gas naturally produced by reduction of the 
tion; u is insufficient in amount. It follows that the reduc- 
ot^. 18 facilitated either by maintaining the 
thrQr means> or by circulating the gases two or three times 
the tdle ore’ thus keeping the materials m the shaft at 
°n]vr('dUCing temperature. The latter scheme has been the 
adVa°.nC adoPted> and has been effective, but the extent of its 
^a.inn\a^eS *S lar£ely self-limiting, as has been already ex 
passjC ' ft is quite evident that when the amount of gas 
its through the furnace is increased two or three times, 
is ;ne °c'ty is increased two or three times, and therefore it 
The0C°ntaCt with the ore only one-half to one-third as long. 
Cfe., Really this would mean that there would be no m 
Berat,C reduction by CO, except because of the higher tem- 
cirew • produced in the shaft by the increased volume o 
actionatmfi: gas increasing the velocity of the reduction re 
the ^e consideration of these circumstances leads to 

owing proposition.
Of thÜ°dlfied Worklng__The writer thinks that the circulation

fyiztg vgases should be entirely dispensed with, thus simPli- 
ity of STeatly the operation of the furnace and rtgu 
vided t S running- If this were done, means should be Pj° 
Action Pr<"serve the arch of the crucible other than by 
DerienCp C°o1 gas beneath it. I believe that the present ex- 
f’ridg- furnace men in preserving arches, ports an

°f 0Pen-hearth furnaces by means of water-coo e

system.
As above given, the reaction is based upon dispensing 

with the C02 of the limestone; that is, the limestone should 
be calcined outside of the furnace (which could also be done 
by waste gas of the furnace itself). This saves carbon by 
avoiding the evolution of C02 from carbonates in the lower 
part of the furnace, below the zone of reduction by CO gas, 
but where C02 is reduced to CO by solid carbon.

Conclusions__(1) The arch of the crucible of the furnace
should be protected by water-cooled plates, as is common in 
open-hearth furnaces.

(2) The artificial circulation of the gas in the furnace 
should be dispensed with. ,

filte

is
two-

(3) The limestone flux should be calcined before put
ting into the furnace.

(4) The shaft of the furnace should be provided with 
auxiliary heating to maintain its contents ait or above 400° 
Centigrade, to permit of reduction of Fe203 by the slow cur
rent of CO gas.

(5) Under these conditions an amount of carbon equal 
fifth of the weight of iron produced should be suf-

red hot byore

to one-
ficient, producing gas containing two volumes of C02 to

of CO.
(6) Eliminating the expense of circulating and purify

ing the gas, and reducing the amount of fuel required for 
reduction, would both simplify and cheapen the operation of 
the furnace.

one

CORRECTION.

In the April 25th issue of The Canadian Engineer, on 
article by Mr. Ed. S. Bryant on ‘‘Foresting’’page 510, an

credited to the Boston Society of Civil Engineers. This 
read before the New Englaftd Waterworks’

was 
article was 
Association.
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Mr. Carl I. Printz has opened offices in Toronto as a 
Consulting, designing and inspection engineer, 
address will be 127 Delaware Avenue, 
the Ontario business of Messrs. Escher, Wyss & Company-

Mr. R. L. Werry has been appointed secretary-treasurer
of the Montreal Builder’s Exchange. Up to the present Mr- 
Werry has been engaged in newspaper work and has bad 
especial opportunities of keeping in touch with interests that 
will be found of value in his new position.

Mr. R. H. Parsons has been appointed superintends111 
of the municipal power plant at Edmonton, Alta. Mr. Par' 
sons recently "Completed a hurried trip across the Atlantic 
in order that the position should not remain unoccupied 
long, owing to the resignation of Mr. Huffman.

Mr. Ceo. G. MacLennan,, S.P.S., ’10, has been appointed 
resident engineer for Messrs. Mitchell & Mitchell, consult" 
ing engineers, Toronto, on power development at Minne- 
dosa, Man. Mr. MacLennan has just completed his P°st' 
graduate course at the University of Toronto.

Mr. H. T. Routley, O.L.S., D.L.S., of the firm °[ 

Routley, Summers & Malcolmson, Haileybury, Ont., 
recently elected to the presidency at the Board of Trade at 

Mr. Routley is engineer for the township 
Coleman, which is the richest township in the Dominion.

A NEW HYDRAULIC TURBINE.
His office

He will take overA description of the hydraulic turbines of the Société 
anonyme des Ateliers de Construction de Th. Bell et Cie de 
Kriens (Lucerne, Switzerland), is given in LTndustria. An 
abstract of the article appears in the April Journal of the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 
is of the Francis type. The regulator is shown in Fig. 1. 
The oil under pressure is driven from the reservoir B by a 
pump, driven by the pulley S, to the valve gear V., which 
communicates with the cylinder chambers C, and C2 by the 
ducts K, and K2, and with the reservoir B by the duct K,. 
The valve gear is regulated by the spring governor R in 
such a way that the pressure àcting on one side of the piston

The turbine

JV

wa5
3(

that town.

k

Fig. 1.—Oil Regulator in the Bell Water Turbine. OBITUARIES.
K varies according to the conditions of work of the turbine, 
and produces displacements of the piston which are trans
mitted to the governor spindle. To decrease the stroke of 
the piston, and to prevent excessive opening and closing 
of the turbine, the gear rod G is provided to bring the 
valve into its middle position, so that when the number of 
revolutions of the turbine is constant, the pump works as if 
there were no pressure, and it had only to make the oil 
circulate, thus making thé consumption of power very 
slight.

The list of men, prominent in the public life of Can 
ada, who have been recently called by the hand of deal 
has been added to by the sudden death of James P'** 
Mabee, late chief commissioner of the Board of Railway 
Commissioners for the Dominion of Canada. ,

His death resulted from an attack of appendicitis, an 
occurred in St. Michael’s Hospital, Toronto, on Monday’
May 6th, last.

The late Judge Mabee was born in 1859 at Port RovvaD
portin Norfolk county, Ont.

Rowan High School, and, graduating at the age of eighte611’ 
went into the study of law. He was called to the Bar w*ie*| 
but twenty-three years of age, and for five years practi56 
in Listowel. From Listowel the young man moved t0 
Stratford, where he practised for eighteen years. It waS 
from here he began to assume the duties which doubtle55 
hastened his end, and Chairman Mabee proved himself t0

To be chaire1311
thou'

He was educated at the

PERSONALS.

Mr. Murray D. Kennedy has been appointed manager 
of the Beacon Mines at Elk Lake, Ont.

Mr. Robert Potter, B.Sc.. of Fernie, B.C., has been ap
pointed to the position of city engineer of Regina, Sask.

Mr. L. A. Thornton has been appointed to the office of 
a city commissioner for the municipality of Regina, Sask.

Mr. Arthur B. Lee has received the appointment of 
secretary-treasurer of the Woodstock Water and Light .Com
mission.

be capable of the big work before him. 
of a body that has jurisdiction over some twenty-five 
sand miles of railway reaching over half a continent was .
work which had no parallel in any other country. In .

thatcapacity he had to exercise all the powers of analysis 
made him a big lawyer and a strong judge; all the PatieQ 
and tenacity that make a master mind in dealing vVl 
evidence.

Mr. F. M. Radford, of Sidney, has been appointed 
assistant to the Commissioner of the Geodetic Surveys of 
Canada. And Chairman Mabee became the biggest uD

elected public man in Canada. ,
The deceased leaves a son, Lionel, with the Nati°n

ho»e-

Mr. E. F. Bradley, of the Canadian General Electric 
Company, has been appointed sales-manager of the Canada 
Wire & Cable Co., Ltd.

Mr. Edward Henry Keating, consulting engineer, and a 
former city engineer of Toronto, has been elected to the 
Council of Institution of Civil Engineers of Great Britain.

Mr. Mellis Ferguson, of Stratford, has been appointed 
city engineer of Guelph, at a salary of $2,000 a year. Mr. 
Ferguson has been town engineer of Stratford for the past 
few years.

Mr. H. A. Brazier has been appointed to the position of 
assistant city engineer for the municipality of London, Ont. 
Mr. Brazier has been for some time employed in the en
gineering department of the city of Toronto.

Trust Company, Toronto, and a daughter, Mabel, at 
Mr. O. H. Mabee, of the Manufacturers’ Life InsuraD
Company, is a brother of the deceased.

aThe Canadian Pacific Railway have recently l°s^g

Tues-
was f°r

valued and trusted official in the person of Mr.
Oborne. His death occurred in Vancouver, B.C., on 
day, April 30th, from erysipelas, 
some time superintendent of this railway at Toronto, 
had been recently appointed General Superintendent o ^ 
Pacific Division. He was born in Montreal fifty-five ^,eI1t 
ago and entered the offices of the mechanical superinten ^ 
of the Grand Trunk Railway when about fourteen >

Mr. Oborne bu(



COMING MEETINGS.
at n!?1^,R1can railway ASSOCIATION.—May 15th. Semi-Annual meeting

i\ Y°rk City' Sec’y' w' F' A,len• 75 Church st-> New York’
Ann, r. w? R N ATI O N A L RAILWAY FUEL ASSOCIATION—May 22nd-25th. 
ChicagoLonvention at Chicago. 111. Secy.. D. B. Sebastian, La Salle St. station,
29thP°MRTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CITY PLANNING—May 27th- 
Conérp* Public Library. Boston. Mass. Sec’y, Flavel Shurtleff, 19

AIWDn, reet* Boston, Mass. , .Conv„„SR,CAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION—June 3rd 8th. Annual 
potion at Louisville, Ky. Secy., J- M. Diven, 271 River St., Troy, N-Y. 

ing at rw DIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION—June 19th-2lst. Annual meet- 
Ottawa, On Sec'y. T. S. Young, 220 King St. West. Toronto. Ont. 

Janea>j.R,IY HO the PROMOTION OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION — 
University ith" An"ua* meeting at Boston, Mass. Sec’y, H. H. Norris, Cornell
in the^r'-^R*c> MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION —Annual convention will be held 
Mr, K ^yHall, Toronto, on June 18th and I9th, 1912. Secretary-Treasurer, 

CAN McKaV’ County Cleric, St. Thomas. Ont. 
to be hlcP.tAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-Second Annual Meeting 

ne|d in Toronto, Sept. 16, 17 and 18.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
WeSCt4RAD-AN SOCIETY op dviL ENGINEERS—413 Dorchester Street 
RiNg'st ntreal" President. W. F. TYE : Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod.
- Heaü?N BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill; 
^TÂw Aqi^,V.ers : School of Mines, Kingston.

177 q BRANCH-
H. Vinirks st- Ottawa. Chairman. S. J. Chapleau, Ottawa; Secretary, 
read ?;ïr Bnnyley. N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are

- day n/Jitand 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months ; on other Wednes- 
1°tUE[ipp hts in month there are informal or business meetings.

'hgs h„ia p ^CH—Chairman, W. D. Baillairge ; Secretary, A. Amos; meet- 
^twice a month at room 40, City Hall. .

Secret BRANCH— 96 King Street West, Toronto, Chairman, T. C. Irvmg : 
Va rTl°nth at^B^ ^ Boudon, University of Toronto. Meets last Thursday of the
V, jennet6?.?RAeNCH-Chairman, C. E. Cartwright; Secretary, W. Alan, 

ICTOR,?y’ Headquarters: McGill University College. Vancouver.
Wi,Address pRANCH-Chairman, F. C- Gamble; Secretary, R. W. MacIntyre;

iactPEM«^RANCH—Chairman, J. A. Hesketh ; Secretary, E- E. Brydone- 
Univ’ere-tets every first and third Friday of each month, October to April, in 

rsity of Manitoba, Winnipeg.

0Nt municipal associations
Thy°r. ns° MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION—President, Chas. Hopewell, 

°mas cwWa: Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay. County Clerk, St.
p sASRÏÏEar,°-
Brident pCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES — 

TSon,Sae°kge ThomPaon’ Indian Held, Sask. ; Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley,
ACC.’rrd. Xfn RE,RTA L. I. D. ASSOCIATION.—President, Wm. Mason, Bon

tf.: ' Secy-Trea^urer, James McNicol. Blackfalds, Alta.
By ,n.s’Maw,10? °P CANADIAN MUNICIPALITES—President. W. Sanford 

Tliy°r of \v AVinnipeg; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C.,
Ck^'Hor Siu'i0,? no™NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES—President, 

^i Fredeyj^a I'Port Elgin ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City
aCn.il,anNxvFJkl0VA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES—President. Mr. A S. 

Bee , ION rvr?en’ Antigonish. N.S.; Secretary. A. Koherts. Bridgewater. N.S.
'.Lembe °P SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES.-President. Mayor 

Plan, ION be Eaoy-Treasurer. W. F. Heal. Moose Jaw.
Cent8 *’ Nan,- BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES—President. Mayor
^ aim°* B.C,; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey

8 R,aO’- ; t^e°P ALBF.RTA MUNICIPALITIES—President. Mayor Mitchell,
P|pp.?l0N ni'ry'Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird. F.dmonton, Alta,

st°ne, M.| MANITOBA MUNICIPALTIES—President. Reeve Forlie. 
1 n- : Secy-Treasurer, Reeve Cardale, Oak River, Man.
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old- In 1883 "he joined the staff of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway as chief mechanical clerk. In 1886 Mr. Thomas 

Shaughnes$y^ them general manager, appointed James 
Oborne his chief clerk. He held his position for sixteen 
m°nths. In September, 1887, he was made car accountant, 
and in 1890 superintendent of car service. In 1892 Mr. 
Oborne was appointed general fuel agent.
!ater he
tenure of office continued for three years. Following this 
0ffice, Mr. Oborne got his first appointment as a division
SuPerintendent. He
affairs of the division, which then extended from Port Arthur 
to Laggan, B.C. In 1901 he was transferred to the super- 
tntendency of the Atlantic division, with headquarters at St. 
J°hn, N.B.
Superintendent of the eastern division, with headquarters at 
Montreal. Then, in December, 1906, Mr. Oborne 
appointed general superintendent of the Ontario division, 
'vith headquarters in this city. He held this position until 
hv° months ago, when he exchanged the Ontario superin- 
lendency for that of the Pacific Coast.

G.

Four years
made assistant to the vioe-ipresident, and hiswas

sent to Winnipeg to supervise thewas

After two years he was appointed general

was
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS—President, G. M. Lang 

Secretary, L. M. Gotch, Calgary, Alta.
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS—President, 

J. L. R. Parsons, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, M. B. Weeks, Regina.
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN—President, N. Mc- 

Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina.
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION.-President, 

W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victoria, B.C.
BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—President, E. T. 

Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H. Lauer, Montreal, Que.
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS—President, 

Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary. W. A. Crockett, Mount Hamilton, Ont.
CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION—President, Peter 

Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaide Street, 
Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION— 
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O- McKinnon, Toronto

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION—President. N. W. Ryerson 
Niagara Falls ; Secretary, T. S. Young, Canadian Electrical News, Toronto.

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION —President, John Hendry, Van- 
Secretary, James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa.

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur Hewit, General 
Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto; J. Keillor, Secretary-Treasurer, 
Hamilton, Ont.

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.—President, 
XV. Doan, M.D.. Harrietsville, Ont.; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis Dagger, 21 
Richmond Street West, Toronto.

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE—19S College Street, Toronto. President, 
J. B. Tyrrell; Secretary, Mr. J. Patterson.

couver.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal. President, 
Dr. A. E. Barlow. Montreal; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb, Windsor Hotel, 
Montreal.

CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY—President, J. McWilliam, M.D., London, 
Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Castle Building,Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer,

Ottawa, Ont.
THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.—President, Dr. 

Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Drum, Ottawa.
CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB—President, A. A. Goodchild; Secretary, 

James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q.
CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION—President. D. McDonald, 

Manager, Montreal Street Railway; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond Street, 
Toronto,

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS—President, Dr. Fernow, 
Toronto. : Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toronto, President 
G. Baldwin; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets third Tuesday 
each month except June, July and August.

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS—President, Mr. R. A. Belanger, Ottawa; 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, J. Chalmers ; Secret- 
B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer's Office, Edmonton, Alberta.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—President, J. E. 
Ritchie ; Corresponding Secretary, C. C. Rous.

ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF MONTREAL.-Secretary, C. M. Strange, 9 Beaver 
Hall Square, Montreal.

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF TORONTO.—96 King Street West. President 
Willis Chipman : Secretary. R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thursday evening 
during the fall and winter months.

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—President. Dr. G. Kapp; 
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment. London. W.C. ; Hon. Secretary- 
Treasurer’for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, Que.

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY—President, Edgar 
Taylor; Secretary, C. McDermid. London, England. Canadian members of 
Council —Prof. F. D. Adams. J. B. Porter. H. E. T- Haultain and W. H. Miller 
and Messrs XV. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF SMOKE. 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS—President, George McPhillips ; Secret
ary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man.

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY—President, T. J. Brown, Sydney Mines, 
C. B. ; Secretary, A. A, Hayward.

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX.—President, J. N. 
MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commissioner's Office, 
Halifax, N.S.

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION.—President. 
Major. T. L. Kennedy; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. E. Farewell, Whitby; 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole.

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION—President, T. B. Speight, 
Toronto ; Secretary. Killaly Gamble, 703 Temple Building, Toronto.

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, Wm. J. W. Booth, 
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS—Secretary, 
J. E. Oanier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal.

RFGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, A. J. McPherson, Regina: 
Secretary, J- A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue. Regina.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA—President, F. S. 
Baker. F.R.I.B.A., Toronto, Ont. ’, Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, No. 5. Beaver 
Hall Square, Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY—President, Prof. Louis B. Stewart. 
Toronto; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Wallace P. Cohoe, Chairman 
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary.

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE, McGILL UNI
VERSITY—President, J. P. McRae ; Secretary, H. F. Cole.

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION.—President, Wm 
Pierce, Calgary ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Brandon, Man.

WESTERN CANADA RAILXVAY CLUB—President, R. R, Nield: Secretary, 
W H. Rosevear, 115 Phoenix Block, Winnioeg. Man. Second Monday, except 
June. July and August, at Winnipeg.

ary.

;
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Aylmer, Ont__Tenders for the several trades in conn
tion with the erection of a Carnegie Free Library at Ay , . 
will be received up to May 15th, 1912. Plans, etc., at 
office of the architect, W. A. Mahoney, Telephone Build 
Guelph, or at the Molsons Bank, Aylmer. D. N. McGrefc 
Secretary, Aylmer Library Board.

Edmonds, B.C__Tenders for the construction of » ^
crete covered reservoir on the Royal Oak Road, in D. 'free 
will be received up to Mondav, May 20th. 1912, at the fcg 
of W. Griffiths, Comptroller, Edmonds. Particulars t« 
obtained at the office of the engineers, Cleveland & Gam 
506 Winch Bldg., Vancouver. J

Lunenburg, N.S.—Tenders will be received by Geo- tj,e 
Love, Town Clerk, Lunenburg, up to June 1st, i9J2> ccord- 
construction of a system of sewerage for the town, in a o5 
ance with the terms of a report, plans, and. ets,
furnished to the town by Snow & Barbour, Civil Eng 
and now on file at the Town Office. , tbe

Minnedosa, Man,—Tenders for the construction ° 
spillway, intake, penstocks and power-house foundati ^ 
the Minnedosa Power Company, will be received up t tbe 
10th, 1912, at the office of H. F. Maulson, Sécrétai> a0d 
Minnedosa Power Company, Minnedosa, Man. 1 a, cvnJis

the office of W. Sanford tj,e

fnd».*'

the

specifications may be seen at 
& Company, Grain Exchange Building, Winnipeg, 
office of F. G. Taylor, barrister, Portage la Prairie, 
offices of the company at Minnedosa. of

Montreal, Que—Tenders will be received up to jj0gs 
Monday, May 20th, 1912, for the demolition of old ^sford, 
and the erection of the Montreal City Hall Annex, m ay be 
Champ de Mars and St. Louis Streets. Plans, etc..>, itects> 
seen at the office of Messrs. Marchand & Haskell, a guard 
No. 164 St. James St., city. L. N. Senecal, secretar. , 
of Commissioners’ Office, City Hall, Montreal. • 1 ]\faV

Moose Jaw, Sask.—Tenders will be received un ^gcti0'1 
15th, for all the works required and necessary in c0 cjjurca 
with the erection and completion of a brick and sWn Sa5^i 
building for St. Andrew’s congregation at Moose J ’ g0ard 
Plans, etc., at the office of T. J. McCammon, Secre a - ^ u- 
of Managers, 57 River Street West, Moose Jaw, or to 
Russell, architect, Winnipeg.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Department of Public Works 
ceive tenders up to 4 p.m., on Thursday, May 23, 
the construction of a wharf at Upper Maugervule, >
County, N.B. Plans and specifications with J- N- stet a 
Esq., District Engineer, St. John, N.B. ; the 1>0S pepaf 
Upper Maugerville, Sunbury County, N.B. ; and t1 
ment of Public Works, Ottawa. , v [3th’

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be received until a fu| 
1912, for dredging required at Maquapit Lake, N",tary, 
particulars at the office of R. C. Desrochers, Secre 
partment of Public Works, Ottawa.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders for the construction of ‘receiv 
water at Trout ove, Digby County, N.S., wi nt!.,wa, llfl 
by the Secretary Department of Public Works, ‘ seef 
May 23rd, 1912. Plans, specifications, etc., can

re-will for

J

Vancouver, B.C., water pipe and
gate valves ..............

Varna, Ont., drainage work 
Vernon, B.C., diesel oil engine.May 10. 
Wallaceburg, Ont., public build

ing .................................................
Winnipeg, Man., electric locomo

tive, etc. .............. ......................

62Apr. 25. 
Apr. 25. 
Apr. 25.

. . May 15. 

. .May 15. 62
72

60May 13. May 2.

60May 2.May 15.

TENDERS.

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON FILE.

The following Plans (P.) and Specifications (S.) 
file for reference only unless otherwise noted at the office of 
The Canadian Engineer, 62 Church Street, Toronto :—
Bids close Noted in issue of

5-10 One diesel oil engine, Vernon, B.C. ..........(S-) 4"25
5-15 Reinforced arch bridge, Guelph, Ont... (P. & S.) 5-2
5-29—Water works, sewerage and electric light

systems, Melfort, Sask............................... (P- & S. ) 5"2
(Melfort plans and specifications ,

Canadian Engineer Offices, 820 Union Bank Building, Win
nipeg, and B33, Board of Trade Building, Montreal).

are on

are also on file at The

TENDERS PENDING.

In Addition to Those in this Issue.

Further information may be had from the issues of The 
Canadian Engineer referred to. Tenders

Close.
May 10.

Issue of. Page.
May 2.

Place of Work.
Arkona, Ont., church .....................
Australia, steel rails and fish 

plates ............................................

59

60May 2.
Apr. 18.

May 29.
Calgary, Alta., timber structures May 15. 
Cobourg, Ont., sewage disposal

works ..........................................
Exeter, Ont., sewèr pipe ............
Fort William, Ont., garbage

incinerator ...............................
Fredericton, N.B., culvert ....May 20. 
Guelph, Ont., Masonic temple. .May 8.
Guelph, Ont., bridge .....................
Hamilton, Ont., public comfort

station ......................................
Hamilton, Ont., castings, meters,

76

May 2. 
Apr. 25.

May 14. 
May 10.

74
72

Apr. 18. 
May 2. 
May 2. 
May 2. •

May 15. 74
60
59

May 15. 72

May 2.May 9. 59

May 2.
Apr. 25. 
Apr. 25.

May 30. 72etc.
Lebret, Sask., school house.. .May 31. 
Moose Jaw, Sask., paving ....May 15. 
Melfort, Sask., waterworks,

sewerage, etc...............................
North Battleford, Sask., boiler,

steam engine, etc.......................
Ottawa, Ont., dredging .................May 13.
Ottawa, Ont., dredging .............. "
Owen Sound, Ont., concrete dam.May 13. 
Ottawa, Ont., pumping machin-

61
72

May 2.May 29. 72

60May 2. 
May 2. 
May 2. 
May 2.

May 15.
60
60May 15.
Co

Apr. 25. 
Apr. 25. 
Apr. 11.

May 14. 
May 13. 
Apr. 22.

70ery
62Ottawa, Ont., dredging ................

Ottawa, Ont., steel tug ............
Ottawa Ont., designs for monu-

60

60Apr. 18.Oct. 1.ment ......................................• ■
Ottawa, Ont., fishing protection

vessel .............................................
Port of Quebec, Que., proposals

for drydock ...............................
Point Grey, B.C., plans for uni

versity ........................................ July 31.
Quebec, Que., leasing of water-

powers ...............................•
Regina, Sask., electric supplies,

Sec. 6 to 9...............................; • •
Saskatoon, Sask., garbage in

cinerator ,................... ................
Saskatoon. Sask., superstructure

23rd Street subway ................
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., widen

ing lower entrance channel
way ..................................................

Apr. 18.June 17. 74

60Apr. 18.July 2.

60Feb. 7.

May 2.June 26. 72

Apr. 11.May 15. 72

74May 2.June 25.

76Apr. 18.May 17.

60Apr. 18.May 10.
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CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
items from time to time. We are particularly eager to get notesReaders will confer a great favor by sending in

regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc. 
Printéd forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.

news
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N the illustration below the Turner Construction Com
pany, of New York, has brought together in a scale 
drawing an accurate representation of most of the 

important modern concrete buildings which they have 
erected during the past nine years, at an approximate 
cost of $12,000,000.

It is an imposing display of best types of modern con
struction—concrete city ” indeed—scientifically designed 
for maximum service at minimum cost and minimum 
maintenance.

In the use of concrete, the designers of these buildings 
planned for economy—the real economy that results from 
adequate strength and no repairs.

Barrett Specification Roofs are a real economy, and it is 
significant that 95 per cent, of the entire roof area is covered 
with this type of roofing. The figures are as follows :
Barrett Specification type of Roofs............. 1,490,523 sq. feet
Plastic Roofings.........................................................14,714 sq. feet
Slate Roofings............................................................ 21,640 sq. feet
Tile Roofings.........................................................    ..5,619 sq. feet
Ready Roofings.........................................................38,381 sq. feet
Copper Roofings..................  6,355 sq. feet
All other kinds............................................................. 7,448 sq. feet

It is important to remember that while all these buildings 
constructed by the Turner Construction Company,were

TV;Ki.se

■ -Tss:
; iff

r

miliZ

the specifications were drawn by a large number of archi
tects and engineers. That the great majority of these 
specified a Barrett Specification type of roof, emphasizes 
the fact that whenever this roof is practicable the best 
modern engineering practice will have no other kind.

These roofs were selected for one reason only, namely, 
that they would give better service at lower cost, than any 
other roof covering.

Barrett Specific ation Roofs require no painting or similar 
attention—in other words, there are no maintenance costs. 
They will last upwards of 20 years without any

That the above statement is conservative may be realized 
from the fact that roofs of this type have lasted, without 
attention, for thirty-five years, and are still in serviceable 
condition.

The superior economy of Barrett Specification Roofs 
justifies their adoption not only on big- first-class concrete 
buildings, but on every flat roofed building from a tenement 
to a skyscraper—from a small mill to a modern manufac
turing plant costing millions—but be sure it’s a real Barrett 
Specification Roof—and the only way to be sure is to in
corporate The Barrett Specification in full in your plans.

Copy of The Barrett Specification with diagrams free 
on request. Address our nearest office.

care.
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The Paterson Manufacturing Co., Limited
Vancouver St. John, N.B.Winnipeg Halifax, N.S.TorontoMontreal
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A CONCRETE CITY
Covered with Barrett Specification Roofs
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Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be received at the office of
Frank Barber, Civil Engineer, 57 Adelaide St. E., Toronto 
at which place plans and specifications may be seen, for the 
construction of concrete abutments for a steel bridge 40 ft. 
denartrsUpCan,nand also for a reinforced concrete truss .bridge, 
60 ft. clear span and abutments. (See advt. m Canadian tn

couver up to May 15th, 1912. Plans, etc,, can be seen a

Mav'pst0'!^', for* the^jgr^dffigTbridgii^f’offi?,^ the follow
er sections of the Howe Sound & Northern Railway. ^ 
From end of present constructed line to mile 12.0. ( )

506 Winch Building, Van 
Company, 5°°

.hi, department »d -Sce^ o^C. E. W. D,d.=ll; g.

District Engine”’ St. John, N.B.; and on application to the 
D at Yarmouth, N.S., and at Centreville, (Trout
Postmasters
Cove), N.S. , _Ottawa, Ont__The time for receiving tenders for widen
ing the Lower Entrance Channel-way, Sault Ste Mane Canal
Xrri.ed” be on Frida,, May V'" "^far"
16 o’clock on Monday, May 20th L K. Jones, Secreta y, 
Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be received bY/• E. Rya°, 
secretary the Commissioners of the Transcontinental Rail-

nestle approach. Plans and specifications may be seen at the 
office of Mr. W. J. Press, Mechanical Engineer, Ottawa. (S 
advt. in Canadian Engineer).

Ottawa Ont.—Tenders will be received up to noon of 
’ for the erection of station and other buildings 

Transcontinental Railw'ay.
the office of Mr. 

(See advt. in Can

ot

along east
specifications may be seen at 
Messrs. Cleveland & Cameron, 
couver. Howe Sound & Northern Railway 
Carter-Cotton Building, Vancouver.

Victoria, B.C.—Tenders for the erection and complet! 
of a four-room school building to be erected on the* «>rner
Cecilia Road and Oliver Avenue, will be /^Wednesday MaV 
of the Board of School Trustees on or before Wednesday, m
15th 1912. Drawings, and specifications may be seen a
office of C. Elwood Watkins, architect, Victoria.

Winnipeg, Man.-Tenders will be received by the Cha^ 
man Board of Control, up to noon, May 16th, 19 2> t
whole or any portion of the work off repafirth5 office5 of the5 City- 
overhead bridge. Specifications, etc. at the 0j5oard 
Engineer, 233 James Avenue. M. Peterson, secretary, 
of Control Office, Winnipeg.

2s ,o.r.

May 31st, 1912,
required along the line of the 
Plans and specifications may 
Gordon Grant, Chief Engineer, Ottawa.

‘ 11 Ottawa Ont.—R. C. Desrochers, Secretary, Department

Ottawa Ont.—Tenders will be received at the Department 
of Public Works, Ottawa, until Wednesday May isK 9^ ; 
for the hull repairs and office of the De-
partment!1 and’ afthe^fÏ K W.^odwell, Esq., District

EngOn.e».,HlOn,Ts=»a,..« sealed tenders will be received 

« ,he office of L. K Jones. Secret,,,.

Chatfiam Sh.Si.V ». active buddings „ those

be seen at

office.

places. Department of Public Works Ottawa,

the office of the Department of Public W orks.
Provinse of Saskatchewan.—Tenders for the e^e^tl0n 0 

S ïïSroVtffigofficLtirthrVBoard"of Highway Commis-

Fast of Davidson, over Arm River, span 100 ft.
West of Battleford, over Battle River, sPan 25° feet. 
North of Melfort, over Melfort Creek, span 60 ft.
South of Maple Creek, over Maple Creek, span 60 ft 
South of Drinkwater, over Moose Jaw Creek, span 150 
North of Veregin, onr Assiniboine River. spar, ,2, ft- 
West of Gorlitz, over Whitesand River span 80 ft.
West of Lumsden, over Wascana Creek, span 80 ft.
West of Sturgis, over Assiniboine River, span 80 ft.
South of Webb, over Swift Current Creek, span 120 ft.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—Tenders for supplying and laying 

lineal feet of tile sewer pipe wit^appurtenancM,

(See advt. in Canadian

CONTRACTS AWARDED.

Berlin, Ont.—The municipal councillors have pthe 
the tender of Messrs. Escher Wvss and Company, gal-
supply of two turbine pumps with a capacity of 5° >, wiU 
supply The Canadian Westinghouse Company

for the ope10Ions per day. . . . „
supply the 75 horse-power induction motors
1,1 ^Calgary, A-lta.—Harold Harvie, Calgary rePre®en,t^ord 
of the Canadian Mineral Rubber Company, «ceiwl 
from H. Rowstron, manager of the company, th Lt tb ^balti 
us” been awarded a contract for .00,000 yards of asP 

concrete by the city of Vancouver.
Edmonton, Aita.-Messrs. W. Mandera & Co., vinfr« 

peg, have been awarded the contract for 4 A miles o 
20 ft. wide, to cost $160,000.

Grandview, Ont.-Messrs. Schultz Bros of 
Ont., have secured the contract for the erection 
house at Grandview, to cost $33,9°°- rd^

Hamilton, Ont.-The city council have £anfoig 
the following contracts:—That J- u • ,rotPr\V°r*
end Company, of Buffalo, for ■« 
conduit from the beach pump house to the filten g 
and the laying of the intake pipe m the lake for the {gj. 
of $61,500. That of Drummond, McCall Compan.
36-inch gate valve, $500, and four 30-inch at l«o
the beach pump house. The Canadian Foundry c<

valves, $725. The DaHing Pumo Manufact 1 )ot f° 
two valves, $347- The Coffin Valve Compai . ,

100 feet.

about 21,000
will be received until May 27th, 1912.
Wr. W. Van Every, City Engineer.
Engineer).

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.—Tenders will be received unti 
Mav 27th 1912, for the construction of about 169,000 square 
feet if cement concrete JTJ, Ï»

S3mEC<£ Jd-u " Cinndian Engine,,,. 

Toronto, Ont.—Tenders will be received up to noon of 
Mav 17th, 1912, for sewer work on Walpole St., McKinley S., 
Tvrrell St, Davenport Rd„ and Oxford St., plans and spe ifi- 
cntjons of which may he seen at City Fmgmeer s office Ci y 
Hill Mayor Geary, Chairman, Board of Control, Toront .

s<
o”6
for

two
pany,
"inL—.r:^,n,,,c, bn, .men ,,,tried
ada Wire & Iron Goods Co., 182 King William Str on,»
ton ter heavy sereens for the reformatory at t.ueipi

V
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An Austin Improved Cube Mixer
mixes by means of the shape of the drum, which is such 
as repeatedly to fold the batch as a unit right and left and 
forward on itself, and squeeze it as a unit into different 
shapes. The cube principle is unit incorporation and 
contact under pressure. A mixer with inside disintegra
tors mixes by means of shelves or paddles, which repeat
edly break up and toss about the batch in small portions. 
The inside disintegrator principle is piecemeal, 
separation and readjustment. A study of the two 
principles of action shows why the cube mixer remains 
after thirty years the leading concrete mixer on the market.

The Austin Heating Attachment added to the 
Improved Cube Mixer is a Two-in-One Proposition 
which means plant economy. It does not interfere in the 
slightest degree with the Cube Principle of Mixing. It 
simply makes hot the materials being mixed. No more 
men are needed than for ordinary concrete mixing. There 
is no shifting of dampers, no feeding of the fire, no extra 
manipulation whatever to reduce the speed and mixing 
accuracy of the machine.

Send for “Special Circular No. 11” 
describing Cube Mixers with Heating 

Attachment.

I
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The cube principle of mixing produces the most perfect concrete that can be mixed.

& CONTRACTING CO.Municipal engineering
New York Office:—30 Church St.Main Office—Railway Exchange, Chicago, III.

Canadian EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY CO. Calgary and Vancouver— Agents for Western Canada. 
LECKY & COLLIS, Napanee. Ontario, Agents for Eastern Canada.

(AGENTS WANTED IN OPEN TERRITORY.,
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m JSTi “d =£
aDd WWg, MaT-Prel.nünary 

for the construction ot t 1®actJ {or lthe building ot the 
pi ant at Prince ivup-rt. platform and launching ways
piers landing stage b ^ltlfhPAmerican Construction Com-
nave been given to the now at the G-.i-P*
Pany and representatives üiat ttle work.
terminus mai-ang airangem~ncs iui

High River, Alta. Contracts f^^^^^jYnTtanT-

tnhTsy^f waterworks and sewerage, estimated to 
o.,,nno have been awarded as follows .

C°StContract *A—All labor and c-"*™"'*, JT."

Btstox «•■>..
’‘^.r^rs“i1£s«orÆ^

steel water tower, capacity i6o,t»o ga - Ug Co _ To-

’ Contract D-Furnishing castjon Lloyds’,
and special castings, 10 tons , Foundry Co., $19,-
Scotland Steel pipe, $17,1 > Hamilton $20,725.60;
r4°r „GîrrnhWo^h^:delphîa, t?5.4o ; ’stavely Coal 
Canad n J Canada to» Corpor

Fort William, $21,006. Awarded to Canada

RAILWAYS—STEAM AND ELECTRIC.

County of Lanark, Ont.-^Issr^ Larkin & Sa^gster,

Catharines, are making prep^r ç p r, line near Glantay.
nine hundred foot tunnel on r 'beyond Christy Lake,
in this county. 1 ^^^ gaîgs worktog night and day on 
will take a year to construct g c*ntractors are putting m an
a^compr^ssorpTant thai will work ten drills at one time.

Halifax
30th, 1912, 
ed to $5,2ii-43,

St.
the

and Iron 
tion,
Co.

April
amount-

riod
for the week ending

-Contract E-Furnishing
gate valves and valve boxes. Montreal, $4,552.15 t
$3,706.25; Drummond and Mc<CgL^jO and Sons, Winni- 
Roe Stevens and Co., $4,228.5 > $406855; CanadaPM. eS m 'Co*! W.lter’vilk. *»,-
!”"oryA«»d*,“. M=M„v .nd Son., subject to »PP»»1 

of their style of hydrant by the engineers. er
Contract O-All labor necessary for laying■ ma w

outfall Tenders -. J. A. Broley and Co., $2,940,
Kemper, $3,780. Awarded to Broley and Co. con„

rCOntraTentosUrTehdnWingdsÏverepLge Co., glaze tile, 
"o; Alberta Sewer Pipe Co., cement W*. *5^5°. 
American Sewer Pipe Co., glazed tile, $6,984.90.

t0 ACon1rCaacnt W-FumKMng woodenJtave pipe 4^00 feet,
^ts^M^t^^uver, $2,- 

,87 00. Awarded to Pacific Coast Pipe ko.

K——. Cr'K“;tl7lhe.nd“S.'Ss>ri'c.nning of sewers to serve the Kerrisaaie ana * been
connection with the general^sewe^a^ est-mated lQ cost in
awarded to George H. We 1 > outfall is down the
the neighborhood of $i53,ooo._ The outfall is u

Road into the Fraser River.

in P.Q.—Grand

ta"be3“ s,”i’.il« -e'-W. » ™"e,,e

of E.„,
has established a hoe o uu^u ^ Mon(reai. a distance u
municipality and 1 lace machine in operation, whi
about eight miles. Hi * y ‘ type 0f twenty-four hors
started-last week is of the B? coJort’ably twent, -eight P£e

. se°nger;Sa The tariff has not been definitely fixed yet, but 

rate will probably be ten cents.
Montreal, P.Q-—The new

operation of autobus lines witnn tie withm the ,
drafted and will be mtroduced in council w ,g that an> 
few days. One of the feature8 of üt--ne» y^ a sea,t g 
company operating a m t it f each autobus v

xceeded by "the company operating the ' men*
Northern Canada.-A report states that the 0ay

steamer Minto will convey an e^^“°necuVe merits of
5£ÏÏ?«cïS“.i« t«.m>™ °< H“JS

B” SSZ Ontario.—A repot, ft- Nonhetn O.W»«gg 
,h“ hundred me, or. ««£

on "the Construction. the" depot»*
completed portion of the chairman Englehart is b°i t0
Timmins is now being eref.ted- sufficientlv advanced

that 7* °n the ne» Wne «.» be »umok ^ ^
open for traffic by December are going mt0

tha™Tll°roc^moTivcs^oplemting in tlfis^imovince after^,D.^ fot

her 1014, must consume oil for steam gene. proving -ÎowedVn active movement « the part of the. P ^ dri 
authorities to prevent forest and grass nrts ^
season. rep0rted that the Transcontin^e
RoiC .te, iLog ,h= Quebec

will come out of the hill on a curve about half a ® ^ $80* 
of the city. The estimated cost of *e tunne^ ejtcavat>o» j, 
or>o to $1,000,000, but if, as is ex; , v be ^
« and it is necessary to line the tunnel, it may ^

more. . t ct Th° j t°
Av,„s:-t. =h *

city by-law governing 2
limits has ^

n°t

Kaye
„ .. .._ d p Messrs G A. Carlson and -Company,

K5£. 33 Æf creet ”d

Osprey Lake, half-way to Princeton.

b SS£*5ÏÏ ïïfSS'ï

the wording of the contract must be completea by wiay

run to

of tbenext.Vancouver, B.O.-Mes,„. H. V S=and Comp™

be of brick andEiESStss--.—, 
-•""EBiSEiSE
figures ranging from $14 to $17 Per thousand.

Victoria B.C__The Seagrave Company, of Brantford,
h '-'- -t"1”'1 Je /J?Dm«S2 '“his'ordTinclÛdeï one 

rombiïâtion ho»e and chemical apparatne,

r«? ? wes
Avenue, 
awarded to Messrs. R. G. 
596.



The Cable across the St. Lawrence River
FROM

King Edward Park.
•>TV ■ V
* y -"M

The longest paper insulated Sub-marine Power Cable on the Cont
inent (supplied and installed by The Canadian British Insulated 
Co., Ltd., for the King Edward Park Company,) No. 6 B. 
& S. Gauge, 3 conductor, paper insulated, lead covered double

wire armoured and juted.

\\ miles long—13,200 volts
We are prepared to undertake contracts for the Supply 
and Installation complete of Power Cables under a

Five Year guarantee.

WE WANT YOUR ENQUIRIES

Canadian British Insulated Co., Limited
MONTREALHEAD OFFICE

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER 65May 9, 1912.
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Sarnia, Ont.-Recent experiments darding the quality 
gineer McLean to obtain 1™fo™a“ h 30 teet of sand into 
ol water resulting trom soakage thr 8 3 ^ a turbo
rest wells, resulted favoraW- H«^ Pi works, and trom
fhTs'opemte Pumps aua4e^toP about twenty additional wells.

66

Toronto, Ont.-The mimKipal engineer n„ use
n= Board of Control purdiase three bus ^
Rosed ale and the business centre, meed that the 

between ,
would be $10,000 each.

Western Canada.—A report that circulation ,h=
in the matter of electric ra J cides in the Canadian 
should the Plans mtnethe pn 1P ^ ic ,ines operating
Prairie West will be linked togetner W that the manage-
under hydro-electric power. It isrep d the Manitoba
ment of the Alberta Inttrurban1 Raw»> at5e matter.
Rural Railways Companies are interested m

has enjoyed extensive 
engaged 

and that
are

industrial works.

Brandon, haü. R- E-

buildings and

spending the sum
Speakman, City Engineer. expenditure of $975,ooo on

Calgary, Alta.-Plans for the exp^ ^ ^ ^ tfae erectlon 
new schools and school sites, $ ’ h { new sites to be
of schools, and $i75,ooo for «ht' ^C^n up at a special 
held for future contingencies, recently Subject to

an office and store building of brick ana 
to cost $20,000. been prepared {or the erec-

Edmonton, Alla.—:Plans n about $IOo,ooo. The
tion of a new Anglican Church t feet long by 75 fee*
new "building, as plann > fl feet above grade at
wide. The ground floor, tral® - " s from a wide vestibule
approached by three flights of P seating about 9°°’
V1 “"oimorâ-rÎA -- »d
f,h,g“tu=m.*and sacristy. Messrs. Barnes

light, heat and power.
the

Hazslton, B.C.-The ^^ÿS^fo^rikâaRivcr 
attention to the latent powers horse-power could
near this town. It is claimed tn 1 *eri work being m- 
be generated without any_senou accoSmplished, a large manu- 
volvcd, and that shou. . in the vicinity of this
facturing district, would spring up
municipality. for the municipalMontreal, P.6-A ™ic' lighting «ill
Board of Control shows t:hat 1 is made up as follows :
cost about $250,000. The estima ting> $I>752 ; lighting 
Street lighting, $2i7,345> ‘$->178- lighting municipal
parks and squares m sum™®r’ la ’ s ’$2,000; salaries of 
buildings, $i7ii30; .rel»Latin8 r Ph’e sum is the controller 
staff, $7,ooo. Realizing muiucipal electric power. In an 
have studied the subje have completed the en-other year’s time the corporation w, lhaveœy P ^ be about
largement of the aqueduct As th - present
three times its present widthlandthe city will.be 
depth the result is that the water supply ^ cQme Knowing
much more than necessarJsf°repared'statements showing that 
this the chief engineer has Prepared ^ water_ tQ deVelop
it will be possible, with this ext ■ P - only is it the m-
power to do most of the street l^htmg. { its street
tention of the city P™ct.™s take c: corporation
lighting, but the public buildings owned y
will be cared for as well. electrical department

Saskatoon, Sask.—T e ‘ that reductions of 25
has shown a surplus despite the fa t th . rate were
per cent, in power rates and 22 per cent m ^ ^lowmg for 
introduced in the method of ™ extent of aim0St $6,000, a 
the interest on debentures to sinking fund of $2,328, a

ns» rs. s-

meters are free to the consumer.
Victoria, B.C. The municipal council ar^makin^ ^

rangements for the instaHation of aJ g^ of the
carry the words Welcome to eminence and is to be of
Pacific.” It is to be placed on an emine: ^ ^ ^. thus
such size that it will be visa light and a municipal
serving the double purpose of a beacon g 
advertisement.

and Gibbs are

d;j:,»n. N.B. The

» - »
Hamilton, Ont—Mr H. X I'L'liTo yilVt lïlooo.

the erection of a new chi Masons of this city

ï '«»“ - • ”” “,0 „

with much congestion at *e.Cl‘dy ” rters, and health depart'
the Recorder’s Court police headquart , with granite
ment. The annex w11 besandstone. Tenders 
foundations and a sup Qf tbe building.
be called at once for the latrhewan Bridge and Ir°

Moose Jaw, Sask.-The Saskatchewan Jq{ the,r 
Company have awarded thewest to the Western 
new machine shed on Jai "hed wiu be of iron-dad an 
Building Company. Th cost will be absteel construction 50 by 150 feet. me
$125,000 Mr I W Birchenough will ^^an-

Montreal, P.Q- »r' J- f Rleurv street and Ale- $6o,ooo building on the corner of Bleury
Street. n Mr V Ross Mackenzie is interested -n 
Nelson, B.C.—Mr. E. { brick, four stones

The,, «m be seating «—

SfiTJES Federal Ogn-» TSffij 
tt EE*” B.X& p.ifi -/•<&, Zi*On,l. Sydney MS., riW» k «.ended,

th, erection of > ««« "«"‘‘'.Ve,0',.,,,,, in heigh,,
ir/e’SrMOTef above .hi main doon.ay.

Princeton, B.C.—Mr. Peter ^ans°n 
prepared for a hotel to cost the Federal

Quebec, P.Q- - matter of reconstructing a P°di„g
Mthe breakwaterratgthis poiffi. This work'will cost, acc 

to the estimate, about $500,000. ed by Mr. r'0n-
Regina, Sask.—Plans baye^ tpPbe erected for th,esbo"'

Darrach for a new chu presbvterian Church. They oft-
fb'SlS S.« .n.-anc. «blob ,1» be ^

forpossible.

have
cost

will

net

garbage, sewage and water.
Brandon, Man.—The ratep^ayej^s r«ently^vote< $ioo>qoo tQ

îâ,«"oe,ks improvement- R. E. Speakman, Cr.y

Engineer.
District of Muskoka, Ont.—With a 

pollution of lakes and streams the 
is issuing dodgers warning the

sffi.'Srtst jfSK srr» •. ^ «- *

LiS in ,M, branch .h,

civic administration.

„ „ view of preventing the 
Provincial Board of Health 
residents of that district 

vegetable matter in 
viola-

lati5is having P

N-

ea
 y

15 m



THE TRIPLEX BLOCK
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A Triplex Block hung from a temporary rigging and used for laying pipe.

What is the Life of aTriplex Block?
W7E don’t know. Triplex Blocks built by the Y ale 
W and Towne Co. at the very beginning—twenty-

are still in actual use. The Triplexfive years ago
Block of to-day possesses greater lasting powers. With its steel parts—its 
chain superior to any other—its non-wearing gear movement—and the guar
antee of a rigorous test before shipment under a fifty per cent, overload. 
It will outlast the man who buys it, no matter how young he may be.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
LIMITED

Fairbanks Standard Scales — Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines 
Safes and Vaults

TORONTO WINNIPEG 
VANCOUVER VICTORIA

ST. JOHN OTTAWA 
SASKATOON

MONTREAL
CALGARY
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Bioor Street to cost $Si.8i3- h^ i e are considering the 
to Dufferin St The Works Com Spadina Avenue from

of widening This is from Queen

6S

ed by four pillars ^over the 
doors being set well m from t p The Sunday school
arch is high, and has a large w wQrk will be about
adjoins the church. 1 he cost question 

52 feet to qi 
St. to Baldwin.

feet, at a
^7° Saskatoon, Sask.-A new “^^jteen formed with 
the Concrete and Supplyea° The’new company will manu- 
Mr. C. D. Fisher ;stone, and other ornamental 
S-6 Th™eSànUs"oîrerencted on’the corner of Avenue L

<md 17th S __A report states that a
Saskatoon, Sask. A bmlding to

fires.
. n„t Th fact0rv of Messrs. Totton Co.’s 

Stratford, Ont.—The tacto - damaged by fire.

Wi,to;„LmT ïïS~ yats-ss 
■“VSSTE

Winnipeg firm 
be used for

contemplates erecting a
apartments and stores. Willoughby and Mr. A.

F R. McMillan & CO. Mackay and Maxwell
Sydney, C.B., N.S—the nr of a new auto-

are having plans prepared for A recharging tank with
mobile garage to Fost abou * ’ nrestolight and searchlight

il "3 An ai, ,u™ attachment tor -=
pumping will be introduced a so. for the trans-

St. John, N.B.-Negotiations are^ Y fpment plant.
fer of limestone properties and the e : ^ property for
Ttm municipal council have ag t the plant and

condition that the purchasers ere . b the
that the deal only awaits ratihcation oy

CURRENT NEWS.

Brantford, Ont.—The foAmpm^ements to the
calling for the expenditure of $13,000 10
dyke system. Collingwood Shipbuilding Com-

Collingwood, Ont.—The Com g {or the Chicago and 
pany will construct a large freight bpToronto lt is to be 
St. Lawrence Navigation pJn in igl3 and will be the 
ready for the opening 1 , iakes having a cargo ca-largest freighter operating on Je lakes^h^ g 
nacitv of 12,0000 tons, the -g feet ; moulded
all, 550 feet ; width between perp^ ^ Qn’the arch web sys-
depih, 31 feet- Tbe, be fitted with side tanks and water 
tern of framing, and will be utt wiU be 32 hatches with
bottom for her entire lengt • uing machinery will be a
steel telescoping covers. T P h cylinders being 24 m-’
vertical triple expansion engine foe W stroke. The
40 in., and 66 in. cylindrical boilers, each *3
steam will be supplied by three q{ g5 lbs-> and they
feet in diameter, with a worki g P forced draught. The
will be fitted with Bowdens system t^ tQ the highest
ship and machinery througho . The vessel will
classification of the, Mr W. D. Matthews is the
StoTrf CUhlc2o5l»d S,. Lawrence Navigation Com- 

pany.

$26,200, on 
a report states 
council.St. Catharines, Ont.-A Warrm^Pm,
ment of the Warren Axe < niant in this city. The rate-
U.S.A., propose th^^^on of foe usual subsidy on May

will vote on
St- Catharines. Ont.—A report f;ronV|1.;l!ia'n^.ya^a^ontem-

the management of the ^foctorvTn the vicinity of Berry
plating the erection of a new ta snuare feet of floor
man Avenue. . About possible,
space are required b ' , Niagara Power Com-

Toronto, Ont.—The Toron o the northeast
intend to build a structural steel plant at cost

- Shaw and Dupont Streets. me y

payers 
gth.

pany 
corner of 
$40,000.Toronto, Ont.-The National Iron Works will commence

,h. erection „

“ “ «ncôn.r'B'cLTh. N"£«”,yCor,e-Ï«am.msraVfoi
tehr,,;â,cti„Ï5n,,h»^abui.»g in 'this ci'y- Th, CSC i. 

estimated at $160,000 nrenared by Thomas„,o»r£Æ£. rfwPom«, „ com

Windsor, on.,-The Nmi-,,1 A... Body Çç.mpsny.Us 
been organized with a capital _f $ 5 . aluminum,
will manufacture auto bodies of wood steel a 
and will also build, trim and paint both w** ^ ^
bhdied inAhè*"factory'district and tenders calling for the con- 
sfouction of a number one plant have been advertised.

Hamilton, Ont.-The mctefThluS

sidering the question of p"chas g^ Board o{ Control has
°b:enTeVTsS'toTsheecuSreeCpnces and operation costs. Mr. A- 

F. MacCallum is the city engineer. Nelson Gas &
Nelson, B.C. The municipal council

Coke Company have made ove $75,000 for the business-
for the sale of them plane They ask *75^.^ haye a„- 

Ottawa, Ont.—The Civil S d fpr the position of
nounced that applications v 1 bief architect’s division
architectural draughtsman in th ^ draughtsmen 1”
(Initial salary $1,300 per anpp , $g Applications must 
S'ifSS A! CM Service cLmission, -

f^'ooTAdc*relevator are on the 

list of improvements.bridges, roads and pavements.

.jsrs tMfcWsrPr°V|lorthVancouver 'B.C^i—Thelstim,tel CM of constrocti
to, S- the Second Narrows h„ 1«=« -ceased

Sgitess-H 
.

PERSONALS.

firm lifor?0

Mr.
Science Research
°f ' ^ Richard W. Allen, of the well-known 
Allen ^ons & Co Ltd., Bedford, England, was a

Torr h» h=™ rss»»f jnssw?
înTcân'als "Frf"*’ Government.

01

was
T & N.O. Railway seven



Heat and Oil-Resisting Steam Hose
You don’t buy hose every day. When you do buy, it’s up 
to you to remember that the best you can buy today is 
the cheapest you can use tomorrow—and demand

----- Steam and Hot Water Hose-----
Dependable Hose for Boiler Rooms

This hose is specially treated to yield 
the maximum resistance to steam and oil— 
agencies that play havoc with other hose, 
shortening its usefulness and doubling its 
cost. The toughest, strongest, least-affected- 
by-heat hose in existence — and the most 
economical.

In addition to Goodyear Steam and Hot 
Water Hose, we also make highest grade

■fBgWESr

I /

, |\X!
ff i . I

■m
f >" - ■ ]I m A Fire Hose 

Air Hose 
Suction Hose

, T

:

>

r, %s

as well as special hose for
A FEW OF THE LINES WE CARRY.

il Oil, Gasoline, Vinegar, Fire Extinguishers,
Brewers and Divers

5.
3-
of
n>
in Our sales of the last four months 50% greater than those of last year. 

Defective goods returned only $23.93.,st
ot

of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, 
U.S.A.

If ultimate saving is worth your while, buy Goodyear 
Hose. In every foot you get the same high quality 
Material, skillful workmanship and years of experience 
that have built such enduring service into the products

ity
rut

Tell us what kind of hose you are interested in. 
Let us quote you a saving price—and ship you 

saving goods.

be

17

The Goodyear Tire $ Rubber Company of Canada, Limited
Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.the General Offices—Toronto

BRANCHES : Montreal — Winnipeg — St. John, N.B; — Vancouver — Calgary - Victoria, B.C., 855 Fort 
Street—Regina, SasK., 2317-2318 South Railway Street — Hamilton, Ont., 127 King Street West.

»or
Write Our Nearest Branch

ff-
. to

of
/ay5
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Ad vert isements^oa  ̂this

!npusia"ns Vacant, -ee ce,,ts per 
word. PC-niïUminimLm cftar6e per insert,on .. flttyCONDENSED ADVS.

for positionapplications
experience in general con- 

draftsman ; desires 
Box 66, The Can-

OFENGINEER, 6% years 
and surveying ; first-class 

Best references.

SUPERINTENDENT.CIVIL
struction
position immediately, 
adian Engineer, Toronto.

STREET RAILWAY
Citv Commissioners, Ed-

May 15th, 1912, for 
for the Ed-

addressed to the

"" b|Strlur=n-™<‘««
Applications 

Alberta,monton,
the position of Street

Electric Railway.
with excellent experience, 

AddressENGINEER,
position in or

STRUCTURAL
would like to secure F _:neer 
Box 68, The Canadian Engineer

near Toronto. * their experience and positions
Applicants must state , • tke paSt seven years,

nem and with what married or single; and salary
their nationality; branches of the work
ISIllieTandliMof men. Duties » commence June > ■

operates fifty cars.

monton
Toronto.

Fifteen years’ 
shovels, steam 

Write Box 64, Can-

for position, 
steamSUPERINTENDENT open

railroad construction,
and concrete work.experience on 

drills, track laying 
adian Engineer, Toronto.

The system now
COMMISSIONERS.

Dated at Edmonton Alta., this 19th day of April, 191-
CITY

TRANSIT, FOR SALE. Gurley c[ leETdescope
Transit, almost new^ 5-m- Needle uick„levelling
Level, Dust Guard, Reflector, Dtgttawa W. B- Anderson,

POWER EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE.

attachment.
Militia Department, Ottawa.

FOR SALE.—One K. and E- |Qï5 Surveying foot
- for ^raS€Is Bank Bid!., Toronto.

M\uer?FrPankSlin° & Stevenson 2 Tandem compound Wheelock Engines, cylinders 21 in.

afid mete^im face
2 Double leather belts, each 112 ft. long,
2 Tubular water heaters.
2 Northey jet condensers, cylinders

18 in. stroke.

ddimtfr ON EARTH—Booklets, Cata- 
Handbills, and »« *' ^opMkWa 
1,1 AdvnS Jk. Chancery

42 in. wide.

12 in. and 18 in. by 

and

CHEAPEST
logues, Price L 
ing for the En] 
nrices Russel Smart 
Lane, London, W.C., England. . 5"in. line shaft, 15 ft. long, with friction coupling 

pulley 4 ft- If *n" 'n' t yg ;n diameter, 14 ft. l°ug>
containing JfXiSS S» »*'

-Tn"»,; 5 -8 12
All the above steam and ^Ts^'hut were seldom

These engines werJ s,arteoff will be received for 
Auxiliary Plant.^ ear,y buyer of

1
PATENT NOTICE-Notais ÿ

Canadian Patent No. 9 9 > Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd.,
under said is P*— “

supply devices covered by this pate t.____________ __________ stroke, 

order.
used, being an 
all or any of this plant, 
part or whole plant.

PATENT NOTICE.—Any »
.ention covered by Canadian p hm.on.Sca- England for
May 8th, 1906, to G. Green, d() SQ upon application
Internal Combustion Engines-, £ t0 SUpply all reason-

£*
Canada 1 *»•»> ». =-■

resident.

The Ottawa Electric Company
35 Sparks Street, Ottawa, Ont.

eking macb-
likely to be

Canadian manufactut

A London firm m^™ Canadian
inery would like 
interested.

Inquiry is
"* A wêîVf gland fi-mw™^mtgs, snch „

Canadian manufacturers o den wheels for toys,
spindles, legs for typewriter and duplicator

A London business in Canada.
^^dT desire <o

?Zto”ecI°»touS«,d Kingdom eapor.er, able to supp 1- 

for City Trade Inquiries, 75

patents.
The following is a lis,js°fisPfurn^sherby^Messrs. Fether- 

"onhaughïcûmpanÿ! Royal Bank Building, King Street

E,$ WTOC°h»“rpneuma.ic cushions tabg ^
Morrison and C. G. Pa^L coa Jj Haney, concrete block 
W. A- Cnckton, sheaf ekvators ; ’ c. E. Marsh,-
structures ; J R- ^end ly^nin devices for locking the con-
boiler compounds, J. A. Mason, electrically con
trolling levers of metalrailroad ties; E. Oliver,
ïm'efwhSTc.' A.' R=M«=”. >« P*» C' Twk*-

windows.

made for the names of
offor the names

dowms»

who use
get

Basingha11
From the branch

S,,"À; Kngiish r"1ttiUtLC°i«r»VoH,”n « «“«P ">*

i"“ “nîf^o,Ca“«Mn.»« P>.« sped,Bi«.

get

trade enquiries. repre

The following were among dm TI'hTiiigh Commis- 
SrX'SSUntim^Srree,. U.ndnn, S.W., dnr.ng 

the week ending April 22nd, 1912.

type.

A

in
 y
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o 2
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